
Positive Comments on Baby Video 
Prior to the 2016 elections, Fr. Frank produced a video where he showed people an aborted 
baby he was preparing for burial, and urged them to elect lawmakers who would protect babies 
from such violence. Here is an explanation of what he did, and below are 136 pages of praise 
and thanks that people posted on his Facebook page.

 Name Comment

 Christopher LaRose Pray for the innocent children. Let us choose life. Blessings will follow for those 
who choose life. This baby would have lived, and known the blessed joy of life if 
not killed. 

 Ellen Bertke People need to see this. Eisenhower did the same thing . Walked the Germans 
though the death camps SL they could see the face of evil. 

 Cynthia Roddy Naquin I got pregnant and wasn't married, but I never even thought once about aborting 
my baby!! She is now 40 years old and I LOVE MY CHOICE!! I love her! Praise God 
I knew better!! 

 Soraya Azzam Unfortunately David this is necessary to wake peolpe up. To most this is abstract. 
When they actually see it opens their eyes and hopefullytheir hearts. 

 Elevana Axe I just wanted to say THANK YOU for posting this . many people are afraid to see 
the reality. this was very brave of you and you weren't afraid of any backlash  
either . So much respect for you. god bless 

 Nina Dominique Brooks I pray that God will soften people's heart and they will vote PRO CHRIST & PRO 
LIFE. 

 Ed Vasquez Blunt force Truth! Abortion makes our culture no more civilized than those of the 
past that practiced human sacrifices! Our society has chosen death, it is up to us  
to take it back, NOW! 

 Vicki Gondran Pattillo This Priest will be canonized one day as a patron of the unborn children! Thank 
you Father Pavone for all you do !! 

 Noreen Day Swoszowski I have never understood how a practicing Catholic can vote for those who favor 
abortion. 

 Jude Benoit Poor little baby, this is heart wrenching, but unfortunately this is reality. 
Absolutely terrible. Have mercy on the America people. Help us Heavenly Father. 
Jesus I trust in you. Amen 

 Pam Taylor God bless this baby. Thank you for giving the body prayer and love.

 Jen Swackhamer I'm not Catholic, but I follow and learn from Father Frank, everyone is welcome here

 Richard Ibanez This is what makes me see who to vote for this election. Definitely Pro-Life. Thank
you Father Pavone, for fighting for defenseless human lives. 

 Jannie Meinhardt Have mercy for those Catholics soulswho does vote for her this is very sad

 Amber Button Keep speaking Father! --Lord bless thy people who accept you and take you into 
their heart. Unblock their eyes, unlock their ears I humbly do beg! If we don't have 

you Our Lord we are but worthless earth. 
 Elizabeth Gilmartin-Wood Thank you Father! There are an unbelievable amount of Christians who excuse 

this grave sin of abortion. You are revealing to these weak Christians the reality of 
their lukewarm Christianity. 

 Ann Sulo I believe he has the unborn baby on the Alter to show people that unborn babies 
are real human beings not globs of unindentical tissues. 

https://www.priestsforlife.org/library/8871-interview-with-fr-frank-pavone-about-the-baby-on-the-altar


 Jesus A. Mendoza Amen father. May those who are blind to the reality of the world around them, and 
  what our leaders stand for. Life, love, and live a full bright life. Amen 
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 Sandra Padilla How can call yourself a Cristian and vote for killing of millions of babies 
 Lucy Betzen Father Frank, thank you for standing up for life. Bless all the little babies who have 
  been murdered by abortion. VOTE PRO-LIFE. 
 Joey HQ This is brutal reality and so was the crucifixion! 
 Sarafina Musillo This is the reality Father and people should see it. 
 Gwen Scott As gruesome as this is....some need to see the reality of abortion. I pray that only  
 prolife leaders will be elected AND that they follow through with their promise to  
 reverse Roe vs Wade. 
 Annshirley Bittner God protect our future babies not yet born give us laws and leader who feels the  
 same thank you Father for giving this baby a blessed ceremony angles hold this  
 baby in God's presence now 
 Hakafa Famili Namukailau Doesn't seem right to show this baby but it's the truth of what is happening in our  
 country and we need to see to believe. This is first degree murder. 
 Louise Stabile Molnar Eternal rest grant unto this child, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon him.  
 May his soul and the souls of the faithful departed, through the mercy of God, rest 
  in peace. 
 Sabrina Becoski Smith Thank you Father for being a Lover of truth, a seeker of truth and a transmitter of  
 truth and Gospel of Life!!! May God continue to bless you, your ministry and this  
 life changing and affirming work that you do!!! 
 Connie Chicas Johnson We are going to get the President we deserve.sadly. put on your armour folks the  
 battle is heating up. Oh and blessings you father. 
 Yare Kpy How can some one be a chrstian and pro choice. You are either a child of God and  
 clearly against abortion or you are from the opposite side. God will vomit the  
 lukewarm out of his mouth 
 Margot Villarreal the blood of all the abortions will be on our hands if we don't fight against hillary.  
 Only 50% of catholics vote pro life!!!! Father is doing what is necessary to wake  
 up the world. 
 Julie Ellison It doesn't matter that you think abortion is ok!God has the last say.... and He says  
 it's murder and you will not be escape His punishment!!You can push this from  
 your mind but it will come!!! 
 Mark Anxman You're preaching to the choir. 
 Aileen Lynch THANK YOU FR. FOR TRYING TO WIN OVER THE CATHOLIC PEOPLE TO VOTE FOR  
 TRUMP. HOWEVER, I THINK THAT THE CHURCH SHOULD TELL OUR PEOPLE TO  
 GET DOWN ON THEIR KNEES & COVER THEIR HEADS WITH ASH AND PLEAD  
 BEFORE OUR LORD THROUGH THE INTERSESSION OF THE BLESSED V 
 Shane Bowman Father, thank you for sharing this. I am sorry for all the \"faithful\" Catholics who  
 have a problem viewing the truth of the matter, but the truth is the truth.  
 Sometimes people have to be slapped on the face to wake them up.    I am a  
 convert to the Cat 
 Tim Bejian If this dead baby offends you, think how God feels every time one of these  
 innocents is slaughtered. 
 Laura Herrigstad This is so very hard to see, but, truth is truth. If people are pro abortion why hide  
 what abortion does and is? Fr Pavone did not abort this child, he is honoring this  
 child. 
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 John Eldredge People are upset because he showed a dead baby? They should be upset our  
 government allowed the MURDER of this baby and countless more. Time to wake  
 up. 
 Patricia Tardi Lord, help us to become a PRO-LIFE NATION ONCE AGAIN..??????????These  
 aborted babies cry out to God for justice..? 
 MD Stevens KILLARY is pure evil and it's spreading if you elect the devil ( KILLARY ) 
 Boy Bermudez Jr. \"praise the Lord fr. Pavone for waking up our fellow people and our almighty God  
 will guide and bless you for your apostolic works. We admire you. Bernadette  
 Bermudez 
 Gladys Newsom Extreme measures....may many eyes, hearts be opened....the truth hurts 
 Amanda Christian God says ALL life is created by him, nobody has rights to kill a human life that God 
  created. 
 Judith Murphy Pray God that she will lose.I am saddened by the number of Catholics, especially  
 the Catholic women who say they voted for her! 
 Joan Pantin Dear Father Pavone pray for all mothers and fathers who are suffering from the  
 effects of abortion and cannot forgive themselves.Amen. 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo Thank you Father for showing the people what a child of abortion looks like??. I  
 think that is part of the problem- out of sight out of mind. 
 Charles Slocum It's about time a priest stood up.Over half of catholics vote for the demoncrats. 
 Brittany Hand Totzeck I am pro life all the way I do not believe in abortion it is murder no matter what  
 trimester people open your eyes the Lord is close 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran The Democrats have changed freedom of religion to freedom to WORSHIP. In  
 other words, you can pray in church, but not PRACTICE it. 
 Tina Childers Although this is a very sad picture, I think it is important that as Christians we  
 realized the magnitude making the right decision on Election Day. You can't say  
 you're a Christian and vote democratic. 
 David Keith Father, thank you so much for you life's work of trying to save this country from  
 the evils of the abortion industry. You are truly a saint. Keep up the good fight.  
 You are loved. 
 Arakel Mikaelian The reason the infant is black is due to salt solution that burns the child until it  
 dies. How humane is chemically burning a child? 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee This child is getting a funeral but many don't hear or see truth unless shown in  
 this manner!Most cafeteria Catholics vote democrat ticket without following  
 God's truth. 
 Damien Aylward The Divine Law - The fifth Commandment of God: Thou shalt not kill. 
 Willie Coffey God bless both of them . No baby should ever have to die this way. 
 Nancy Cosgrove Holy Spirit touch the hearts of those hardened against the life of the most  
 innocent . I pray for the conversion of Cecile Richards and all those involved in the 
  abortion industry. 
 Cynthia Meekins O'Brien I can't believe anyone objects to this! This child deserves a funeral. To be  
 mourned as any other deceased human being deserves. Your conscience is being  
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 Mary Staub Lindgren Speak for those that can't, don't let this little one, or any of the other millions of  
 little lives that are destroyed die in vain.Just because you don't want to see it  
 doesn''t make it real.SPEAK OUT. 
 Chrissy Whitt If this makes you uneasy watching this then I wonder how that baby felt while  
 getting aborted? Yeah it's sickening!! this child had its whole life ahead of it and  
 it was MURDERED!!! 
 Anne Fitzpatrick Root Thank you for showing what abortion truly is, God bless and keep you. I have  
 always felt that if a politician votes for abortion they should have to observe one. 
 Hope Settles Marissa u should be appalled at how babies are being aborted. guess it is hard to  
 see this when u are for abortion u rather sweep it under the floor and pretend it  
 does not exist 
 Sharleen Will I am a very proud Assyrian speak Aramaic the language that Jesus spoke and very  
 devoted Catholic from Iraq..God bless you Father Frank.. Agree with you 100% 
 Jeanine Duffey Heard Lord Jesus, give us courage to speak out for life. #silentnomore 
 Kathy Johnson God brings Life...Satan seeks to kill, steal, and destroy. Abortion is murder...you  
 are taking the life, given by God, of your'choice'. 
 Tracy Faxon-Falgoust If 1 person decides to choose to vote against Murder of Babies -- because of this  
 message with these graphics - then it's worth it 
 Wilfred Emeh Let's pray tonight for God's intervention. He will hear and answer us. May the  
 blood of all the unborn who have been killed rise and bring victory to life,  
 tomorrow. 
 Mary Holliday Father, thank you so much for allowing this child to the world, perhaps someone  
 will take heed, I only wish all children could have you in their corner. GOD BLESS  
 YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Esther G Abijana Praying for the United States that God lead us to choose a USA president that  
 believes and will follow the commands of our Lord! Amen! 
 Belisa Ucciardo Lord bless us with a Pro Life President to get rid of abortion... 
 Mills Diaz Amen from resident of Japan please choice the pro life people of the America 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln Life issue is nonnegotiable!!!!! Without life we have nothing!Lord hear our prayer  
 for Pro Life Candidates across our country be elected!???????????????????? 
 Tony Frasco It is tough to see this unborn child but we have to see how tragic abortion really is. 
 Vivian Hall I love seeing all of you so horrified by this. How about being horrified and doing  
 something about the abortion that caused this baby to die. 
 Milagro De La Virgen Medalla  Unidos oremos por el don de vida nadie tiene derecho a quitar la vida a un bebe  
 Milagrosa Austin fragil y infefenso es una crueldad humana que a Papa Dios no le agrada un  
 pecado mortal. 
 Renee Stankowski Diane Neupert2nd trimester abortions are very common and not medically  
 justified. Civilized societies do not treat there most defenseless and innocent this  
 wsy. It's evil. 
 Treasa Van Ommen Kloeke Thank you Father for fighting for the innocents sacrificed so cruelly. 
 Gladys Catalla Vote base on your moral views not on emotional views God of the bible love  
 children as a Christian we should vote righteously 
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 Theresa Vanderstaay Smith If you people think it's so horrible why would you ever vote for Hillary????? She  
 condones this and even babies at nine months!!!!! 
 Eva Andrade IT IS A GRAVE SIN TO KILL BABIES IN THE WOMB,LIVING WITH THIS SIN WILL  
 NEVER GIVE YOUR SOUL REST 
 Mary E. Williams It is hard to be faced with the reality of what abortion is ....offensive? horrified?  
 Just imagine how offensive to God that we are destroying His creations and many  
 people will support increasing this 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee Hillary accepted millions from planned parenthood, selling baby parts, voted 30  
 years supporting abortion to 9th month, knowing this, which is intrinsically evil,  
 we know now & will be held accountable 
 Cindy Rothe Peacock You don't like the video but you will vote for Hillary? This is a baby, well it was a  
 baby. This is the reality of abortion. If you don't like what you see, stand against it. 
 Anaiz Yvonne Bustillos Always choose life! Thank you Father for always telling the truth no matter what. 
 Deacon Keith Esshaki Thank you Fr. Frank Pavone for your courage to say the truth with no fear and  
 thank you for saving the body of this unborn child from being desecrated in a trash 
  can 
 Michelle Vallance I was adopted at 3 months in1967. I thank Jesus Christ every single day for the  
 woman who gave birth to me and gave me up for adoption. I have no idea whether 
 Bill Daniel God bless that poor child lying there who was never given a chance to Live,love  
 and experience all you created..go be with The Father The King! Amen... 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo Ruthie Ramos - has the sight of this precious child touched a nerve?  
 GOOD!!Maybe people seeing this helpless child will make you think twice about  
 murdering Gods Children. 
 Cynthia Roddy Naquin If his words get a few to change their minds and help this country to elect the  
 prolife candidate, then praise God for those people hearing this holy man and  
 making the right choice!! 
 Dawn Chabolla May our gracious loving Heavenly Father receive the soul of this innocent little  
 baby into His loving arms...and may He have mercy on us who stand by and allow  
 this to happen, Amen 
 Dave McClellan Like the Prophet Nathan who said to King David about his crimes, \"you are the  
 man\", \"America you are the country\" found guilty of the Blood of the Innocents. 
 Connie Reza I'm praying for all my \"Catholic\" friends that will vote for the pro-abortion  
 candidates. In their own words \"I don't care that Hillary is pro-abortion I'm still  
 voting for her\" may God have mercy in their souls. 
 Nancy R. Carter Goodson I hear a little bit of Pentecostal anointing coming out Father. God bless you &  
 keep you. May you touch some of the cold heart viewing your message.. Very  
 touching sermon. 
 Judy Mcgovern Its a mortal sin to vote for Abortion. 5th commandment thou shall not kill. Jesus  
 have mercy on us and this election. Protect your country. 
 Marita Redondo God bless you and continue to annoint you for exposing satan works and to stop it 
  in Jesus name. 
 Lisa Flatt Thank you for showing people the truth! I wish the Peace of Christ with all that  
 think Father is wrong. I am glad that Father is brave enough to show the TRUTH!  
 The culture of death must be ended! 
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 Nikita Flowers If we have more priest like you, that say the truth without looking at how it feels,  
 the world would be a better place. Many people know the truth, but are afraid to  
 open up to it. God bless you Fr!!! 
 Maria Cristina Falcon Thank you Fr. Frank! It is only right that this innocent baby, has a proper funeral,  
 who else cared, let's pray that abortion will come to its end! God bless! ???? 
 Abril America Just think: if a murderer kills a woman and her fetus, he/she committed double  
 homicide; therefore, abortion is murdering a human life! 
 Pam Lacoste-Himes Well said. Thank you for your prayers and courage. I also agree God willing we  
 need to go out and get more votes! Votes for life, votes to stop the murdering  
 these innocent children! 
 Natalie Leonarda It speaks volumes how a nation treats it's unborn. To kill a child..,horrifying. The  
 left pitches this line...for health reasons...it's a lie from Satan. Dear Lord forgive  
 us our sins ! 
 Vivian Hall Sheryl Ann you have a problem with this more than the abortion itself?? People  
 nees their eyes opened and if thesis what it takes more power to them. 
 Edie Skaggs Hager Do you know why Hillary is for abortion up until they are born? You should know  
 before you vote. There are satanic reasons. Look up sex island. 
 Mary McManus Laurenson I have been called many vile names because I support the pro-life candidate, so I  
 must pray for them because they are so misguided. 
 Sharon Peterson Sounds like many are appalled by this. You are either pro life or not. When it's in  
 your face it is harder to accept. I am not ashamed to be pro life and make no  
 excuses for it. 
 Nona Reed GOD please FORGIVE US of our sins and of our total disregard for you. Please  
 CHANGE THE HEARTS AND SOULS OF PEOPLE so we will value the sanctity of life,  
 to love, and to honor YOUR CREATION!!! 
 Chad Weekley Love your broadcasts Father. Praying for you Father. Abortion is wrong, defund  
 planned parenthood. 
 Frank Salerno Forget about getting hung up on remains, if that doesn't make you cry, your  
 heart's not right with God!!! 
 Colleen Pike God bless all of these children; thank you Father Pavone fighting for life. 
 Sue Ward Hoeft Thank you for being brave enough to let the world see what is really happening in  
 the abortion world. It is truly evil and ugly. How will we know unless it is exposed? 
 MaryEllen McKinney Copic This is heartbreaking! We must come together & be a voice for the unborn. Please 
  think of the innocent lives when you go cast your ballott! 
 Okie Lorraine Hail Holy Queen Mother of Mercy...Victory crush Satan's head with Your  
 Foot....this crushes his ugly pride against women....and all his agents of death  
 who are dumb and blind. 
 Nick Barnes Thank you Father for showing the truth on the end result of Abortion. This is why  
 we need other alternatives to help distressed women. 
 Becca Portera How can anyone who is pro-abortion be complaining about seeing this now? This  
 is what you support. Is it hard to see what you actually support? It's okay as long  
 as you don't have to see it, right? 
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 Blanche Heidengren Thank you,Father Pavone,for clearly opening up the Scriptures to show us how we  
 need to vote for leaders who boldly stand for Life...yes, my family and I choose  
 Life!! God bless you! 
 John Smith Ruthie, in case you didn't notice, that is a baby. It looks like a baby but because  
 some woman felt it convenient for her, it was okay to kill it.I used to be pro choice 
  until I saw a late term abortion. 
 Kathryn Moseley Fr. Pavone, the abortionists know that the public can't tolerate seeing the reality  
 of abortion-- but what you show is truth. Lord have mercy on our nation for  
 tolerating and promoting abortion. 
 Norma Floyd As I was saying.., wouldn't Those who think the church should stay out of politics  
 be pleased if the church just sat back in their sanctuaries and allowed such  
 murders as this to go by without protest! 
 Pamela Adams Rogers There are so many people who cannot have babies while these tiny precious souls 
  are murdered by the millions. Judgement day is at hand. 
 Margy Sharp Romaniuk This precious little one is a martyr. .God have mercy on us for allowing this to  
 happen! 
 Michelle Ambriz God have mercy on us and guide us to save the souls of new life 
 Jo Anna @Danny the church has an obligation to be our moral compass here on earth 
 Jeanette McDermott Would you rather see all these babies in the dumpsters all over the country? No,  
 they are hidden so you aren't \"offended\". Wake up and see what abortion does  
 to a baby. 
 Esme Y Abel Castaneda Father Pío once said he was revealed to by God that if we would cease from  
 abortion just one day, He would grant us peace for the rest of our days on this  
 earth! 
 Jerry Garcia Father, you have my total support in exposing the evils of the abortion industry; it  
 is our obligation to give voice to those who unfortunately don't have it. 
 Steve Daniels Thank you Father Frank Pavone. You are absolutely correct. America needs to see  
 and understand that abortion is murder. Praying for you. God Bless. 
 Brenda Keller Schwieterman Diana Neupert - He asks to officially bury local aborted babies so they aren't  
 thrown in to the garbage. He's making what little difference he can despite the  
 evil that has been done to them by their own mothers. 
 Mulle Welz Noorlun Thank you for speaking the plain Truth. I grow weary of 501c watered down  
 homilies. God's children are starving for lack of meat. 
 Monica De La Haya Truth hurts!!! Murder is wrong!!! I have three beautiful kids one with special  
 needs and they each are a blessing. Life is a miracle not a choice. 
 Becky Riche Rozas I am so sick right now. May God forgive USA for allowing this to happen. Wish my  
 priest would preach more about the evil of abortion.This is definitely murder ! ?? 
 Liz Black As it was in the days of Noah so it shall be in the days of the son of man. God was 
  angry with the people who were partakers of CHILD SACRIFICE...ABORTION IS  
 CHILD SACRIFICE 
 Car Anne Fr Pavone God bless you for being so brave to show the gruesome reality of  
 abortion. It is heartbreaking what happened to this little boy 
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 Dina Furlong This is good vs. evil. This is your last chance people to repent(change your ways).  
 Or else we will be under Satan's control. Once you sell your soul to the devil,  
 there's no way out. She is Satan. 
 Susan Ross Father Pavone thank you for doing the right thing. I can see you mean no  
 disrespect of this small baby boy. It was a radical choice you made but if it  
 changes the heart of one... 
 Diane Thurman God gives every human creation a soul. You can destroy the physical body. You  
 can never destroy the soul. They are all in eternity. But our life here will be on our  
 hands. God will not bless us for abortion. 
 Carmen Thompson Truth hurts sometimes but it must be taught in whichever way it is  
 presented...raise awareness. Knowledge is power...this makes me sad but if this  
 video changed even one heart...it was well worth it 
 Diana McEneny God we need a miracle not enoughpeople care about death of aborted babies 
 Celestine Madison Preach it we need to repent and hear the truth I can't serve man and let my  
 salvation go I will choose God than man this is the end time I don't want to go to  
 hell because of election. 
 Soraya Azzam God bless you father, you are speaking truth. I wish this can be put on every tv  
 station in the US. 
 Lorena Luz Castillo Praying for the weak bishops and priest ,that God instill in them the courage to  
 stand up for life in Jesus name Amen. May God have mercy on them . 
 Bodette Villamor Pacis It is hard to see this unborn baby dead but it this is the TRUTH... stop abortion! 
 Talena Renee Fowler Why are people upset by this. Be upset this was allowed to happen and vote to  
 stop it. If Clinton is elected....babies can be murdered up to 8 months!! 
 David Edenhoffer Father Frank Pavone thank you for sharing this, this video will split people into two 
  groups the ones who truely fight for life and the ones who dont.  
 #notallheroeswearcapes 
 Carol Casserly Them a. He is a very devout priest devoted to protecting babies m isn't interested  
 in ur opinion. He just fights for what is right 
 Sherrie S. Cunningham I am so disgusted at people that think this is okay! and we have a women running  
 for president that thinks this is okay! God bless these innocent babies. 
 Mark Thorp Thank you for telling the truth. I wish you were around during the election time of  
 Adolf Hitler. I don't think Germany saw it coming either. God Bless... 
 Martha Camarillo Amén Amén Amén tenemos q escoger lo q Dios nos mandas   Hay q obedecer a  
 Dios y no al hombre dice la Biblia    El aborto Mata niños inosentes. 
 Teah Hale Strohl You know what else is outrageous is the fact that Hilliary wants to basically allow  
 infantcide. Her motto ought to be \"not outside the womb, subject to doom!\" 
 Kathy Johnson Lord God, I ask for revival in our land! The safest place for a child should be in the  
 womb! It is a baby! Our whole family votes for Life! 
 Teresa Gleason Can't believe Hillary wants to be able to have abortions all the way up to nearly  
 when a baby is born smh so sad babies are living and they just slibg tbem iver on  
 a table and leave them to die smh 
 Katherine Cornette Planned Parenthood just celebrated 100 years! If you want to get angry, put it  
 there and pray for God's mercy! Go find your local crisis pregnancy center and  
 support them! 
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 Linda LaGruth This is not a political campaign. He is speaking in defense of the innocents-we  
 need to, or stand before God without excuse. 
 Okie Lorraine Keep up the mighty work entrusted to You. Unbelievable atrocity of Humankind.  
 Lies..Deception...Adversary of death prowl . LORD HEAR OUR PRAYER AND CRIES  
 OF UNBORN 
 Debbie Jimerson Parker Amazing how people who think a unborn baby is just flesh and are for abortion,  
 yet when they are pregnant and at a ultrasound they look for a heartbeat. r 
 Donna Berry Crawford David-^^^^you are wrong. Save the Storks shows women a ultrasound of their  
 child when they are going to an abortion clinic, and almost everyone of them  
 changed their mind! 
 Gregory Pagnozzi The Johnson actprevented the Church from being political. However that is bad  
 and detrimental to society, The Church is correct in stating that clearly abortion is  
 murder and should be eradicated from healthcare. 
 Ron Brown I find it interesting that people talk about the separation of church and  
 government...you cannot separate God from where ever he wants to be period,  
 omnipresent ring a bell.... 
 Sandra Padilla Mother Teresa pray for us. You cameand spoke to this nation about the horrific of  
 abortion. 
 Kay Kandas This is the reality of where we are. It is happening. Not wanting to see it doesn't  
 change that reality. If you don't like seeing reality then vote to stop it! 
 James De Rosa Priest like him we as a Christian nation we wouldn't be fighting today for our  
 religious rights and prayer to return back in our schools. Amen 
 Rose Nelson Any one that even helps with committing abortion is going to pay for it in the end  
 .The reason they don`t think so is because they don`t believe in God 
 Alicia Solorzano Solo cuando vemos la horrible consecuencia de ver la dura realidad del aborto.  
 Padre Este Bebe a cambiado el corazón de muchas personas. 
 Valerie McCarney \"There can be no peace in a world that slaughters the innocents.\" St. Mother  
 Theresa. 
 Valerie McCarney It is hard to look at that baby if it isreal or a scultped copy ..but unless some ppl  
 SEE they will not beleive..bless those who do not see and yet believe! 
 Simon Nintendoguy Dempsey Pretty stupid that people are disgusted or upset about the baby being there but  
 not looking at the point father is making, without abortion it wouldn't be dead!!! 
 Charlotte Arnote Winder Thank you for the truth.It is horrible and disturbing.But our society needs to see  
 the truth, even when many are offended by the truth. 
 Maggie Cisneros Definitely hard to look at. But it is where our nation will continue if we don't stand 
  for life. In Mother Angelica's words: I don't vote for candidates, I vote for life! 
 Raymund Francis Be proud to be disciples of Christ and do what is right, led by the Holy Spirit. Do  
 not fear but do what He directs you to. God bless all of you as you decide. 
 Beverly White More complaints seeing this murdered baby then protest Against what murdered  
 it. Hillary isn't the only sick soul in town I see.Abortion looks like that dead  
 innocent baby not the sanitised lie , 
 Vicar Tom Steers I am a Lutheran Pastor, and I applaud this bold witness against the Holocaust of  
 today -- abortion. Pastor Tom Steers, Christ the Saviour Lutheran Church, Toronto. 
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 Jo Grandbois The child will be buried, its soul is in heaven. The abortionists would have had the 
  child in the garbage. Believe me. The priest has done us a favor. Open your  
 spiritual eyes and close your carnal eyes. 
 Myra Sanders The man that is for this , keep it in your pants , use a condom , or have a  
 vasectomy . But don't murder your baby . 
 Sandy Petkovsek There are none so blind as those who will not see.God bless you, Fr. Pavone, for  
 letting people see the horror that is abortion.Wake up, people! 
 Anne Jernigan May God have mercy on all who feign disgust over seeing the result of this  
 abomination but \"tolerate\" the murder of these blessed innocents!Thank you  
 Father Pavone 
 Minxu Arts God bless you father! This is the uncomfortable truth people don't want to see.  
 It's time to put our big boy and girl pants and face the music folks! 
 Rochelle Indo so hurtful. Father give these little ones a chance. Let the leaders who will choose  
 life win over the workers and and woshippers of Molech who casts the babies into 
  to the fire 
 Liz Black Gary Doyle shock tactics are needed because peoples hearts have grown cold.  
 This baby will be given a funeral. NOT thrown down a drain or sold for it's  
 precious little body parts 
 Sandra Anderson I'm so proud for this holy father!! We need stop abortion together!! 
 Cherrie Hayton I am not a Catholic, but I thank God for men who have the courage to stand with  
 integrity for the innocent lives that others disguard.Prayers for you! 
 Jerry Garcia People should be alarmed at the millions of babies killed in this country, the only  
 reason they pretend to be appalled at this baby is because it clearly exposes  
 those who support abortion !!!! 
 Iris S Gracia Ask yourself why this lifeless baby is there to begin with? Better there having a  
 proper burial than in a trash bag at an abortion center.    Thank you for caring  
 Father. 
 Chad Vandall This is hard! But very true. We need to see and hear this! 
 Klarita Ryapolov I respect you so much for doing this. May God give you strength to continue  
 standing up for good and against evil. Don't let people's harsh comments kill your  
 passion for God & human life! 
 Christina Budhlaeir THE PICTURE HITS HOME---ITS MURDER!!! People have become so desensitized & 
  misinformed.... This isn't a clump of tissue, it's a life..... Please stop killing  
 babies, they don't do anything wrong !!! 
 Elvia Cherniak The blood of the babies is in your hands Catholics from St.Patricks Brasher NY 
 Dorothea Deane Thank you so much for showing the child's body. Maybe one person will change  
 their vote. For those who don't care, we should pray for them to care. 
 Jessica Razo Travis McWilliams so sad:/ this is why I am so passionate when it comes to this  
 subject! people who have abortions and especially in the 2nd trimester are  
 disgusting human beings?? 
 Gianna Rae God Bless you Father Frank Pavone you are a Warrior and Soldier for Christ... 
 N.c. Bill Gillette Thank you Father Pavone - You continue your Valiant and Inspired effort to save  
 our Innocent Babies, while withstanding the Slings and Arrows of the Evil doers  
 and their enablers. God has Blessed You!?? 
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 Jeannine Cruz Father, you do not need to explain yourself. I think you are a hero, thank you for  
 the message, you are 100% correct. The responses that you are getting are  
 obviously from lukewarm Catholics. 
 Treasa Van Ommen Kloeke This is not exactly a church altar...as Fr. says it is in a nearby memorial chapel. Fr.  
 Pavone is a wonderful Catholic priest. 
 Mindy Kay If you can't handle the truth and the reality then I urge you to search your own  
 heart!! Your bothered by this for a reason!! I'm praying for you! 
 Henrietta OBrien Dezearn Martha Joseph Christian zeroed a. You are either Catholic or you are not. It's not  
 one foot in the door with the other out just in case you disagree with something. 
 Peg Canty Gidley GOD BLESS THIS LITTLE BABY...IT OPENS YOUR EYES TO WHAT IS BEING  
 DONE....VOTE PRO LIFE... 
 Maria Simas The baby is at rest with Jesus but the person who did this is in torment and needs  
 help this priest is man of God you are right we are sheep following Christ you  
 follow antichrist 
 Elizabeth Burgos Scott I wish men would not be so passive about this issue. Is her body, but is your baby  
 too...or, do men have a choice with child support when the baby is born ? 
 Deepa John Stepp God have mercy on all your children, especially on America, save this country from 
  punishment, May your will be done always! 
 Tammy Miller And to think this could be one of my grand children I never got to know andlove  
 thank god I have 2 daughter in laws that were not selfish and self centered. Amen 
 Stephen Schembri The CCB dont seem to care enougn to fight for the unborn... Thank you Fr, Pavone  
 for all you do for the sanctity of life.... 
 Sandy Scherer Yes, Choose Life!!! For future Generations - may God Bless our Nation! 
 Liz Morrow-Dupuis I wish all priests and pastors would speakas candidly from the pulpit about  
 politics, abortion & other social issues. 
 Rodney Story This is what the LORD says: \"A voice is heard in Ramah, mourning and great  
 weeping, Rachel weeping for her children and refusing to be comforted, because  
 they are no more.\" Jer 31:15 
 Linda Chabolla Deborah, God the Father allowed the world to see how his son was killed. I hope  
 you have a conversion of heart for the good of your soul. May God have mercy on  
 your poor soul. 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln God only knits us in the womb! God only should take a life back to  
 Himself!????????????? Blessed Mother pray for us! 
 Annette Hinds All aborted babies should have a place on the Altar. What happened to the child is 
  what we should be horrified by. Thank you Father for fighting for these precious  
 children. 
 "Maria Cesira Thank you Father. The people who are outraged at your actions but accept the  
 killing of the babies via abortion are ignorant, selfish or both. 
 Cindy Hardy People need to see the truth put right in their faces. Look how many millions have  
 been murdered. 
 Barb Kraft This is what Hilary and pro choice want to do to babies and they do not care. You  
 who think this is horrible must see this as the truth that it is!! Sometimes you  
 must see it to believe it!!! 
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 Vicki Clifford You who are more angry at being reminded of your evil at seeing the truth before  
 your eyes are just as guilty as those who murdered this child! 
 Lori Simonson The truth sometimes has.to be brutal.to wake the sleeping and indifferent. 
 Karen Fuller Waite Speaking the truth. It's ugly and necessary. God bless you, pastor! 
 Connie Chicas Johnson I shudder to think who Hillary will nominate for the Supreme court. She is a true  
 evil tool of Satan 
 Moioki Pasangaw There is absolutely nothing wrong with showing the horror of abortion.. That little  
 Angel has a descent burial and is with God. Quit your babblings and pray for your  
 souls. 
 Ronda Bogani Ayala This is TRUTH people! It's not pretty but it is REAL. Perhaps this child's life  
 mission was to show YOU to literally see the ugly truth! 
 Danielle Valentino-Izzo I know the church is for abstinence but I'm sure they could forgive birth control  
 over abortion. God forgives all but use your moral compass when making choices.  
 Late term abortions are the devil 
 Kathleen DeCicco DeRosa Thank you Father if the church had intervened back in the 60's we would still have 
  prayer in school, and some kind of conscience based country. 
 Robin Thorpe Martha,abortion isn't the only thing that's been shoved down throats by this past  
 administration. NO MORE!! 
 Liz Black If salt looses it's saltiness it should be thrown out. Jesus said that! We as  
 Christians are charged with being salt in the world. 
 Phyllis Nessley This is such a hard thing to see, but this fetus is having a funeral and has already  
 met our Holy Father in Heaven! Thank you Father Pavone! 
 Boe Cvhaffin us christians should be out in force to vote beware my brothers and sisters your  
 voting for your eternity and placement and it may come sooner then you think 
 Christina Marotta Father, you did the right thing; people need to see the truth. However, as a  
 mother, I would have wanted my baby to have some clothes or a baby blanket. 
 Constance Taylor Thank you Father Pavone for your courage. I wish more priests would show  
 courage and guide us . The priests are our shepherds and must lead us! 
 Sheila Bumgarner Wik Heavenly Father, in Jesus' name, I beg your forgiveness for our country turning  
 away from you.We were once the most blessed country in the world. 
 Laura Kitchen I care ...each child is precious ..a wonderful creation..a loved one.. A masterpiece  
 God awakened us to the importance of protecting each childs life 
 Dawn Elizabeth Slike God bless you Father Pavone. Jesus Christ, who was as brutally treated as this  
 equally innocent child, approves your message. 
 Lauren Lafargue Makar I wonder if they would have shown Holocaust victims (babies, dead children &  
 elderly, Moms & Dads wheeled around in wheel barrows) early during WWII  
 people would have had the same reaction? 
 Angela Goodman This baby is an example of the evilness that lay in the hearts of democrats. I see  
 this baby's death and the priest exploiting the true facts that people want to hide. 
 Deseri Whosoever Galindo You cannot claim to be a christian and be prochoice! Its murder plain and simple  
 so yes we can tell you that you are wrong because GID says its wrong! 
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 Theresa Meyer Eilerman This is what happens every day. If it makes you angry it should. Stand for life And  
 thank Father Frank for being bold and risking everything to be a voice for the  
 voiceless 
 James Bailey It is hard to see but you need to have the bowl removed from your eyes to see  
 what the truth of a killary administration looks like 
 Lisa Eby This is too horrible to ignore!! You kool-aid drinking libertards are okay with  
 this??? If you vote for Hitlary you approve of murdering babies, you are just as  
 responsible! 
 Valarie Morton You get angry that this priest is showing this baby, but not more angry that this is  
 happening daily to other babies? I think if it stops one abortion, then PTL. The  
 truth is not always pretty! 
 Robin P Hall-Faught They refer this as not a baby but of just a mass in a women's body, sorry that  
 looks like a baby to me.You committed murder! 
 Betsy Fickel THANK YOU for speaking the truth and being bold enough to show that truth.God  
 continue to bless you for remaining faithful to His word. 
 Monica Luna People needs to SEE this crime of killing babies!! Here you have just one of the  
 million of babies kilked! See it!!! It is so eaa 
 Molly Kirchner Stehle Thank you Father Pavone for what you are doing   How sad to see the many  
 protests against you   No doubt their handouts are more important to them than  
 their souls 
 Peetra Harris We need to pray to change the heart of people we don't agree with not condemn  
 them. Remember a single is a sin..big or small 
 Rose Leslie Amen May this little soul be healed with the love of Jesus and Mary Mother of  
 Jesus Lord father. 
 Terri Shaw Paula.....people who have done this evil doesn't want to see the truth,pure  
 murder, this baby made in the likeness of THE GREAT GOD... 
 Maritza Morelos Father you are right God bless you give you strength for being the voice in the  
 wilderness (John The Baptist) you are fighting for our survival 
 Bernice Pillart Dumitru Why are people more outraged by showing an aborted fetus than they are about  
 the abortion of countless innocent lives? God bless you Fr. Pavone. 
 Linda Border Spernyak Abortion kills babies 
 Kim Bishop The devil tries to confuse us. Thankyou for making our choice clear. 
 Nancy Emond This is graphic and hard to look at, but so where the images that came out of the  
 Nazi prison camps after WWII. 
 Liz Black Ashamed of all of the Christian Denominations who fail to speak out PUBLICALLY  
 against abortion. I have been a Christian 36 years and the Catholic Church is the  
 only church I have heard speaking out on this issue. 
 Olivia M Padilla If Clinton is elected she will appoint a Liberal Judge that will allow millions of  
 babies to be Aborted \"murdered in the womb\" !No Catholic should be voting for  
 that Evil woman!If you do you are as evil as her! 
 Bonnie Fiest This was someone's child and grandchild. All the missed smiles and hugs this  
 little life could have given. Father we as a Nation have sinned! Forgive us we Pay! 
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 Ian Williams Abortion is wrong, terrible, disgusting, and atrocious. The bigger question is this(I  
 know the answer, do you), when you die will you go to Heaven or Hell?   Jesus  
 saves. 
 Tabetha Delahoussaye We need to never show the result of evil so no one will ever feel bad for turning a  
 blind eye to it. Cowards and minions is what you are! You want pretty pictures not  
 reality. 
 Deseri Whosoever Galindo So hide it? You don't like seeing it then don't condone it. Don't turn away! Imagine 
  what God witnessed 24/7! From people who claim to live Him! 
 Sharon Starke Lightfoot I think he's shocking people into the awful reality of what they're doing. If you  
 don't approve stick your head in the sand and pretend everything is okay 
 Debbi Reyburn And remember hillary and planned parenthood support killing children after they  
 are born if they are a burden so she has many more doors to open if you allow her  
 in the white house....dont be fooled the devil is alive!!! 
 Esther Garrido Agreed father so sad   Too bad that those people who make those cruel comments 
  forget that they too were a fetus at one point! Every life matters! It is a life from  
 day one????????????????????? 
 Karen Cluff Geraci Not sure why people keep saying that the father has sinned by showing a  
 murdered baby. Don't believe that ones in the Bible. Maybe people need to spend  
 more time in church learning Gods word. 
 Renee Bretz Thank you for being a faith leader who care about these issues. 
 Juan YNinamónica Rajs ¡¡ Es terrible !!, muuy fuerte ver ésto, piensen que los bebés serán asesinados por  
 millones....apoyados por H. Clinton. ¡¡ NO VOTEN POR ELLA !! piedad por los  
 bebés. ¡¡ NI UNO MÁS DEBERÍA MORIR !! 
 Joe Mantegna God Incarnate save the innocent. Let every vote be for pro life. Lead your people  
 Lord this Election Day and always. 
 Pamela Nelson What has happened to the soul of this country that we could think that killing a  
 child in this manner is ok. Lord have mercy on us! 
 Nathalie Heuninckx this is so so sad poor poor baby you are save now with our heavenly Father JESUS  
 CHRIST and nobody will and can hurt you anymore 
 Tom-LiviaJane Shelton-Gabler Thank God for standing up!!!! The problem with our Country is too many cowards. 
 Connie Giannosa Spisak God Bless you, Father Pavone for all you do to get the word out about our inoccent 
  babies!!!!!! 
 Erin Elizabeth For those of you who are upset- tell me- are you upset also with Planned  
 Parenthood selling this baby's body parts for profit to purchase sports cars? 
 Edie Marie Keel Thank You Father for coming forward I pray all our Catholic leaders do the same  
 TODAY!! We all need to stand up Loud and make sure God's voice is heard! 
 Annshirley Bittner Thou shalt not kill in any form in any time this was a human sent ad a gift from  
 God it could have had life and put into adoption shame on its evil parents thank  
 you Father for speaking for this child god bless all babied 
 Eva Driggers This breaks my heart, such evil in this world we live in.,Murdering innocent  
 babies. that is just wrong there is no justifying abortion period!!!!! 
 Juli Billingsley Thank you for showing the evil of abortion.It takes courage to speak and show the  
 truth. \" Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you and falsely say all 
  kinds of evil against you because of me.\" 
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 Janet Corel I have never killed a child (via contraceptive pills or abortion) and have no  
 problem looking at this. Sometimes looking at one's own sin is terrifying even  
 when in denial. 
 Nancy Halstead Father, you put a face to abortion. People want to deny the awful truth, killing a  
 baby is painful. The child suffered horribly .Do not deny the evil of abortion. 
 Chris Schultz The truth hurts and occasionally slaps you in the face. Don't think of the message  
 he is trying to articulate it's better to forget about it and get back to watching the  
 Kardashians. America! 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran I'm sure that the Soul of this precious baby has already been in the arms of Jesus. 
 Heather Mewshaw This baby is a saint...their body is a first class relic. How is that different from the  
 incorruptible saints that are displayed on roadshows??? 
 Allan Nicol Well done Father.People don't want to know the reality of abortion as it is oh so  
 convenient.You're respecting the baby's humanity more than the people who are  
 offended by seeing him or the people who carry out abortions. 
 Bonnie Halfmann Thank you for educating all about precious life.The aborted baby brings a sense of 
  reality to the horrors of abortion.The Catholic Church does not talk enough about  
 the wrongs of our society.Thank you! 
 Sandra Padilla A lot of priest do not want to even mention the word abortion only to avoid people 
  who attend mass may get upset and dont come back and Why do you want a  
 church full of people that pretend babies killed is not a problem for anyone 
 Silvestre Reyes Watch this Democrats this is what Hillary is alright with, Hillary advocates  
 Robin Walthall Janie Garnica Moreno the church does have a responsibility to give the church  
 members the knowledge they need to make the right choice. Jesus loved the  
 church so why would he want them to vote blindly. 
 Vincent House finally a priest to speak out...where ate the rest of them! 
 Bill Strait God bless you ! Fr Thank you for all you are doing to fight for God and all of us 
 Kari Smith Who could do this to this precious little lamb? This is a baby can you not see this? 
  Gods greatest gift returned to God! Abortion is murder!! 
 BJ Worton What's the matter you can't stand to see just what a baby loôks like after a  
 Chemical abortion . This is a baby never a fetus 
 Judi Johnston Benoit I could not vote for someone who will allow 9 month abortions without feeling  
 remorse. For each baby that is killed, if we vote for Hillary, I feel part of that  
 murder is on our souls as we did nothing to stop it?????? 
 Jerry Stricker Why hasn't every religious cleric in America been shouting for months about this  
 woman who wants to permit killing babies up to and including during delivery? 
 Be Bu People find it offensive over a dead baby body being shown here but they say  
 nothing when thousands of babies like this being torn out of the womb.How sad is 
  society? 
 Elizabeth McGaughey Poor poor baby. He or she did not deserve that. May God have mercy on his or  
 mother and father's soul and on the soul of the doctor that performed that. May  
 our nation change their hearts toward God. 
 Nola Viney We need more courage to protect the ongoing child abortion is killing and murder. 
  I think we need the truth not euphemisms and the world has not moved on. 
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 Debora DuBose You are very brave Father. People are shocked seeing this but they SHOULD be  
 shocked and saddened that we all allow this to happen. 
 Victoria Mastroianni God bless you Father...unfortunately this is the only way to wake people up to the  
 horrible reality of abortion..I pray people wake up and see this for what it really  
 is...taking a life. 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo Maybe by seeing a baby laying on the alter- will wake people up to what Abortion  
 really looks like. 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran Invite everyone you know to watch this. God bless you, Father. 
 Teena Paul Out of sight out of mind?? I don't think so. That's the problem no one wants to see 
  the ugly wickedness truth of what going on every day all day. Wake up and stop  
 the murder of infants. 
 Monique Montague-Presthus Thank you for sharing people need to see for real first hand it gives you a totally  
 other perspective if I was going to abroad my child I would not after seeing this 
 Jody Davis I agree with the priest here. If its in your face then maybe just maybe you will see  
 that yes, indeed, this is a child, not a \"thing\". Hopefully, though hard to see, this 
  will save many many more babies. Amen? 
 Christina Alvarez I am 100 % prolife!!! I'm a 100% Catholic!!! I'm not perfect but I love God !! 
 Bonnie Fiest This election is about choosing good or evil! Choose you this day whom you will  
 serve. If God Be Go Serve Him! If Baal be God serve Him. Your choice will be for  
 all eternity! 
 Rubye Danielle Allen Whether you like it or not, may this baby rest in peace but people need to see  
 what they are voting for. A child should not be aborted 
 Lorena Estrada Las personas tienen que ver este triste escenario para recuperar el sentido del  
 pecado que han perdido. People has to see this sad scenario so that theymight  
 getback the sense of sin they have lost. 
 Diane Lafond Amen. Thank you Father for helping Christians make a good choice when voting on 
  Tuesday Election Day. 
 Karen Hummel I am so horrified by Hilary and all of the cold uncaring liberals without a  
 conscience who could care less about these precious slaughtered babies! 
 Cynamyn Nelson I cannot watch. However,I get it. This is truth. The sad and horrible truth of  
 abortion. May this sweet Angel fly high. I'm so sorry we have failed to protect you  
 Angel baby. 
 Janet Michaud God bless you, Father & thank you for being strong by standing up for life????? 
 Kathleen DeCicco DeRosa Does no one read the post without commenting? This child was being discarded  
 like trash, but this pathologist entrusted this child for burial. 
 Margaret Lee Some people are in denial about abortion. Father Is right. He know scripture. 
 Christy Calogero Bodenheimer Thank you Father Pavone for your courage in exposingthe ugliness and reality of  
 abortion. It's killing babies, hurting women and destroying families. 
 Bonnie Fiest We deserve whatever judgment God desires for allowing this slaughter of our  
 heritage for so many year! May God have mercy on all our souls for not fighting to 
  stop this Evil! 
 Charlotte Weiszer-Hendershot Does this bother you?Then you've got to face fact. This and worse happens every  
 day. So sad, but yes this had to be seen. 
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 Claudia Shepherd Why should we not see this baby God say to open our eye so we won't be blind  
 God sees this every day and night does he not Weep We should all weep 
 Cheryl McCauslin Everada Paulina Espinoza-I used to agree & hate seeing this. Then I thought if we  
 are so offended by SEEING images such as this HOW can we ALLOW it to  
 continue? I think we NEED to SEE the TRUTH... 
 Cindy Woolley King JH- Father Pavone is not exploiting this poor baby! And St Gianna Molla was in  
 danger of dying, she chose her babies over her life! 
 Jen Swackhamer God touch this mothers broken soul, give her your word and save her 
 Martha Carrera Your missing the whole point to this video! It is wrong that a fetus can be aborted  
 so close to birth.. God bless the baby, and condemn the mother and Dr that is  
 willing to do that. Hillary supports this. 
 Sue Simpson This breaks my heart. May God forgive our country, our people for not stopping  
 this yet! For sticking our heads in the sand, for looking the other way, for not  
 facing the ugly truth! 
 Julie Steve Cole Fr Pavone never give up in speaking and fighting to end this brutality against the  
 most innocent among us--we pray for you and stand with you to stop this  
 slaughter... 
 Liz Black I'm not a Catholic either but I am deeply ashamed. ASHAMED of all the Christian  
 Denominations who do not speak out against abortion. The Catholic Church  
 remains a lone voice in the wilderness!GOD BLESS THE CATHOLIC CHURCH! 
 Oscar Davis How can a Catholic say a prayer about the fruit of the womb and then vote for a  
 political party who kills in the womb???   I can't understand that. Period. 
 Lani Arnold When you have an abortion those people don't care how you dispose of the  
 baby!!Get a grip!! 
 Kathy Willkinson The problem isyou weak people don't want to see what we've allowed to happen  
 in this country. If God walks away from us , we deserve it. Thank you F. Frank  
 Pavone. The truth hurts! 
 Sheri Schulteis It's hilarious that people are upset that this is \"disrespectful\" to the baby. But  
 you aren't upset about them killing the baby. Backwards hypocrisy! 
 Becky Kummer Thank you for being brave enough to show this. People need to see the truth of  
 what is allowed in this country. Sick, twisted way they think and believe, has to  
 stop. If the church doesn't show them who will. 
 Aimee Wooster Wiederhold God Bless this poor innocent life that was taken away so selfishly! I know this  
 baby is in the arms of the Lord! So heartbreaking. Howanyone can do this and  
 think it's ok is beyond incomprehensible to me. 
 Hiedi Ammons Watts I think anyone that could take life away does not deserve they're own for no life is 
  greater than the other so do not judge what makes your choice to take there life  
 yours wasn't taken 
 Kim Quesada Lloyd Gary Doyle.Would you rather it end up in a land field?Because that's where they go 
 Sandra Padilla Our Lady of Guadalupe please pray for this nation, this is in the hands of the  
 people. 
 Ralph Angioli Father why don't we hear more of our Bishops as passionate of life issues as you? 
 Chris Olenick Thank you, Fr. Frank!! We must end abortion!! Life for all from the moment of  
 conception to natural death. 
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 Laura Dominguez The truth is painful, this the horror and know your silence is consent. You can not  
 be a Christian and be for abortion at any level. 
 Mary Miller Lord have mercy on our country for ignoring this horror! 
 Melinda Kyle Sawicki God bless that poor child. That baby deserved to be held, loved and kissed. My  
 heart aches. All lives have a purpose. Who is worthy enough to decide who can  
 and cannot live? 
 Kathleen Williams Twice abortion was given to me as an option. Once for my daughter the other as  
 my grandson tohis mother . How sad this is ever a choice. Thank God we both  
 choses life.. Precious is the life that God places in our wombs. 
 Elizabeth Burgin This is so sad, however, you would not have had to do this if all Christians had  
 been there for Roe v Wade in the first place.Shame on all of us that let it pass.  
 God bless you Father, you are right. 
 Cheryl Haws Pray for the soul of that murdered child. God Bless. 
 Hope Sanchez Garza What if this was you? Think about it. One of the commandments \"shall not  
 kill\"!!!! Wake up people!!! This poor baby did not have to die! 
 Stevie Kobos This is so sad; what kind of a society have we become. We need to protect the  
 voiceless unborn little ones. God bless this little baby; what a tragedy. 
 Alton Johnston Janie, it is a MORAL issue that people want to portray as a political issue. God  
 bless that innocent unborn human being that never had a chance. 
 Bill Brangwynne The responses show that people don't get by the picture. They miss a very  
 important message. You words are so true and need to be heeded. 
 Rhonda Stripling Sad people don't want to see what the abortionists do, I guess if it stays hidden  
 it's okay. Murdering babies is NEVER okay! 
 Diane Thacker From the rooftops expose all that is hid in darkness..bring it out into the light..if it  
 touches you enough to offend then it will make you promote no abortions..ugly  
 acts are that and God brings even good out of that 
 Ashley Westbrook If this bothers you then good. That's the point. That baby was killed by its own  
 mother and was garbage. Wake up people. Rip you are with the Lord now. 
 James Mattox Why are yall so disgusted by the child here? Acvording to hillary what lies here  
 isnt a human life thats deserves to belong in the world. 
 Laura Nunley This is so sad. To think anyone could do this to a child. It breaks my heart to know  
 that some are ok with abortion. Just my opinion. 
 Mary McManus Laurenson If a pregnant woman is murdered, that is considered a double homicide; so how  
 can abortion not be considered murder? 
 Jessica Emery God bless this poor baby who's mother chose to kill him/ her instead of giving it  
 an opportunity to live. 
 Cheryl Macon Jez Thank you for showing this precious baby!He or she is in Gods arms. My heart  
 breaks!! Pro Life. Save the babies!!?? 
 Jacqueline MacDonald It doesn't matter what religion you are you should look at this and see that what  
 Hillary Clinton stands for is wrong God has the right we do not she does not have  
 the right she needs to be held accountable may God have mercy on her 
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 Leisa Leach Crowley Killary hates life, children, new generations, people, period! She herself worships  
 the devil! Look up Wikileaks! Child pedophelia, child abductions, also Wikileaks!  
 God help us! 
 Karen Salstrom I disagree about the remains needed to be in a casket...Fr. Pavone rightly placed it 
  directly on the altar. This precious ONE IS sacrificed by the evil of today...the altar 
  is exactly where he belonged. May God rest his precious soul... 
 Emmett McGovern Thank You Father Frank Pavone … and here's another courageous priest:  
 https://tomperna.org/2016/10/0 4/the-2016-presidential-electi on-voting-from-a- 
 catholic-pers pective-taught-in-one-awesome- homily/ 
 Michelle L Ryland Thank you for sharing. Maybe people will think twice before choosing abortion  
 over adoption. So many out there that would give a loving home to this or any  
 other baby. I feel, if there's a heartbeat....it's murder. My opinion. 
 Alexandra Kogan Brave move, thank you. Let's pray for this baby and his or her's ultimate sacrifice  
 and witness to the selfishness of our times. Have mercy on us, Lord. 
 Linda Haydon Ives Take a hard look at the reality of abortion folks which killary condones up to the  
 day of delivery.Yes it is abhorrent. Yes it is disturbing. But it is a reality that goes  
 on every day in this country.We need to end it. 
 Carol Larese Millward Thirty-five late term babies were found in a freezer in our town after an abortion  
 doctor injured a woman and dumped her at the local hospital. Our church named  
 andburied those infants. It is absolutely heartbreaking. 
 Gladys Newsom Shame on any Christian not voting for pro life agenda 
 Judy H Strickland Sherry Storms, do you see how black this child's body is? That occurs when saline  
 is injected into the womb to kill the baby. It BURNS THEM tho death!!Usually,  
 they're still alive during the abortion process!! This is MURDER!!! 
 Linda Border Spernyak Pray for the unborn! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Pray for our politicians that they will choose life 
 Julie Craven Back in '73 when I graduated from a Catholic high school, we were required to see 
  what happened in each type of abortion procedure. I'm so grateful they did,  
 because when I later became a nurse I was already solidly pro-life! 
 David Lindsey This needs to be seen and shared. Don't hide your head in the sand. Your ignoring  
 this doesn't mean it's not happening. Show the world how these innocent babies  
 die. 
 Sandra Padilla From then on call yourself a non-believer if you advocate for the killing of babies 
 Lisa Hambley Harbour I am sure that innocent baby would want to save other innocent lives... 
 Mary Ross To kill a child is OK but to bring it to light is not... what a mixed up crazy world.  
 Rest in peace dear little one. Pray for us who would have chosen for you to live. 
 Arlene Cappas Thank you, Father, for all you do to try to open our country's eyes to this holocaust. 
 Karen Sull I am very proud to be PRO-LIFE! People need to see the reality of what an aborted  
 baby actually looks like. 
 Tina Carroll-Stevens Thank you Father FrankPavone, prayerfully people will realize that baby is a  
 human and deserves a chance to live. Instead of aborting babies women need to  
 make sure they do everything possible to keep from getting pregnant. 
 Valerie Petroski THANK YOU FATHER! You are doing God's will well. ?? praying for you! 
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 Catherine Yukie Shuyama “In the case of an intrinsically unjust law, such as a law permitting abortion or  
 euthanasia, it is therefore never licit to obey it, or to ‘take part in a propaganda  
 campaign in favor of such a law, or vote for it'” (Evangelium Vitae, 73). 
 Jennifer Roswell thank you for restoring the dignity of this child with a proper burial, and thank you  
 for showing us the visciousness of our ways. 
 Sandra Sharon Jenkins According to Hillary and her followers, this is not a life. This non life has no rights. 
  I think a picture of this poor child should hang in every abortion clinic. 
 Henry Altamirano Your right Father. We will be in exile if the Supreme Court is lost if we do not vote  
 ProLife! 
 Elizabeth Cary I'm with you Father. I'm feeling disinfranchised by the Pope and a Bishop in San  
 Jose. Can't understand why they have become so liberal and are now attacking  
 priest that still hold life as precious. Praying for you. 
 Linda LaGruth Those that object to this position needs to think about making those statements  
 to God and think about how He will respond 
 Tina Gross We must look this evil in the eye and vote for candidates who will honor God.  
 Hillary Clinton dies not! 
 Kay Howard Kearney All of you who are critical of this pastor need to reevaluate your relationship or  
 lack of relationship    With GOD. 
 Lisa Duff To say you dont know the circumstances of the abortion...so its ok to wait till a  
 baby is 6 months then decide to abort...disgusting...its not a little fetus its a child  
 at this stage.. feeeling painnn...real painnn.... 
 Betty McMillan I disagree with many of the people who responded to you, Father. Why does the  
 picture of this beautiful child of God offend some people, but the murdering of  
 this child does not offend them at all. Thank you for posting, Father! 
 Cynthia Broussard People need to see this child!!!!! Out of sight out of mind? Noooooo it's  
 happening every minute! As horrible as this is to see??? Wait until you face God.  
 If you decide ignorance is bliss? Guess what it's not! 
 Chi Chi Hillary said kill them all, is that including her grandchild. 
 Michelle Vallance This little precious child lying in front of you, Father, could have been the adult  
 discovering the cure for cancer. 
 Vicki Marengo So many babies have been sacrificed in the name of woman's right to have a  
 choice. You had a choice and chose to have sex at a time you'd conceive. Now for  
 your convenience you say it's your body and your choice. Not so ! 
 Jerry Tyner Douden G-d Bless you ...You are a brave warrior of G-d ..as tears roll down my face I thank  
 you with all my heart and I pray that G-d uses me to fight this Deep sin of Abortion 
  that we all are connected to . We must stop the madness . 
 Cynthia Roddy Naquin Deborah Woods Candullo, STOP AND GO AWAY! We are listening to this Father  
 and we who agree want to support what he says!! 
 Melanie Ponson The altar represents Jesus's \"sacrifice\" for us.   This beautiful child was  
 murdered by evil acts and may be the salvation for many more unborn.      
 Sometimes reality isn't real until it hits us square in the face. Thank you Father! 
 Angela Utz Smallwood This is graphic and horrible but abortion is graphic and horrible. People who vote  
 for Hilary are voting for someone who believes that it's okay to end the life of a  
 baby in the late term. That is cold, heartless and evil. 
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 Ela Camps Father, thank you for all you do in keeping Our Lord's teachings on life and the  
 responsibility we have in treasuring it. We are at a crossroads in history and our  
 eternal souls are in jeopardy. Do we choose murder or life?LIFE! 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran Clear as a bell which candidate is in favor of the death of this baby. 
 "Sandra Johnson Kaufman Thank you Fr. Pavone for showing exactly what abortion is & what it does!  
 CHOOSE LIFE!!! 
 Sandra Padilla Please lets pray the Chaplain of Mercy to fight this evil corrupted Goverment 
 Philip Cameron If we elect hillary then we need to have the guts to watch what she endorses. Get  
 our heads out of the sand. 
 Karen Higgins Have Mercy on us and we pray for Life of the unborn! 
 Royal Dansk Deborah...the truth hurts. When you are guilty. Please ask for forgiveness and  
 repent. 
 Donna Brum I got saw upset because so many Catholic people they believe and the abortion I  
 don't know why???????????????? 
 Matt Miller Non-negotiable life issues are paramount, one party clearly violates all these non- 
 negotiables. 
 Annamaria Dickens little angel may u now be in the hands of Jesus. It is about time that all women  
 should see a baby that would be the size of an aborted baby.Hillary is all about  
 abortion! 
 Carlos Rodriguez Father Frank Pavone, I'm with you, abortion is wrong and this people don't get yet. 
  The country is totally divided and as you said the Holocaust is near. One other  
 thing if you want an abortion you should pay for it. 
 Karla Covarrubias Pray for the innocent baby's 
 Ibrahim Al-Qass Khalil Ameen God is looking please God choose the better who follow your law and have 
  one face towards you my God 
 Eric Blevins A priests job is to get you through the pearly gates. If you vote for this, then you  
 condone it!! It's time for people to stop voting for, \"What's in this for me\" and  
 start voting for, \"What's in it for them in the long run\". 
 Maria Felix Those that vote against life there hands will be stained with the blood of babies  
 that are killed 
 Richard Doredant I've seen Father Pavone several times on EWTN.He's an excellent spokesperson  
 for Priests for Life.I have always believed that if one votes for the political party  
 that kills children, the blood of those infants is equally on their hands. 
 Lee Imbergamo-Ostermeier This is out & out murder.??There are so many who would adopt this child because  
 they are unable to have one of their own. So very sad?? 
 Kathy Swogger How can anyone look at this and not cry. How can anyone for for someone who is  
 ok with abortion up to 9 mo. This is the most horrible thing. Any parent or  
 grandparent who would vote for this I pity you at judgement day. 
 Kimberly Cota Truth!!!! Sorry you can't handle it but if you are Catholic you should know the  
 covenant 
 Michael Holland this is life precious before - G-D for the KINGDOMOF HEAVEN is made of these  
 little ones - 
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 Danielle Valentino-Izzo Isn't it just as wrong to be allowed to abort this baby when it looks like this??  
 Those pro choice do you not believe that late term abortions are wrong??? Why is  
 everyone so offended at this but not what caused this? 
 Graciela Perez Do not let the Devil blind you and vote for the candidate that defends abortion. 
 Rosemary Circo My tears overflow for all unborn brothers and sisters. Thank you Father for  
 presenting the truth. 
 Brad Toulouse Makes me weep to see this.....a reminder of the savagery of our society. May this  
 poor soul rest in the peace of Christ Jesus.... 
 Kathy McCullough Gross Our Catholic Church always must speak up for life. The Fifth Commandment states 
  that we may not \"Murder\"! 
 Lynn Taborsky This is a dose of reality people! I know you want to be shielded from reality  
 because it scares you, but Hillary is EVIL! 
 Dianna Pope Mowdy This is reality the election is making this look and choose reality wake up he is  
 pointing out the real side of this issue for those who oppose the way he's doing it  
 I respect the man for speaking out and this is reality 100% 
 Virginia Stefano God bless this baby.Thanking Fr. Pavone for bringing this child’s body from the  
 garbage heap.      Sadly, too many Catholics turn a blind side to the real horror  
 abortion.      Praying for Fr. Pavone and all those involved in the fight for Life. 
 Miguel Valentin The Church NEVER said the Death Penalty is a sin...she CLEARLY says Abortion  
 IS!!!!!! 
 Vivian Hall Deborah Woods-Candulla I hope you are this emphatically upset about what  
 caused this babies death. If you are you should be thankful that this his babies life 
  was not totally wasted and is being used to open people's eyes. 
 Steve Meyers The truth hurts. President Obama said that \"if one of my daughters makes a  
 mistake, I don't want her punished with a child.\" I pray that he is never punished  
 with having a grandchild. He doesn't deserve that blessing. 
 Hazel Osterhout Dear father grant me the strength    Grant me a healthy child   My son was taken  
 for reasons unknown    Please protect our children    No more death 
 Liz Black This priest is speaking what we all NEED to hear. Abortion is murder. 
 Carole Miller yes, we have an obligation to defend life in all arenas, including political 
 Ding De Belen Vicuna Lord please open the hearts of your people to protect the inborn, to vote for the  
 pro life candidates. Amen 
 Greta Carrick People obviously only get upset about the MURDER of a baby if they have to SEE  
 the results!!!! They want to continue being blissfully ignorant! God bless you for  
 taking a stand for those who can not stand for themselves. 
 David Tucker We will meet again, young one, God willing that when my time is over on this  
 earth, I will be with you in paradise 
 Lloan Tony Montiel The Catholic Christian Church is the only one who is doing something to stop this  
 crime......let's join to do this together 
 Greg Wert thank you Father for standing up for life, whether convenient or inconvenient, in  
 season or out of season... 
 Pancho Pistola American Bishops have done much to keep abortion legal since 1973 by sucking  
 up to the Gov. and the Democrat party. 
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 Ethel Fox I do not understand how anyone who calls themselves a Christian can look at this  
 aborted baby and still say they are pro-choice. Pro-choice is pro-abortion. It is  
 really painful to see, but this baby is the reality of abortion. 
 Ron McCall Stop looking at the Priest and look at the poor dead baby. This is the results of an  
 abortion. That is a real human being, so call it what it is and stop trying to make  
 abortion okay by calling it a fetus. Abortion is murder. 
 Josephine E Pena This child is now with our precious Lord safe in his arms. Many people think this is 
  a political move because this priest is showing an aborted child, baby, human  
 being. This is a moral issue and about taking an innocent life. 
 Miguel Valentin Fr. Pavone is a great Prophet of these end of times.The only thing I will  
 respectfully sort of disagree is, that child was NOT killed by abortion; he/she was  
 killed by a criminal ABORTIONIST.\"Abortion\" is not a person...ABORTIONISTS are! 
 Carol Peterson This is one of the main reasons I am in politics. Because a precious baby had the  
 bad luck to have a careless, selfish woman this innocent will never have a chance  
 at life. We have to be their voice. Trump is babies only hope. 
 Dawn Weeks God help us be the voice for these little precious lives that have no voice  
 themselves ???????????????????? 
 Teresa Beatrice Deborah why so irate that he is showing what happens daily by the thousands??! 
 Jillian D. Wernke The baby wasn't used as a prop....anymore then pictures of the Jewish Holocaust  
 were used as props. He's trying to wake up people to the evil of abortion. He's  
 placed the baby in a very sacred spot. ..it is unfair to liken it to candles on an altar. 
 Gloria Grana Babb Thank you for doing this because it opens esp Catholic heretics eyes!!!! 
 Linda Cockrell HILLARY and Obama are Evil. They do the work of Satan. 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo David - more people care about poor abandoned or abused puppies than a baby  
 being murdered by abortion. 
 Nikita Flowers If your parents hadn't given you a chance to live, you wouldn't be alive today to  
 talk. Everyone( one day fetus or 40+ weeks fetuses) has/ have the right to live. No 
  one has the right to take another's. It's simple and fair. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli “Perhaps this is the moment for which you have been created.” — Esther 4:14 
 Marina M King People need to see the reality of abortion! It is so real and not being looked at as  
 real life! WAKE UP! 
 Mechelle Brown Thank you Father Povone ! for showing AMERICA what ABORTION is.. Women  
 need healing over abortions it can destroy their life, theirself esteem and cant  
 sterilize them for life.. ADOPTION is the ONLY OPTION. and a LIFE of Chasity until  
 married :) 
 Theresa Case DeBold Gary that priest didn't kill that baby he is just trying to make people see what is  
 happening in our country 
 Guy Arlet The Church has been involved in practically every human conflict in the last two  
 millennia. The Church is our moral compass, it has the duty to remind us where  
 we stand as human beings, the Church should not sit idle on the sideline. 
 Paulette Bloom Even the Egyptian mid-wives knew it was against God to kill the Hebrew babies  
 being born. 
 Kent Berheide You can NOT be a Christian and vote for Hillary Clinton! Think about that for a  
 moment PLEASE 
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 Carlon Gray Thank you for having the courage to show the fetus. It has unique DNA and is a  
 human. It is not just a blob of cells in the mother's body. Hopefully, those that are  
 offended will think. Abortion is not removing a cyst. It is taking a life. 
 Sonia Bykoski Thank you father for exposing the truth! Hillary wants to kill babies! Shame on her. 
 Mike Gentile anyone who doesnt think this is murder , you are not a true christian 
 Lisette N Joe why did Catholic Charities invite Hilary to there dinner and not approach her about 
  Abortion???? it has be us and the church standing side by side 
 Rosa Rosie Not only Catholic Church against abortion even Orthodox Church are against of  
 abortion 
 Pamela J Onishi Everything that's hidden in the dark will come too light 
 Kristi Glasshagel Although this is shocking, I agree this is the truth of the matter. Thank you Father,  
 because if this baby wasn't on an altar and being buried properly he would be in a 
  dumpster. We need to wake up and see this holocaust for what it is! 
 Linda Putz Seeing this little life aborted makes me cry . I can't believe how many condemn  
 the priest for showing this ! 
 Frank Sandoval We should pray two rosaries a day before the election. 
 Abril America Vote PRO-LIFE! Hillary Clinton wants to expand abortion all the way to birth! Vote  
 your conscience! 
 Debbie Whetstone-Papantonakis I believe the Father , is facing his Godly duty by showing this and if it saves  
 someone else from killing a baby then God Bless him, this baby is in Heaven with  
 God his body is just a shell of what someone killed , Remember that People !! 
 Kari Mae Carter Father as my heart is just crushed seeing this sweet baby I have to stand with you  
 for showing! To many pro choice people do not even understand what they are  
 supporting! The world needs to see what we are doing to its youth! 
 Kim Bishop Yes the baby is real. Its sad that catholics need such graphics to get their  
 Pebbles Audrey Smith You. Go. Father! Preach against the evil of abortion! Encourage women to choose  
 life! 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Pray for all priests to have the courage of this saintly priest in front of us 
 Cindy Woolley King So David, do you think that just talking about abortion will wake you up?! 
 Patricia Menville Bring it out father. Let the truth be known. Hillary Clinton supports baby killing up  
 to the moment of birth. 
 "10152622819332536 I am more concerned for those who condemn Fr Pavone and don't simply weep  
 over the baby. 
 Martinez Jan Deborah Woods candullo, this is the reality ozf abortion wake up stand against it.. 
  this is the real deal 
 Steven Martin Although Father allowed personal overtones,seepinto his message as he is human 
  himself and prone to sin, he is dead on in bringing to the forefront what more  
 priests should have the courage to do. God bless and protect you Father! Thank  
 you! 
 Gloria Grana Babb Yes people do this Deborah. Every day. Kill babies and sellbtheirbparts. 
 Marina M King A mother and her (Fetus) baby are as one! That baby has every right as it's mother 
  for after all a baby is a human! WAKE UP!! 
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 Gladys Newsom Our culture has no respect for life, liberty ....???????????? 
 Deacon Keith Esshaki Thank you Fr. Frank Pavone for your courage. I wish all priests, bishops and even  
 Pope Francis would do the same 
 Ana Rishel He prays for this huan being, He shows respect for this body, that other wise is  
 disposed like garbage, he also pray for 47 oter aborted babies, and there were  
 baptist, He support Life creation, God is creator 1st., God bles you father, 
 Nancy Strong God bless you for giving this child a decent burial. 
 Benny King If you don't vote or if you vote for killary you can think of yourself as killing this  
 baby!!!! How can I say this because of your support for her is support for abortion. 
 Paula Jim Lewis God have mercy on innocent. Can't help them selves. Poor baby. 
 Sandra Padilla Free choice to kill babies, sorry that is not possible to think for a Cristian 
 Donna Sloan If that was a puppy or a kitten laying there, that somebody had killed, people  
 would all be outraged. But since it is an aborted human baby, they some how  
 justify it's killing. A lot of people have their priorities all mixed up. 
 Kara Hill Norman Extreme but necessary 
 Teresa Miller Yes show the horror of abortion. Speak for the unborn without a voice. God bless  
 you Father Pavone! 
 Della Seeley Thank you Fr. Frank for showing the truth. As Fr. Frank Pavone says \"America will  
 not end abortion until America sees abortion.\"God Bless You! 
 Socorro Varela GOD HAVE MERCY ON ALL OF US FOR THIS SINFUL CRIME AGAINST GOD AND  
 HUMANITY! The Clintons and the Obamas are evil people!!! The Democrats and  
 those who vote for them are evil in that their fruit, like this chemically burnt  
 baby,is evil. 
 Jenny Magarro Thank you father. If we all pray God will save us like he saved the Jews from Egypt. 
 John Sand You have to see what is happening to believe it. Without this post slapping you it  
 is just not real to most people. Why do you think they forced the Germans to see  
 the death camps and filmed them? So it could not be denied later. 
 Nancy Brown Abortion stops a beating heart stopping that heart leaves a scar on the mother's  
 body and soul she will never be the same 
 Louis Bergeron Why don't the Catholic Church just excommunicate these government officials  
 who are for abortion who are Catholics like Nancy polis and tim knine and joe Biden 

 Noreen A Murphy I adopted a child, and it took me ten years to have another! Adopt , don't kill!! It's  
 murder, folks, face reality! This little baby that offends you, suffered before  
 he/she died in the womb. No little life deserves this sentence! 
 Katie Hepburn All of you so concerned over the respect of the dead baby are acknowledging that  
 it is in fact a life! And if Mom and Dad didn't care enough to \"murder\" that baby  
 I'm sure they don't mind Fr. Frank speaking over the remains in an attempt to stop  
 abortio 
 Josephine Lasco ProLife 
 Jean Cabal- Floro God bless the aborted children. Forgive us Lord! Help us to follow Your ways. 
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 Mi Fabian We pray for the conversion of those who think/decide etc...shorten the life of our  
 poor citizens...may they change their minds and change for the better, this we ask  
 in the name of our Divine Mercy and Love. Amen. Kyrie Eleison, Christe Eleison! 
 Ramona Green Look at that baby and then go vote LIFE! No one with a heart can see that child  
 and back the Democratic Party. 
 Linda J. Wright I'm not a Catholic but I have fought abortion my whole adult life. I chose to follow  
 God and to follow his law. 
 Diana Flores A man of God, with courage to speak out against abortion. 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo Thank You for speaking Truth Father!!! May God Bless You all the Days of your life. 
 Raul M. Paez Now it seems people got outraged because he showed a baby's corpse but they  
 are fine with the daily abortions going on... 
 Gladys Newsom America is no longer One Nation under God...and many are okay with that 
 Cheri Fleming Schaffer Praying against those who are Pro-abortion & Pro-choice! And vote for this to  
 continue! God Bless You Father! 
 Theresa Case DeBold Some of the opinions on here are so heartless blaming this man of God for telling  
 u the truth. 
 Melinda Elston Wake up and research ABORTION FOR THE LOVE OF GOD! It happens in all 9  
 months! There are several ways it's done! Start with Kermit Gosnell :( 
 Robert Rudnick One Lutheran in the North Dakota oilfield at least agrees that Father Pavonne is  
 right about showing this baby like this; at this time. 
 Lisa Gonzalez This is so sad but it's the truth...what have they done to his children....this is  
 unacceptable...I chose life...I was suppose to be dead 15 years ago...today I'm  
 here and hold my healthy 15 year old daughter...no excuse for life... 
 Linda Lohman Devlin So horrible! I would take that baby. This is the truth about abortion. 
 Grace Karwowski The posters of dismembered babies are ugly and so is a dead aborted real baby in 
  front of you but it's ok to be pro choice and allow this ugliness to happen.Show  
 and tell the truth.People didn't believe in existence of concentration camps either. 
 Darleen Hubetsel Piascik Marissa Patrick. Abortion is murder!! Look at that baby...dead!! If someone gets  
 pregnant and really didn't want the baby she could give it up for adoption. There  
 are so many people that would of taken the baby. God made life!! What if your  
 mother aborted 
 Genie Stern Every woman going in for an abortion should see this baby! 
 Jessica Weeks God bless you for being so bold and honest and for standing up for our God!! 
 Sue Hartman It is time the church steps up. People must learn the ugly truth of abortion 
 Roldan Gonzales We are praying for america may the Lord's will be done unto you.      God bless  
 america.. The great country. 
 Carlos Khadaffi Sometimes truth has to be told , those who critic this act and not the abortion  
 itself are hypocrits 
 Mary Lou Duarte Mendez We need to continue to pray for the Unborn... Lord have mercy on us. 
 Alicia-Mike Totzke Hillary Clinton us the Anti Christ..... Pure evil....she will ruin America 
 Judy McKay Pictures always speak louder than words, Thanks Fr. Pavone for bringing the truth  
 of abortion to all. 
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 John Denzer JMJ. Folks don't know abortion till they see it.Wake up. Children are being  
 slaughtered. 
 Joanne Ilg Thank you for speaking on behalf of our Catholic Church, Father. God bless you.  
 ???? 
 Linda Gilbreath It is tough to see but this is happening, this is the result of abortion! Fr Frank  
 Pavone gives these babies a funeral! Thank you ! Father 
 Mechelle Brown Hillary Clinton wants to kill our children up to the 9th month and OB/GYN's around 
  the world are FURIOUS !! 
 JJ Decker The TRUTH is hard to take sometimes,but it is still the TRUTH. 
 Evelyn Vasquez Thank you ?? Father for your help and strength that you share with us all. God  
 bless you. ? 
 James Santelices For me that is not a prop. That's the reality of Abortion. Clear and simple. 
 Jennifer Ruzich Thank you Father Frank for sending the message out. Abortion is murder. 
 Stephanie Bassler Bernd If you have had an abortion, or a few. There is healing, forgiveness, and  
 restoration through Christ? 
 Beth Corvi My son was delivered at 1 lb 5 oz. Completely viable. He is a healthy 21 year old  
 angel of God. 
 Hazel Vassallo Well done for showing everyone what really happens during abortions.. merciless  
 killing of babies 
 Pedro Fuentes Lopez Thats true is we dont care of life.how can we care for others. 
 Moyra Knight Wow, I just hope it helps at least one person not to have an abortion. Give it up  
 for adoption but don't kill it! 
 Teraise Weeravong Don't bother calling your self a Christian if your for abortion mudering the most  
 innocent of all God bless you father for speaking out 
 Rosemary Strohm Fr. Frank, thank you! You show the Truth of abortion. Only those who hate the  
 Truth are uncomfortable with it. 
 Nancy Ventura Morrell OMG that sweet child..as hard as this is to look at, its reality.. he is a symbol of  
 what evil does. Bless his soul and may he change the hearts, minds and  
 consciousness of those who do not understand or realize that stopping a beating  
 heart is inexcusabl 
 Margie Prox Sindelar If I was an aborted baby I would want the world to see what they did to me 
 Michael William Wow, nobody likes seeing or hearing the truth. Don't mind killing a baby, just  
 don't show him/ her to me. God bless you Fr. Pavone for having the courage to  
 stand up for life. May the Lord Jesus bless you and our Blessed Mother pray for  
 Melissa Bolton Thank you Father Frank. You are one of the few clergy I see in the Church with any 
  real zeal for the glory of God. You are as bold as St. Peter and St. Paul. You speak  
 the truth in the same manner as our Lord. I wish we had more clergy like you. God  
 Bless 
 Joanne Barney Its breaks my heart what society has become....especially with all the birth control 
  options and free health clinics for women.....keep on with your statement, Father,  
 I appreciate your strength to stand up to those who don't like looking at the truth.. 
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 Valley Dawn Benge Ferrell But if this is what it takes to help stop the killing of innocent children who had the 
  misfortune to be conceived in someone who believes it's ok to kill babies. Then  
 do I like this no. But if it will stop one abortion then this baby has done some good. 
 Tim Reno Powerful message Father Pavone. Abortion needs to be stopped what ever legal  
 means possible. You are a brave man. 
 DG Barben The truth isn't offensive. The murder of the innocent is offensive. Much respect,  
 Father Frank. 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo That is sickening to think of how many babies have been murdered!!! 
 Lira Yani Reality and truth really hurts but we need to see the real thing of abortion. I am  
 from Philippines and I will pray for you guys. I strongly opposes abortion because  
 it is gravely wrong in the eys of God. God will be with you guys in this election.  
 Choose 
 Graciela Perez If you are Christian whether you are catholic or not you know that the protection  
 of life is what we must do. 
 Kevin Cooney Stark ! We know now on this election , our future is at stake . Where do you stand ? 
 Dan Rodecap For the sake of his sorrowful passion have mercy on us and on the whole world 
 Donna Berry Crawford Thank you! I cannot understand how Christians can support the murder of  
 innocent lives! 
 Charlotte Vincer May no weapon formed or malice come against you in the name of Jesus for  
 speaking truth. Amen 
 Miguel Valentin Isin't it ironic that a CRIMINAL like Hitlery, wants to put in jail those of us in the  
 pro-Life movement???!!! 
 Claudia Martin Grams Thank you Father for standing for life and against this culture of death being  
 pushed in our nation. 
 Neneh Immaculee People you are afraid of the hard truth and Fr. Frank tells it like it really is!   Don't  
 be in denial folks 
 Cheryl Morin Tidwell God bless us and forgive us for our sins. We must vote for life or we will have  
 blood on our hands.... 
 Anna Dragicevic Deborah Woods he asks to be able to bury these poor babies...otherwise THEY  
 ARE DUMPED IN GARBAGE CANS OK!!!! 
 Doug Lane Was it wrong to show photographs documenting and exposing the bodies of those 
  who died in the holocaust? Those pictures and videos were used at the  
 Nuremberg trials to confront the remaining nazis with the horrors they had  
 committed. How is this different 
 Peggy Wilson reason does not work the shock factor is all we have left If you think this vedio is  
 bad or sick think about the thousands of babies this is done to every year and the  
 excuse for this is That is a womans right NO ONE HAS THAT RIGHT NO ONE 
 TC Carpenter Politics aside, the majority of our society has no clue what abortion is or does. A  
 fetus is a human being with a soul. I wish more advertisements were posted out  
 there for all to see the horrific images of what abortion looks like at all stages of  
 life. 
 Dyan Toepfer Wrong to do this? Can't handle the truth, it's okay to kill a baby as long as you  
 don't have to see it...he did not murder this child, abortion killed this baby...if you  
 turn away and refuse to see what abortion is you are condoning it and that is a  
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 Carla Velasquez Nobody has a right to kill a human being.   Little angel, rest in peace! 
 Mike Gentile God gives us free will , here is everyone's chance to decide who we want to follow. 
 Melissa Renteria-Zamora Everything begins with Life, if we continue to kill Life nothing else matters. 
 Angela Harms For the sake of his sorrowful passion have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 Roy Authement God, bless this baby and take he/she into the kingdom of HEAVEN! 
 Paula Kikas The result of all sin is death....is that not what the bible says? A woman chose to  
 murder that baby, we know what her punishment will be.....what will Hillary's  
 punishment be for allowing this to happen? Who speaks for the unborn if not  
 humanity itself? 
 Lisa Wilson If someone murders a pregnant woman they are charged with 2 Murders.Why do  
 we then have such a problem recognizing that a fetus is a human life ????And yes  
 Father Pavone, we have an obligation to be the voice of the unborn. Good for you  
 for standing up!! 
 Rebecca Torres Wolbert Abortion kills!! And the soul of the mother turns black! God help us! 
 Sandra Sturgill Weston In the name of Jesus we proclaim your power over all evil and corruption. 
 Fuatino Faimalie God bless American !!we must return to the God who is their True Author,we need 
  to worship Him in spirit and in truth.we need to humble ourselves before Him and 
  seek His guidance. In God we trust..God bless America.for it is His creation. 
 Teresa Gabriela Patiño \"I don't vote for candidates I vote for LIFE\" MOTHER Angelica \" 
 Jan Stamer Maybe people need to see this...There are so many people willing to give these  
 unwanted children homes. Notice this is a person that has been destroyed. Not  
 just a fetus. A PERSON folks!!!!! PS I was a second trimester baby that survived.... 
 Tim Redmond Disturbing and extremely sad, and it really makes me uncomfortable, but that  
 should be the point. It's easy to be a Monday morning QB, but there's no reality in 
  that opinion, from the cheap seats. This is the reality that many willfully avoid. 
 Dawn Newman we must shock our conscience into awaking, abortion is not a word but a reality  
 that we must see 
 Ginger Miller Thank You for showing this video of this poor baby. Stop using abortion for birth  
 control. 
 Maureen Akwara Let's pray for the pro life effort to bring abortions to the end. Jesus master have  
 mercy on us sinners. 
 Rachal M L McIntyre Why are people upset with the baby being shown! People need to wake up and  
 realize that abortion is MURDER! We shouldn't be turning a blind eye,KILL-ARY  
 will be allowing murder to go on and up to the due date???. Babies being stabbed  
 in the back of the he 
 Ise Jara Thanks father for exposing Planned Parenthood crimínals for The world needs to  
 see what they actually do (burn a child chemically inside the warm and peaceful  
 womb where they rest safe until unscrupulous/ignorant doctors and nurses extract 
  them from the w 
 Lenora Scott Tripp I guess these Liberals would be outraged if it were a DOG!!! 
 Jesse Baldwin I'm not even Catholic, but he is absolutely right! 
 Bob Clark Thank you and God bless you father. I believe God wanted you to do this to wake  
 people up 
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 Lenora Scott Tripp God KNEW this child before the child was formed. We will be seeing this child in  
 Heaven!! 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Next comes euthanasia for the elderly and non-productive 
 Christi Jarrett McGee People can't deal with the truth. God bless all those babies 
 Vivian Hall Lilliana Branco why is this sick??It's being done thousand of times a day and  
 these babies are thrown in to garbage bags. At least this babies poor body is  
 being used to open eyes. This man takes these forgotten babies and gives them  
 Melinda Saylor Campbell I choose life and those candidates who will protect the most innocent of us. 
 Kenny Parsons Jesus change the hearts of the foolish people on this thread trying to undermine  
 the Truth of our Priest 
 Louise Niro May God bless and protect you as you answer the call to be a voice for those who  
 have no voice Father! 
 Graciela Perez God open their hearts so they may vote for life. Please Lord bless America so that  
 we may worship Jesus Christ . 
 Kevin Cooney Stop this evil how much more blood on our hands if the a Evil One in habits the  
 WHITE HOSE . Satan wants the keys ' back again ! 
 Gloria Mendoza God have mercy on their souls the doctors and nurses the mothers 
 Angela Chesnick Ironically people worry about animal shelters that uthanize animals than they do  
 about babies in the womb 
 Ronda Bogani Ayala LOOK at that \"fetus\". Not just a group of cells is it?! Truth is not pretty. 
 Tiffany Deal Its ironic how people are offended that he showed the baby's corpse. But not  
 offended why the baby became a corpse. Priorities people. Wake up!! 
 John Honeycutt The people offended by this just can't face the truth. This is an eye opener of  
 what you are really killing during an abortion. This shows the baby is real , alive ,  
 and deserves to have a life.. Give up for adoption don't kill. 
 Treasa Van Ommen Kloeke If you prayed outside the abortuary in Calgary you would have seen a van collect  
 the dead babies as \"Bio Hazard Waste\". 
 Lizette Morales Thanks for not sugar coating the truth for political correctness' sake! I applaud  
 Marian Bertucci Foxx Jose abortion is the worse evil. Imagine that baby felt pain. 
 Bertha White For give us father letting this go on as we have\"this beautiful child did not  
 deserve to die this way it is without sin.the woman ,drs,nurses did murder and  
 should be treated as such should be punished. We have to stop this law to murder 
 Sue Adamcik Yes we are desperate to not let unborn babies to be murdered how sad for ppl to  
 vote for the devil they will answer to God one day and then what will you say.:well 
  it's only one bad thing going for her: come on ppl vote to save innocent lives!!! 
 Nita Civantos Fernandez My husband and I liked very much your video. We are Pro Life all the way. 
 Glenn Landry Fr Thank you for showing this all America need to see this before they Vote ! 
 Elise Rich praying today for the chance that everyone God made can have a chance to live it 
 Gilbert Hernandez Congress still have the chance to stop this. But they decide to take long vacations  
 while this goes on. Other presidents had their share in this wrongful doing and  
 rather wash their hands for no part of it. Let's keep praying so ppl can see the true 
  light 
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 Janet Frederiksen The horrific ugliness of pure evil........\"yet while we were yet sinners, Christ died  
 for us!\" God forgive us..... :( 
 Rose Sena Beauregard This is to show what is done to a living human being. People we need to stand for  
 the helpless child. 
 Kelly Casanova Thank you and God bless you Father, keep bringing dark things into the light. 
 Lori Ann Holda The truth will set you free! We need to stand up for the truth! 
 JoAnn CizMadia Raw truth... if you can't take looking st the truth, then why do we make it legal? 
 Cynthia Gonzalez My tears came out hearing u father n seeing this child laying there unwanted by  
 his mother .. lil sweet angel may you be with our father in heaven 
 Kathleen Rodgers-Behlen Father Frank Pavone, As hard as it was for me to look at this baby and it broke my  
 heart and then some. I understand what you are doing . Life begins at conseption  
 period . This baby could of had a great life with someone who cares . God Bless  
 you and you 
 Dee Ramsey I see a few watching that don't believe..we need to pray for them 
 Michael A Denny This is a brutal view and on a church alter for the shock factor... yet abortion has  
 going on for so long that the nation has become numbed to the reality.. I  
 commend any Priest that would use just about any means to show Gods children  
 as gifts to all.Abo 
 Alfred Casinelli Fr.    I applaud you.    Our thoughts are so desensitized that the actuality of our  
 acts as a society are simply put in some social consciousness that belongs to the  
 other when it is really ours.    We bare the responsibility for that child and all  
 Karen Garson I am amazed at the outrage of showing this DEFENSELESS baby yet no one is  
 outraged that it was aborted!This is no different than showing the effects of drunk 
  driving!Both actions kill the defenseless!Wake up! Denial is the same as  
 Jessica Eggleston-Bishop Thank u father for listening to the Holy spirit and being obedient. 
 Bob Brammer Ok. Are you going to protect the unborn! This is more important than party loyalty. 
  Vote to end this insanity. 
 Joan Helsel Stofko This aborted baby Saint has forgiven his mother! Praying for our country on  
 Election Day! 
 Gigi Adams Thank you Father....it is about time someone speaks up for those that can't. It's  
 murder! 
 Sandra Sturgill Weston God have mercy on our country. We do not deserve your mercy. We are nothing!!  
 We have truly sinned! 
 Rogelia Marie Trevino Thank you Father!!!!!! There's truth to \"out of sight, out of mind\".Unfortunately  
 many of my fellow \"Catholics\" still do not get it.Maybe this will jolt them back to 
  REALITY and what lies on this election.God bless you and protect you!Like you  
 said, a 
 Mary Nieto Father, thanks for showing to theBLIND PEOPLE, that there is GOD who owned the 
  LIFE, for they have eyes but they can't see 
 Jessica Garcia GOD have Mercy of this baby's mom who didn't know better.. Please forgive her  
 and show her that you are LOVE 
 Abril America This is the truth, and we can't avoid it! But we can choose Life! 
 Abril America We can't choose! God creates life, and only He can take it away! Pro-Life! 
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 Annamaria Dickens there is nothing wrong with the priest. So it is ok to close your eyes on abortion,  
 as long as u don't see it? Women who get an abortion do not see their babies all  
 cut up and torn up or else all of you would think differently what this priest was  
 Michael G Procak I am APPALLED that there are those who could be so upset. Do believe that  
 abortion is OK as long as you don't have to look at the results? This is what  
 abortion looks like! You should be more disgusted with the act, as well as being  
 disgusted with the res 
 Evelyne Bolivar Pro-Life because God is LIFE. 
 Michelle Dewey Brown Thank you pastor for standing up !!! The church needs to bring the fire back to  
 believers !!! 
 Kari Smith Vote Hillary if you want more of these chemically murdered aborted baby! This is  
 torture! Heinous, cruelty!! 
 Delina Bramuchi He is fighting the fight from the beginning. He did not kill this baby Hillary did!He  
 is only showing you that abortion should be illegal bec if Hillary has her way there 
  will be plenty more of this. Get real ppl that baby was killed due to abortion not t 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran All priests should speak the truth like Priests for Life. 
 Kathy Wilcox I'm so upset can't hardly type right now poor lil ones :'( 
 Kerry Jones This is what Clinton supporters r voting for !!!!!!!Wake up America!!!!!!!!!! 
 Katherine Elliott This is plain murder and that demon is a murderous and has no regard for age.  
 Pray that this demon is kept out of the WH 
 Helen LaTorre Thank you for opening the eyes of the blind. God bless you 
 Racheal Dupre AMERICA WILL BE DESTROYED BY GOD HIMSELF FOR SHEDDING INNOCENT  
 BLOOD! 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo So sad!! How can anyone not be moved to tears for this little baby- please vote to  
 save these babies on Nov 8th. 
 Dottie Carder Murphy It's very hard for people to look at the truth of what happens in abortion. 
 Kenny Parsons Lord have mercy on the people who are deceived by the lies of secularism 
 Cynthia Roddy Naquin I agree with you Father, God wants us all to preach the right from the wrong.  
 Praise God!! 
 Rosemary Circo Carole Atherton Father Frank Pavone speaks the truth in defense of this sweet  
 child in a most sacred space. 
 Tina Riddle Watts Sounds like the pro choice people on here can't face the ugly truth about the  
 choices they want to make. May God have mercy on their souls. Save our precious  
 babies from the evil ones. GOD forgive them. 
 Dawn Gregg Defend the weak and the fatherless; uphold the cause of the poor and the  
 oppressed. 
 Zigah Emmanuel Douglas The priest is doing his work but doers of the evil act will accuse him 
 Jeanette Land If the church doesn't do it then who will, do you think the Liberal media will, you  
 are living in a dream world. 
 Deanne Uhteg Truth is truth, whether you face it or choose to cover your ears and close your  
 eyes, TRUTH REMAINS. 
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 Graciela Perez We need to Love our friends and family . We need to teach our own so that we  
 can save them from Hell. 
 Dawn Roswall Amazing how so many are offended by what this priest has done, but in no way  
 offended about how this innocent child died. 
 Courtney Larrison You ppl pick and choose which parts of the bible to follow. Follow it all or none 
 Suzanne Bruno We have become a diabolical society letting this go on. God have mercy on us. 
 Rosie McClurg Read Gods word and you will know the truth and the truth will set you free 
 Jimmy J Gonzales A vote for Killary is a vote for this!! Not voting is also a vote for this! Stop the  
 murder of babies!! 
 John Stetzer did a funeral for one one time. same size baby. Got it out of dumpster at death  
 camp 
 Ann Mary just a fetus? not a child with human rights?... sure looks like a baby to me, a dead  
 baby that was murdered by abortion ?? 
 Kathy Velazquez You are a voice crying out in the desert for these beautiful souls.God bless you!?? 
 Marie Tabor Esaud Daniel.. in today's world, it takes a terrible sight to see with your own eyes  
 how bad something is.I think he's done the rite thing 
 Donna Hines Cash Norma, if the church doesn't speak for these babies ,who will, not you for sure. 
 Liliana Mantilla This is the truth and we need to share it because Hillary Clinton is killing baby's 
 Julie Ann Felber I see some of you upset he would post this- lest hope you're not voting for the one 
  endorsing this bloodshed. #endabortion 
 Ana Marie Smith \"Are we the people of the covenant or not!!. \"I'm 100 percent with Fr. Pavone. 
 Gloria Fox our dear and precious little brother or sister in Christ, we love you <3 
 Cathy Castagna Amen...hopefully everyone votes for the right person!!!! 
 Mary Bacashihua-Singh Pro life, 100% 
 Kimberly Cota Wow Deborah shame on you for shaming a man who is speaking the truth! I'll  
 pray for you 
 Sharon Boudreau now we see the reality of our rotten, evil .sinful world ,this is what Hillary likes , 
 Olga Hernandez I hope that the people see what Hillary is going to do to your daughters and  
 granddaughters she is evil 
 Cynthia Etheridge Gaudino I am sorry that your mother didn't want to love you. God loves you, we love you.  
 You are the angels with no blame and no sin. God forgive us. 
 Dee Ramsey Gary Doyle he is preaching God's word and telling the truth 
 Sherry Ferguson It is what it is- killing a child is wrong, no matter the reason!!!!!!!! 
 Dan Spradley Amen we need to protect their children from the time they were cc'd in the womb 
 Jim Pilati VERY VERY POWERFUL.... try to listen (even if you are NOT religious at all!!!!) This 
  is powerful!!!! 
 Genie Stern God bless all those who choose life. All your mothers did! 
 Elizabeth Rose Thank you for everything you do for our preborn brothers & sisters Father Pavone 
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 Bernie Spell May God have mercy on the Mother. But may HIS swift vengeance be placed on  
 the ones who participated in this murder. 
 Beda Venerabilis Judging by all the ruffled feathers over here, this video is actually having an  
 impact. Keep it up! 
 Mariette Mercier Thank you father for saying a Mass for this child's innocent soul, may this baby  
 bring souls to Christ. 
 Lisa Welsh Thank you for showing the truth as difficult as it is to see. Blessings 
 Josephine Vella God says who usess the seord will die of the sword !!Gods words never fail thank- 
  you Lord! 
 McKenna James Patricia May God Bless you Fr. Pavone and grant you length of years and courage always  
 to speak for truth to guide your flock! ?? 
 Eloyna Adame Rivera Thank you father for telling the truth. Many refuse to hear the truth 
 Donna Marie Warren It's not your body your destroying, it's another life that didn't have a voice.. 
 Maria Figueroa-Valencia Prayers for you little Angel and all the little Angels that were never given the  
 choice of life?? 
 Andrea Allen Father Frank Pavone !! You gain all my respect and admiration !!! Thank u for  
 speaking out !! God bless you?? 
 Monica Luna It is so easy to talk and talk... See the baby .. this is real... Words are taken by the  
 wind... 
 Jacquelyn Robertson Shimmel If u r thinking of voting proabortion this election plz check the child on the altar. 
 Shellie Warren Please I pray in the name of Jesus watch this video in its entirety. I almost deleted 
  it but my daughter wanted me to watch and I'm so glad that I did. 
 Robert Colbert You people are more outraged at this Priest than you are at the murderer that did  
 this or the decisions made by the people that are not even envovled enough to  
 make that decision 
 Bruce Elion Very brave, you gonna get hammered though- but someone's got to fight for what  
 is right 
 Ann Benner Taylor I don't believe in calling this a fetus. It's a BABY 
 Andy Gray Babies are all gifts from GOD , we don,t have the right to take their lives . 
 Nonnie Maciel God forgive us, for we know what we do, accept your child into heaven forever  
 amen 
 Jen Swackhamer This is so needed, abortion must be exposed 
 Joseph Vincienne Incorvaja We will all meet in the House of the Father and be together for eternity! That is  
 for ever and ever, ......and ever! 
 Dan Gill Father Frank I promise you if Killary is elected there will be a revoloution. 
 Yolanda Nunez God, forgive your humanity, the creatures you made from love. Lord, have mercy  
 on us all! 
 Betty Kippenberger Keep preaching the truth because no one can deny this poor baby was murdered. 
 Susan Robinson McCarthy If not God's house, then where?That is a child of God. 
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 Amarilis Sanchez Before he brought it out to show the truth, no one cared for a tiny courp\baby; oh  
 but now, let's. Lord have mercy. 
 Vincent Mari A   M   E   N   Jesus    Is    Risen    Alleluia    Thank    U   Father    
May    The    Lord  
    Bless    U   Alleluia       Peace 
 Fatima Astals Spevak God bless you Fr Pavone for Baptizing this precious child and giving her or hima  
 dignified funeral and burial 
 John Paul We support you, Fr. Pavone!You are a voice for the voiceless! 
 Elva Gonzalez ??This is Heart wrenching! Lord God take this little Angel in your arms! 
 Gary Gregory If they are willing to do this to a baby how long will be till they are willing to do  
 this to the elderly? 
 Cathie N Herb FossBenedum Thank you for being strong and a public voice for murdered babies... 
 James Santelices Father Frank's statement can be considered as Moral statement. 
 Tim Perry Truth hurts good job sir we need to see our vile behavior and we need to repent ! 
 Luisa Sipple God forgive the blood on our hands for allowing so many innocent babies to be  
 slaughter 
 Lenny Rob all this people with negative remarks feel condemnation. You are showing the  
 truth. GOD bless you FATHER Frank 
 Estela Belinda Kohlmeier If you vote for Hillary, the blood of the babies are on your hands...God help you... 
 Katie Roth Thank you for standing up for this baby I pray this baby will have peace 
 Beverley Carson Nothing breaks my heart more than this. A child is a gift from God and it's  
 appaluing that the world does not see it this way. I struggled to carry a child to  
 term and was blessed with one. God bless the innocent who are unable to protect  
 themselves ????? 
 Anthony Caporaletti Absolutely the Church has ever right. Father please don't stop. 
 Damien Aylward #VOTEPROLIFE 
 Pat Mettler Pray for our god bless our country and stop the violence of killings of the on born  
 baby's they have rights 
 Joseph Mills Paula Camo, this is reality,be offended and drain the swamp. 
 Antoinette Y. Ibrahim God bless you father. Shame on any Christian who does not vote for life. 
 Lisa M. Danes God, bless you, Father, for having the incredible courage to visualize our faith!!!! 
 Amanda Lariz McDaniel God bless you Fr. Pavone. You are opening the eyes of those who refuse to see. 
 Jessie Mar Good job sir for showing ppl the truth about hillary and he group of democratic  
 cronies 
 Paul Khourisader Please God hear and answer our prayers to save the country and celebrate the  
 return of God !.. 
 Steven Levy All you need to do is read Genesis,this is G-d talking,not man . I believe in what G- 
 d says. 
 Lenora Glennon going to pray with this baby and we are going to let this baby's body bear witness  
 to our nation as we begin the process to 
 Ginger Herran Thank you father for all you do. Gods will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
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 Tom Guin John Smart...not that smart. That's a child that was murdered on the alter. Who  
 are you protecting with that statement 
 Eugene Neal For those who don't like to see this why would you support a candidate the  
 condones it? Wake up America! 
 Lon Fale I am with you totally, Father. Why should priests be afraid to speak out this way? 
 Colleen Price Owens Eric weyenberg he needs no permission from the parents. They clearly didn't want 
  that precious gift from God!!! 
 Carlos Flores If you can't stand to see this and still choose to vote with the Democrats, you're  
 part of the problem. 
 Patricia Milne may the Angels cradle this little one in their arms & plce him saftely in God hands/ 
 Angela Amaya Neywick You can't reason with ignorance. There is no better place for the child to be than  
 in his Father's house! May the child RIP. Keep doing what you're doing Fr Pavone!! 
  To tell the ugly truth about Abortion!! I've got your back!! And you have my  
 prayers to f 
 MikeandCandy Smith Thank you Father Pavone for showing the truth...Vote for life.. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Pray for the unborn 
 Chris Farrell Your speaking truth Father to a sinful fallen world...our Lord's blessing be upon  
 you. .. 
 Issy Ruiz This is the truth, don't close your eyes, look what we are letting to happen to them 
  and do nothing . 
 Matthew Townsend Thank you Fr. Vote for life. Follow God's will in choosing life and ways of God. Ave 
  Maria Gratia Plena 
 Eve Founta Father thank you for defending out and standing up for the UNBORN.We become  
 an unglady and evil society. HILLARY CLINTON said that an unborn baby (even to 9 
  months) doesn't have constitutional rights. HILLARY IS A MONSTER she is EVIL  
 and most of all she i 
 Jeannie Hill Someone has to stand for the defenseless unborn children . I am glad we have  
 people like Father Pavone as their advocate > God bless you Father Pavone  
 Lucy Okeowo God bless you father Frank and thank you for all the pro-life work that you  
 do.?????? 
 Mauricio Cepedas God bless your mission Father! For all those who support abortion Jesus said: \"for 
  all who draw the sword will die by the sword. 
 Nancy Lopez - Jacob It is not about the election day, is about how are we raising our kids. Parents who  
 fail to teach kids to respect others, to respect life! This should never be an option  
 in somebodies mind. If it is legal or not is another ing.... I will pray for this bab 
 Brent Baldwin You're strong Father!!! God loves and respects your work. Way to bring light to the 
  situation 
 Nancy Cerreta Our Catholic Church needs more priests like Fr. Pavone. He tells and shows the  
 truth. I tire of lukewarm priests that try not to offend. The church needs strong  
 leaders. Many people don't understand wishy washey instruction and ideas. Say it, 
  say the trut 
 Cathy Bowles what a wonderful talk thank you i wish everyone in the world had heard 
 Liton Chakma By killing innocent child great sin, u disobey the Lord 
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 Vicki Brower SHAME ON ANY CHRISTIAN FOR STAYING HOME on the day they vote! 
 Amorette Tomlinson This man is not wrong..... The woman who killed this precious baby is wrong....  
 The dr who killed this baby is wrong.... And anyone else thinks its ok to kill this  
 poor baby or anyother baby is wrong!!!!!!!!!!  
 Donna Baldrian There is a lot of hate being projected at Father Frank. While it is painful to see,  
 this is the reality of abortion. Father Frank, it can't be easy to present this and  
 even harder to share it. It hurts me deeply, but I understand and support you. God  
 Sandy Scherer Killary will abort Babies at Birth! 
 Angeline Joycè Ohh.. dear little angel.. rest in peace ?? 
 Kim Quesada Lloyd Vote Prolife!!!! Remove the evil that is abortion! 
 Jared Connel When did we forget that evil things like to hide and the best way to thwart evil is  
 to bring it to light the father's done nothing wrong he's only bring light the evil  
 deed abortion is and what's really wrong here is the death or murder of that poor  
 child 
 Tracey Ward Canton You can either try to lead them to Heaven or pat their backs all the way to hell.  
 The truth is hard to look at sometimes. But it is still the truth. The setting above is 
  extreme but so is the outcome of this election for our children and our children's  
 David Turner Father Pavone......I have often thought that if only National Right to Life would put  
 out an ad on TV showing what actually occurs in an abortion, the ignorant masses  
 would be so appalled this heinous law of the land would be overturned.You are  
 doing the  
 Betsy Serrano I love what your trying to do. I'm a Christian who has always been against  
 abortion even more so when I was pregnant and learned that the heart was  
 beating at 18 days old. I believe anything that grows is alive. I don't think what  
 you did is outrageous at 
 Toni Keltz Bless you for your courage in sharing this awful reality of abortion and for  
 honoring this little one who was sacrificed for some unspoken reason. My prayers  
 go to the mother facedwith her decision. May she find God's mercy. And God  
 forgive us as a nation 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Gigantic wall built by democrats to say these People have no rights 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman This is the priority. Will we affirm the GOD of the Covenant 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman For Frank Pavone has put Life before anything else !!!!! He is a Holy Soul fighting  
 for the voiceless 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Keep God's Covenant. Choose LIFE and Blessings will follow 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Choose LIFE so that you and your descendants may live ! 
 Brenda Keller Schwieterman Deborah Woods - Sadly this is what it takes to prove to people what abortion is.  
 So sorry you don't understand. 
 Melissa Parker This is the cruel reality. We have to make people aware that abortion is a cruel  
 murder. 
 Yoka Koo Life is NOT a choice! Life is a great Gift from God!! 
 Vickie Clark May this little one's life not be in vain. May they lead many to righteousness! 
 Leisa Leach Crowley Yes father, Thank You for the TRUTH! It shall set us free! 
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 Judy Shingola Polaskey Vote life 2016!!!God bless you Fr. Pavone!! ?? 
 Arminda Lomeli God bless youFather. 
 Bobbie Jo Brand I stand with you and your commentary on this subject...I am not Catholic....but  
 wrong is wrong and I commend you for standing by your convictions....making the  
 world aware of what is WRONG...WRONG...and they will have to stand before God 
  and be judged ... 
 Eamonn Walsh Thank you Fr Pavone! Your dedication and defense of the innocent is inspiring!  
 You are right about this Holocaust of our most vulnerable! It is absolutely  
 disgusting! I cannot even come up with more words that are more serious!  
 Abomination is not even str 
 Channon Casey I'm not a Catholic, but a Christian.My parents are in fact Catholic and have been  
 very involved in praying against this silent holocaust at abortion clinics.Thank you  
 Father Frank for doing this.It was extremely tastefully done backed up with  
 scripture.Go 
 Amre Lieb Everada Paulina Espinoza · YES we are. We must be because she will continue to  
 promote abortion and even up to the minute of birth of the baby, and then she will 
  rig the judicial system for more evil laws - yes some people need to see that this  
 is a CHILD 
 Wendy Ramos What's the outrage? We see dead bodies at church at every funeral mass. You  
 don't like this one? STOP ABORTION. There are 1.2 million babies killed by  
 abortion each year and there are over 2 million parents seeking to adopt and  
 denied a child. This baby c 
 Crystal Wood I am not religious and it is just common sense abortion is murder any woman that  
 kills her baby because she isn't ready to be responsible for her mistake is a very  
 selfish and spoiled . 
 Nim Serolfalliv Relgaez People who vote Hillary are votes for the devil.Hillary is a devil woman and she is  
 Satanist . 
 Erin Elizabeth Said a rosary for you today Father. I know the devil hates pro-life people that show 
  the truth without a sugar coat. 
 ChuckSharlene Tidwell You can all boohoo about this poor baby But that is what Hillary is all about 
 Lissa Nicole Choose death and curses will follow 
 Kay Howard Kearney My heart is breaking for this young child who never got to be on this earth to  
 laugh or cry or hug his Mother   And to look into her smiling face or to hear I love  
 you.    But thank youFather for having the angels in heaven    Bless this little angel 
 Connie Hernandez Father God Bless you for coming forward to speak the truth those that are against  
 what you are doing to protect the Unborn will be judged by their words and their  
 wrong actions to get People to go against you and not listen or believe the real  
 truth may G 
 Susan Cuevas-Bennett God rest this little innocent soul that was so violently ripped out of it's mother's  
 womb- by her choice to kill her own baby! May the Lord continue to bless you dear 
  father Pavone for speaking the truth about the abortion industry and the horrific  
 affect 
 Edina Rubin That's right father, speak up the truth ?? 
 Teresa Goodwin Skaggs God bless this poor child and please welcome him into the welcoming arms of  
 Jesus! 
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 MaryAnn Nye Steele An evil that remains hidden is an evil that remains. Millions of people who should  
 be here are not. We have to face it. Thank you, Father Frank, for shining a light  
 into the darkness. God bless you. No matter who wins today, we need that light to 
  start sp 
 Dawn Stinson Thibodeaux Don't let the hecklers intimidate you Fr. Frank. People need to see the truth of the  
 horror of what they are voting for. God the Father didn't shield anyone from seeing 
  the crucified body of His Son. You have my support and the support of so many.  
 Your pr 
 Wanda Barefoot Paula Camo the fact that baby's body is even there to see is unacceptable!! 
 Kevin Rilott Thank you Father Pavone for your love for Jesus and His children. 
 Teresa Nash Pearce The most powerful message I've ever seen! You who disagree and post negative  
 comments are part of the problem. We live in a world where people are so  
 desensitized by murder that it takes something this extreme to reach them.God  
 bless you father for such a 
 Ivne Haas Thanks, Father. It is very convenient and easy to be catholic when you can hide  
 yourself from all what is difficult to face. Nobody wants to see the ugly, the bad,  
 the poor, the uncomfortable. Hope more people get shocked enough to step up  
 and help these  
 Judy Bresnahan Thank you Father Frank Pavone for teaching us the Truth and for your Faithful  
 Dedication for LIFE! God Bless You!???? 
 Theresa Baux Thank you Father Frank.!!! We need this on bill boards.And newspapers not just on 
  facebook!!! 
 Calvin Johnson Great talk for the sacred lives. Thank you Father for this. 
 Lauressa Borgman Look at it!!!! It's almost a whole human being!!!! It was killed!!! 
 Brynn Rose BTW I think by reading many of the comments, many people are missing the  
 Priests point here. The world today... 
 Patrice Hertzock Thank you Father for this message. Our world needs to hear more direct messages 
  like these. 
 Clarence Griffin Your doing the right thing! Their All haters GOD! I pray D LORD Continue to  
 strengthen YOU Br. To do HIS WILL! Cry Loud! And Spare Not! 
 Christine Laughlin Pray that enough of us vote for life this election and save America from eternal  
 damnstion that Clintons - Have in store for all mankind ! 
 EJ Lombard Thank you for NOT sugar-coating the reality that many people avoid and prefer  
 not even to get into. 
 Pita Bendecida Precious Blood of Jesus have mercy on us and on the whole world!!  
 ?????????????????????? 
 Clarence Griffin I Love You Br. Frank and D LORD LOVES YOU BR. Frank! Keep Preaching  
 Righteousness! 
 Vicki Newton Wood I am a born again Christian and don't believe in killing babies ??! God made them ! 
 Nita Grace Ruthie Noemi Ramos, dear sister now that you have heard and seen an image  
 from our culture of death you will never get it our of your heart and mind Someday 
  soon I hope you will want to be one of the sheep lead by The Good Shepard Our  
 Lord and God (not \" 
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 Sandra Padilla In our hands are the life of millions of babies. 
 Rosemary Circo Susan Ellenson-Geissller Please do not post disrespectful language towards my  
 priest. You have the right to look the other way and to post of course. But I will not 
  stand by and allow such hate speak towards another human being, let alone  
 Father Frank Pav 
 David Grabow Wow Father, thank you for having the moral courage to show this. Although a  
 horrific picture - this needs to be seen by all to inform and educate the  
 uninformed. And thank you for giving a proper burial and blessing to a child who  
 so many people would lov 
 Rose Camilleri Father do you have anywhere on your site showing an abortion? I can't believe  
 how people are so blind, they need to see it with their own eyes !!! God Bless you  
 Father !!!! I bought the abortion picture years ago that you had showed on Mother  
 Angelica's s 
 Kathryn Pittillo Pray for the babies daily! Amen ?? ???? ???? ?? 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Preach the Truth. God got your back!!! 
 Beverly Schwartz Fr. Pavone, you can tell what side people are on by the comments they make.  
 Satan uses them to attack you because you are making a difference! Thank you  
 Father for being willing to suffer the persecution that comes from fighting this  
 evil! There are so ma 
 Cindy Woolley King Ignore the evil trolls who hate our beloved Church! They'll obviously vote for  
 Hillary! May God have Mercy on them! 
 Annette Irizarry Mendez Good Morning Father. I know some people get bothered by you showing this but  
 unfortunately some people really are in denial & don't believe that these are real  
 babies. This is real my brothers & sisters Thank you Fr Pavone for sharing this sad  
 truth and m 
 Terry Taylor If you see this little dead baby and still think abortion is ok you are lost!!! 
 Chris Khung Ting Killing the baby is so wrong.    We need the president who will protect the babies.  
 Abortion is so wrong. It's sad. Pls. Trump. 
 Santacruz Celeste And Hillary wants to kill full term babies too!She is of the devil!??????. 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Lock baby killer Hillary up 
 Sandy Scherer Vote ProLife ! 
 Damien Aylward #VOTEPROLIFE 
 Jojo Larcher I have seen open caskets of babies who died.He is trying to show peple who do  
 not believe this baby is LIFE, and that i was never human, as we know it is LIFE,  
 and It got murdered by people who believe in abortion and killing babies, and this  
 is too OPEN  
 Gloria Grana Babb Kyrie Eleison. God have mercy on us. I will pray for this baby. I'm so sad. 
 Evelyne Bolivar I encourage you all to choose life while thinking about your own life, that God has  
 given to you through your parent. Have you ever thought about your parents who  
 have chosen life for you instead of death. Do you honor them, pray for them, love  
 them, and  
 Mary Marchand Stop Abortion- close Planned Parenthood ! It's horrible crime against the innocents! 
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 Mike Rimbey Before you, in this video, is the sad truth of abortion. Can you really vote for  
 anyone supporting this??? 
 Julie Laughlin Effertz It's a visual we need. PEOPLE NEED TO SEE THE REALITY OF THIS . 
 Terri Waxter People are saying using this baby is unacceptable. It gets real when you see the  
 result of an abortion . Wake up liberals. This baby is the result of your vote. 
 Fran De Mario I understand why you did this. God bless this little one. Many do not understand  
 how awful abortion is. 
 Kari Smith He is giving this baby some dignity! Maybe one baby will survive until delivery due 
  to this post!! 
 Kari Smith I'm so sorry little one, that your mommy didn't want you. Jesus will hold you and  
 love you forever! 
 Edie Skaggs Hager It's not just Catholics that need graphics to understand. This selfish world needs  
 to understand. 
 Norette Ward People need to see the results of abortion, this is not a fetus or a clump of cells, it 
  is an innocent baby murdered 
 Dina Davis Lord .. it's a real baby.. let people never ever think of abortion again. Lord praying  
 for this baby and souls of millions of aborted babies ?? 
 Joann Seitz Amen O Lord we will choose Life in the Name of Jesus name Amen.... 
 Colleen Royer You are horrible to say this is not OK, open your eyes, this is murder, the truth hurts 

 Anita Weir Sad. Abortion is the sin of Murder! Why can't people see this! ?? 
 Barbara King You are about to learn somet h ING so be quiet and learn then make your decision. 
  ... 
 Susan Darling Lepak Fr Frank Pavone. I'm with you. I'm trying to find the answer to those who say you  
 broke canon law. I don't think you did. I can't read through all of these comments  
 to answer that question. If you see this please help me with the answer. Love and  
 prayers. 
 Carol Rinehart Bless you Father for your courage. As long as we can blind ourselves to the truth  
 we can sleep at night. We are allowing the slaughter of the innocent as we  
 pretend to be Christian -Catholic caring people. Pray for us and our sins of  
 allowing this murder. 
 Lynn Smith Abortion is so wrong. Praying for an end to this practice. 
 Raymund Francis It is sad that people do not recognise that abortion is really the killing of a life 
 Suzanne Ernst Thank you for this video finally someone showing truth and how important this  
 election is. Democrats want to take God out of our lives. And it starts with  
 changing of laws to allow these horrific abortions Wake up   People. Tomorrow we 
  will find out which 
 Mary Margaret Witt Thank you Father. Graphic but necessary. 
 Sandy Gray Romero Very brave, Father!God bless you and keep you for exposing the horror of the  
 scourge of abortion! 
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 Valerie McCarney We now have a part of the temple of Baal in NYC near the entrance to NY in lower 
  Manhatten. Hillary and her friends have been involved with Sataist rituals, They  
 have Satan on their side., they are denegrating the Catholic Church. We have God  
 on our side  
 Monica Sprinkle God please help our country see this. Abortion is killing. There's no sugar- coating  
 it. Abortion is killing a BABY! 
 Marjorie Foor God Bless you Father and may we all pray for that baby and the world. 
 Kim Bishop Thankyou for making this clear...no confusion 
 Austin Roncancio Modern day holocaust 
 Fatima Spikerman God please bless all the innocent babywho have no change to survive because of  
 evil people who believe abortion is okay. 
 Tracy Leach Missouri here. Lord Jesus please keep this baby in your lovein arms 
 Weber Lp I've said it several times, a vote for Killary is murder to an unborn child. 
 Lena Fui Maselino Partsch I choose life 
 Annabell Molina-Muniz BABY YOU DIDN'T DIE IN VAIN. PEOPLE WILL CHANGE THEIR HEART ON  
 ABORTION.   MAY GOD'S PERPETUAL LIGHT SHINE UPON YOU. THROUGH THE  
 MERCY OF GOD REST IN PEACE...AMEN      PEOPLE PLEASE VOTE PRO-LIFE... 
 Annie Morrison For all those that ask if we're that desperate to show an infant to stop Hillary: yes. 
  Until we live in a world where life is protected from conception until natural  
 death, we who love life and work tirelessly to protect it will never be silenced. We 
 Lillie Smith I think people need to realise that an unborn baby is still a baby. Abortion is not a  
 form on contraception! 
 Nancy Pico Ferrigno This is incredibly sad but the outrage should be that it is lawful to kill this child  
 not that we are being enlightened and shown what true evil looks like. Something  
 dramatic like this is necessary to show us what the reality of abortion is. Fr.  
 Pavane i 
 Goretti Jaime Thank you Father for speaking up 
 Debbi Reyburn Love you fr pavone keep fighting the good fight!! Its not 1972 anymore science  
 has proven separate dna from conception the tide is turning time for America to  
 protect all classes of its citizens including its most vulnerable we are tired of  
 double standar 
 Malena Boice Oh,my God I'm prying so people can wake up and see what is happening with the  
 abortion culture in this country! 
 Janeen Lee Funny how people are angry at Father Pavone but not at the abortion industry!  
 This is what's wrong with people. Gods law is very clear and straight forward on  
 killing and the shedding of innocent blood. Thank you Father for visibly bringing to 
  light this  
 Adriana Rossetti Father Pavone may God Bless you and the cause to stop abortion 
 Nikita Flowers People need to see the atrocities others are committing. No need to hide it. The  
 alter is a holy place of worship. If you have problems with that, stop the baby  
 killers from killing them. And your votes can do that, Americans..It's better on the  
 alter tha 
 Henry Altamirano Vote ProLife 
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 Cora Mitchell To you women out there who thinks it is terrible for Fr. Pavone to show this tiny  
 baby as the result of an ABORTION, Dear God InHeaven think of the poor babies  
 that are going through it!You all should be crying out to stop the horrible act of  
 ABORTION!!!M 
 Jade Velazquez Why be mad at this Priest when he is the ONLY ONE acknowledging this baby had  
 a life before it was murdered. GOD BLESS this Priest and this poor unborn child.  
 He speeds truth! I am Christian! I have lost a child through birth complications!  
 This does not  
 Robert Hernandez Continue to be bold Father Pavone, may God Bless You continue the fight for life.  
 After 58 million abortions and counting. It's about time someone brings this to  
 light, the United States cannot keep pushing this under the rug. For the sake of his 
  sorrowfu 
 Jennifer Petry Coulter God Bless you Father! St. Michael defend us in battle! 
 Joseph Mcmahon Praise GOD for you Father Pavone!!! 
 Stephen Harris Choose life ! 
 Linda M. Rattigan Thank you, Fr. Frank.These babies are so unsuspecting of the horror that awaits  
 them as an abortion begins.They cower, try to move away from the intrusion. Time 
  to wake up friends. There has been much progress, some doctors who no longer  
 perform abortions 
 Patrick Ross Go Priests For Life Go! 
 Mary Claire Rossi This is heartbreaking! Dear Jesus please allow the scales to fall from the eyes of  
 those who would vote for Hillary Clinton and all pro-death candidates. Protect the  
 unborn and have mercy on the United States of America. I pray all Pro-Life  
 candidates are 
 Renee Stankowski I'm more SURPRISED that some so-called \"Christians\" are MORE OFFENDED by  
 Father SHOWING this poor BABY....THAN by WHAT HAPPENED to this poor BABY.  
 Good grief! This is what abortion is. This is what \"Pro-Choice\" is. If you can't  
 look at it then maybe y 
 Sandra Padilla God Bless you Father Pavone since you are proclaiming the truth?? 
 Scottie Kathleen Selby Thank you. If it is this wrong to show this child's lifeless body, if this angers you  
 so much, then maybe you can understand how angry it makes some to know they  
 are being killed, and thrown aside like trash, tested on in labs like guinea pigs. It  
 Rita Oro Kasawa God bless you father for doing this. This angel will Rest In Peace once abortion  
 ends in the world. It brings such sadness to my heart to see humans attack you for 
  this video and not the legal system that allows such inhumanity. Lord Have Mercy 
  on your pe 
 Michael David Allen Father, you are such a strong and powerful witness. I admire you so much, and I  
 pray for your continued strength. 
 Henry Altamirano Need to VOTE. Vote ProLife!!! 
 Ann Jareske Bauer Pray pray pray 
 Ruth Baker I agree, if we vote Hillary this is what you are supporting. If you can't watch then  
 then don't vote for it. This is bad, but this is what abortion is. It is death. 
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 Susan Robitaille This is an in incredibly brave thing to do. I'm no fan of Catholicism, but this guy is  
 willing to SHOW the consequences of the sin of abortion and talk about the link  
 between who we vote for as our leaders. This poor sweet child. His mother  
 murdered him.  
 Amanda Cox God please bless this angel, it was too your child despite the mothers choice ?? 
 Amanda Cox If you think this is wrong for the priest, why vote for a lady that thinks you should  
 pay for it! 
 Vicki Newton Wood So many people want to adopt ! If you don't want the baby let someone adopt the  
 baby ?? 
 Cheryl Kahelelani this precious baby is in Heaven with I Believe in Jesus 
 Cheryl Gonzalez-Verburg Thank You Father But the Truth is Never Easy For those that Feel it's Okay to Kill A 
  Baby!! 
 Heather Ann Erickson This is what abortion is. If you can't handle the truth then don't support it. Just run 
  and go and bury your head in the sand and let Satan blind you to facts of the  
 truth.Abortion represents child sacrifice just like in the old days to the satanic  
 gods.T 
 Carol Lian I understand your good intention dear Father. Please don't get mad at one of any  
 Jesus Christ Priests. Do share this images of any woman who chose to abort their  
 babies. This baby is very pure souls. It's not so bad because the baby is pure as  
 did our Alt 
 Colleen Royer Bless this little Angel? 
 Joy Parrish Powerfulmessage... 
 Daniel Hubbard Those of you who are upset simply by the viewing of this video, would it make you 
  feel better having never seen this but, knowing this baby would of been discarded 
  in some dumpster behind an abortion clinic somewhere. Turning your back on the  
 reality of t 
 Liliana Smith The life belongs to God ! Just God takes and gives life !!! 
 Colette Miller GOD BLESS YOU FR. PAVONE AND GOD BLESS THIS PRECIOUS BABY AND ALL THE  
 MILLIONS KILLED OVER THE PAST 40+ YEARS IN OUR COUNTRY.GOD HAVE  
 MERCY ON OUR COUNTRY! 
 Bonnie Haught Buchman Most Germans did want to view the truth of what was happening in their country  
 either. They wanted to say they did not know and were not participating, thus  
 blameless. To do nothing is approval.... God help us all. As for me, let it Not be  
 said that I was 
 Paul Alan I still can't believe that there are people can't see that Killing a young innocent  
 child is bad.They are only concerned with themselves.It's too bad we can't make  
 Abortion Retroactive for all of those that believe abortion is so good. If we could  
 they mi 
 Pamela Carol It's time for America to wake up,Its time for Christians to stand up against  
 abortion and End it!!! Hillary Clinton is a monster and she must not be voted in as  
 president.. Father Frank Pavone keep preaching the truth,God Bless you 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran David Calir:We need to see the truth. 
 Terri Pullen Wake up to the eugenics the Democrats represent. 
 Daniel Hidalgo God Bless Father Pavone ... 
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 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is for baby killing 
 Mary Angela Guillen You guys chanting 'separation of church and state'.Boy I really wish there was a  
 separation....because I hate it when I have to do something against my beliefs as  
 the law orders me to.Like the taxes of the Catholic lay people going to Planned  
 parenthood.S 
 Mark Whitlock God bless Father 
 Kim Bishop Some ppl cannot stand to see the truth set befoe them 
 Kelly Hoover Saint Michael the archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the  
 wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray; and do  
 thou oh Prince of the Heavenly host by the Devine Power of God- cast into hell,  
 Satan and all th 
 Henry Altamirano We need the covenant of life! 
 Judy Munson Sikora FATHER GOD BLESS YOU FOR SHOWING THE TRUTH OF ABORTION. IT'S MURDER 
  PLAIN AND SIMPLE. CAN'T BELIEVE HOW MANY PEOPLE WOULD RATHER KILL A  
 BEAUTIFUL CHILD OF GOD THAN HAVE THE BABY AND GIVE IT TO SOMEONE  
 THAT WILL LOVE THE CHILD FOR LIFE. SO SAD... 
 Heather Willoughby Young girls need to be educated on the truth... 
 Devotha Njau Amen 
 Wendy Michelle Piccirilli Bless its heart. Just heartbreaking. Vote PRO LIFE PRO Catholic!!!! 
 Kim Bishop Follow your faith...stand strong 
 Kim Bishop Choose life 
 Dave McClellan Thank God we have Catholic priests and Bishops like Fr. Pavone & others who say  
 it like it is. Where's the rest of the Bishops and priests who should be standing in  
 unity with these men and being OUTSPOKEN about these crimes in the midst of  
 this pivotal e 
 Alicia Childs Hillary supporters make me laugh. Most of them are only voting for her because  
 they're afraid they're going to be deported, or lose welfare benefits if Trump gets  
 elected!! I read through a lot of these comments and most of the people  
 commenting in suppor 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Vote pro life 
 Joyce Williamson Leonardi Amen rent Hillary American movie 
 Sandy Scherer Abortion passes judgement on our Nation!! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Lou E Gmiter Sr. Jesus has you now little ones, there are no more tears but the love of God where  
 they are, repent of these abominations done unto your brothers and sisters in  
 Christ Jesus, O Holy Spirit guide them to your love and care, take satan from them  
 so they may h 
 Lenora Scott Tripp The Demons have confused the folks!! Instruct them to stay home if they are  
 confused about the Truth!! 
 Marina M King Stop killing God's children! Wake up! 
 Kim Bishop Really?? Everyone is so outraged? ... where is the outrage at millions of babies  
 aborted? 
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 William Don Carlos The horror is not this scene, itis the American Holocaust going on...the millions of  
 shredded victims represented by this one tiny body.Wake up. Vote pro-Life. Quit  
 voting for (so-called Catholic) democrat candidates who champion and glorify this  
 slaughte 
 Kelly Shrady Deborah, The only \"disgusting filth\" is the choice that killed this baby. 
 Deacon Alan George It's very sad that people don't seem to understand the message that Father is  
 trying to portray here, that abortion is MURDER pure and simple.       This little  
 child is one of millions that are killed in such a fashion on a yearly basis, maybe  
 the video  
 Lorraine Romano-Cortina Preach it, Father! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk This is a man of god 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran I choose LIFE! 
 Jerry Garcia People are outrage that he did this to make a point, but not outrage about a  
 candidate who clearly states a woman should be able to murder a baby up to right 
  before birth.What worst, showing you what a murdered baby looks like and we  
 shouldn't do it or su 
 Jim Parker Fr Pavone, thank you for your tireless efforts in the Pro-Life Movement. We need  
 to be the voice for the voiceless. Your witness encourages me as your brother  
 priest to speak about these moral issues from the pulpit.?? 
 Gabriela Delgadillo Amen !!! Preach !!! 
 Claudia Garcia God bless al the world 
 Evelyne Bolivar Good morning Father! 
 Linda Cockrell There is no logical reason to take the Life of a Child. 
 Sheila Bumgarner Wik God please open the eyes And hearts of the deceived people attacking this  
 man.They NEED to see the consequences of their actions,the death of an Innocent 
  human being.There will be No excuse, when they stand before our Father in  
 judgement.Jesus said \"If y 
 Maricela Dorantes Catholic Pro life! 
 Lenora Scott Tripp This election is God vs Satan...choose wisely!! 
 Marisa Madera Fr Frank Pavone you are a hero....God reward you abundantly for being a true  
 Father to the most vulnerable of all children-the babies in the wombs of their  
 mamma xxx????????? May you hear the words \"Well done my good and faithful  
 servant enter into the j 
 Karen Sull Every time I look at that poor baby, I tear up. How could ANYONE KILL AN  
 UNBORN BABY???? 
 Stacey Normand Baudin Christians must vote Pro-Life ?? 
 Shirley Mathias Rightly said. 
 Donna Hutchins It's murder 
 Allan Coudrain Abortion is a tragedy. 
 Mary Ann Van Steen Dear God help us to put a stop to this kind of murder!?? 
 James Boone The truth hurts huh? Can't take it? This is what Hillary is all about! 
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 Therese Croughin why are you all so angry? Fr pavone is acknowledging this baby as a human worth  
 respecting a child of God a precious life not garbage to be disposed of or a  
 problem to solve by ridding yourself of. Your radge should be for the people who  
 did this the soci 
 Liz Black Paul Tuss if people were not ignorant it this would not be needed 
 Daisy Badan Amen 
 Chelsa Bristo I'm sorry for Hilary Clinton... please forgive her, oh LORD JESUS.... 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Praying with you 
 Micheal Gregorcyk If you gave your soul to saten vote blue hillary 
 FrSteve Mateja People are upset by him placing the baby on the altar of SACRIFCE. LISTEN TO HIS  
 WORDS. The evil one offers the sacrifice of these children in the horror of  
 abortion, why not re-consecrate this child to God? Is it extreme? Yes! Is it  
 overboard? Perhaps. I 
 Paul Bany Amen! 
 Patty Woodall Larsen Forgive us Father 
 Gloria Mendoza I will take that baby in a heart beat 
 Aluney Elferr Priest, please give me your blessing. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Agreed we have a choice and that choice is life 
 Aramae Saunders Amen 
 Yolanda Melero No words, and STILL people don't get it!May God and Our Lady protect all these  
 babies! 
 Linda Border Spernyak Bless you father pavone! 
 Sue Ruof MANY TIMES PEOPLE ONLY SEE THE REALITY WHEN THEY SEE A BODY IN FRONT  
 OF THEM. 
 ChasMan Gardner Life begins at conception 
 Onyi Okoye Great...tell them 
 Gren Robinson My God! Outrage at the result of abortion, but these strange people are offended.  
 This progressive party that supports everyone fulfilling their potential at tax payer  
 expense, but it's okay to terminate this child's potential (again at taxpayer  
 expense)  
 Mary Louise Fiddler Speak the truth father!! 
 Austin Roncancio Hillary for prison 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Build the wall on top ove hillary 
 Thomas Terrie Allen THANK YOU FATHER PAVONE FOR STANDING FOR THESE LITTLE BABIES , SIN  
 CAUSES SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS ! IF ANYONE WOULD PUT THEMSELVES OR THEIR  
 CHILDREN IN THE PLACE OF THESE BABIES THEY WOULD CHANGE THEIR MINDS .  
 GOD BLESS YOUR WORK . 
 Henry Altamirano We will be in exile if we don't choose the covenant of life!! 
 Jean Paulie Kroenke I am a proud to be ProLife!! 
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 Nicole House Bless you, Father, for having the courage to show what the true image of abortion  
 is, regardless of those who wish not to see your true purpose in this video. It's  
 amazing how people are angry at you for bring His word to life and not at murder  
 of an inno 
 Tina Henze This is a very hard core eye opener for some. A lot like some commercials with  
 pictures of your lungs when you smoke. Reality smacks you down...makes you  
 think, and ask yourself...do I support this habit ? Do I support abortion?Not really  
 sure yet how I f 
 Nancy Tomaszewski Outrageous this is so wrong and I see that Cardinal Dolan spoke out and hopefully 
  so will other Catholic priests do the same. Such cruelty ???????????? 
 Stephen Putti Had our forefathers were so selfish we too would have been killed 
 Shirley Mathias Thank you Father. 
 Robin Lanter Thank you for addressing this issue. 
 Lisa Gonzalez Abortion is murder!!!! 
 Augusto Narváez God bless father 
 Henry Altamirano Obey the covenant. 
 Brian Goodale terrible thing.but clinton supports this.SHAME ON HILLARY YOU EVIL WITCH. 
 Martin Laird We are so blinded by apostasy, selfishness, and sin that we cannot understand  
 reality anymore! 
 Rosalie Hudson Amen !! 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln Share share share 
 Cindy Woolley King Gary, he showing us the fact that abortion is MURDER! 
 Jo Ann Cheeks We better get despirate enough to save them and stop her from being  
 elected.What if that were your grandchild? 
 Christopher Murray Looking the other way is worse than turning the other cheek.. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Louise Stabile Molnar Without LIFE, there are no other issues! 
 Ethel Fox People will not reject abortion until they see abortion. 
 Mary Bellissimo-Degregorio Amen 
 Selma Sierra Clergy leadership in NM and elsewhere should hear this message. 
 Vicki Newton Wood Everybody is saying this wrong ! Wake up everybody this is a baby that died from  
 abortion . God gave a woman a baby not kill it ! 
 Mia DeCesare If you've ever gone through an abortion... You'd never do it twice. I pray God  
 forgives those who have gone through this painful experience.It never goes away. 
 Elizabeth Lawson God have mercy on the soul of this wee infant.I believe that our good Father is  
 correct when he states that seeing the result of an abortion awakens us to its  
 barbarism.Yes, it is shocking to see, but not seeing it does not mean that this poor 
  baby was no 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Y'all fools vote blue for baby killer 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is a baby killer 
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 John Neff I applaud you and I am not religious. Everyone should have to face the reality of  
 death. Those that eat meat should also have to kill it for themselves just one time. 
  Death is horrible. Life is precious. The Declaration of Independence lists \"life\"  
 Jessica Gallego Amen. 
 Xochitl L. Zamario Amen 
 Mark John Palomata Sentino Amen 
 Elnie Luniza Amen 
 Julienne Sullano Loayon Enguito Gd evening father.God bless you 
 Maria Santa Ceballos You are God's lil' angel now...God bless you. 
 RC Peter Peter Aw Amen.. 
 Geena Chavez Jesus please protect and save the unborn children 
 Merlin Platt Father. I support our video. For all of you that bash him on here I say WAKE UP.  
 Nobody likes the truth especially when it stares you in the face and gives you a  
 harsh reality check. As far as my fellow catholics bashing this honest man. If yiu  
 are truly  
 La Rakoto Some of us never had an idea what they were doing to babies only showing these  
 pictures do we see the evil that is done to this sacred helpless baby.Its just  
 heartbreaking people would do this and all the other atrocities done to the  
 unborn.Thank you Fath 
 Norma Cristina Soriano Thank you father ????? 
 Kim Bishop Abortion is the sacrifice of the babies in the usa 
 Gina Chiappone These all belong to God All these Babies are His Please stop this Evil please  
 protect all the unborn ?? 
 Cindy Woolley King Abortion is murder Miguel! This child was aborted! 
 Sem Soc Jnls in Jesus name. GOD BLESS.^_^ 
 Anne Cardona-Lee Thank You, Father ... 
 Arnold Serrano God pls guide me 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hipper crets will vote for hillary 
 Pauline Dye God bless you Father Pavone, you tell the truth bluntly but people need to know  
 these things not just some sanitised version. I'm thankful you provide help and  
 counselling for those mothers hurt by abortion they need to know that with  
 repentance God will  
 Kenneth Christian Matteson Abortion is murder. That is all there is to it. God hates sin, ALL sin. No one sin is  
 any worse or better then any other. The wages of sin is death. Without accepting  
 the gift given by Jesus which is the removal of all sin you will be sentenced to  
 Grace Del Milagro Riordan Amen. 
 Carol Ann Roberts So you think it is not ok to show this baby...is it ok to abort it? Which is worse  
 people? 
 Marvin Anthony Preach Fr! 
 Cindy Woolley King If you condone abortion, then you condone murder! 
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 Ben Sutton It's curious that so many who are \"pro-choice\" decry this video, saying this  
 \"child\" or this \"baby\" should not be exploited...yet, if he or she is indeed a  
 \"child\" or a \"baby\", they have no qualms with killing him or her. I guess we all  
 feel bet 
 Enrico D'Angelo This is NOT politics!!! ITS about LIFE, Folks!!!!...KILLING INNOCENT BABIES..SINCE  
 WHEN HAVE WE BECOME SO COMPLACENT AND SAY ITS MY RIGHT>>>>>YOUR  
 RIGHT TO KILL???>>> GOD HELP US!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Gladys Acoba Powerful message. God bless you 
 Henry Altamirano Yes we worship life!! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Gina Nocera Edwards It's hard to see the baby...this is just one at the end of the day it's thousands of  
 dead babies 
 Carmen Thompson ??   So sad for this child and its mother   Preach Father   May God have mercy on  
 America. Why are ppl having a hard time seeing this? This world is so backwards.  
 Out of sight, out of mind...SMH    Everything starts with life!! No life...you don't  
 get any 
 Susan Allen Baron Abortion is not health care it's murder 
 Kelli Raine Larson Respect to you Father.   May this lil babys soul Rest in Peace.. 
 Pauline Torri Since when is killing a baby political it's more of a moral in the church has the  
 right to question peoples morality duh 
 Leazel Empredo Amen.. 
 LindaKay French Bowman Why is it wrong, the Mother threw this baby out and aborted it. It is a child of God. 
 Karen Stevenson Amen 
 Maritza Figueroa Amen 
 Simon Khual Amen. 
 Anna Garcia Amen 
 Marie Martucci Wake up people! While this is difficult to view, people need to realize how  
 devastating abortion is. Some aborted babies are large/old enough to live outside  
 of the womb. Also, many people are having a fit about how the priest has handled  
 this but, had he 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Thank you for speaking LOUD AND CLEAR 
 Burntthigh GB Have mercy on us, and the whole world. ?? 
 Ellie Wilson Ruthie, its the truth a painful sinful truth of womenkilling their children in our  
 society.. Abortion is a heinous crime under the guise of choicefor women. Choices  
 are good or evil and believe me Ruthie abortion is an evil choice. Father is telling  
 the t 
 Miriana Alesia God bless you father and all who are voice of these innocent babies! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Lorraine Monaghan I don't understand how \"mothers\" can do this to a poor innocent child 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is a nut 
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 Alicia Gomez Lozano Amen 
 Rosemary Circo Preserving human life is not a political issue. Lord, open the eyes and hearts of  
 the confused before it is too late. 
 Imran Ishaq Brother and sisters , this is not politics. This is Word of Almighty God. 
 April Ouics Sajot Amen 
 Eveline Nachtegaele Nicole Michelle Lafreniere and Ann Sofie. This is why I cannot vote for Hilary. She  
 is 100 percent in favor of this. Please let me know that you watched this and why  
 anything else on the election table is more important than what Father Pavone is  
 showing  
 Peter Feygin Church should be involved in politics!!! 
 Sandy Scherer Yes Lord! 
 Ronda Bogani Ayala Many don't like literally looking at an aborted baby! Truth isn't pretty with this  
 subject 
 Judith Marler I understand you, Everada. However, our community works together with Womens  
 Resource Center. The more unwed mothers see about the baby that they are  
 carrying, the more often they don't abort. They are sad and upset because of  
 Planned Parenthood's lies. I 
 Brittany Cook This is so horrible. Vote pro life!! I've been pro life since a very young age. 
 Joyce Bora Thank you, Father Frank Pavone, for your honesty, integrity and willingness to  
 continue educating those that are in denial or, worse yet, just don't care about the 
  most innocent among us being murdered.I pray that your efforts change hearts so 
  that all Am 
 Beatriz Castelblanco Fernandez Lord have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 Rosy Rosy Thank you father 
 Ana Maria Guzman In Jesus name we pray please end abortion. 
 Lizia Fernandes Amen 
 Sharon Bart Amen people need to see a life that was barbarously killed 
 Lorraine Connelly I'm not ok with the killing of this baby and I am glad Father Pavone had the  
 courage to show what happens in an abortion.This poor baby had to be chemically 
  burned to death with the approval of its mother.If you don't like what you see,  
 don'tvote democrat 
 Kara Hill Norman Share 
 Debbie Streets This breaks my heart- May God forgive us 
 Mary Rocha Thank you Father Pavone for telling it like it really is.Maybe just maybe, it'll save a 
  baby's life or fetus as they prefer to call it.Definition of FETUS is an \"unborn  
 baby/child.For those who call themselves Catholics, but are appalled to see the  
 body  
 Chipeco Martin Your choice is to not get pregnant in the first place.. not to kill a child afterwards    
   That is murder no mater how yoy try to spin it. 
 Trudy L Barnhart Women whom wants babies so bad that can have a children would loved to feel  
 the kicking of this baby so sad 
 Jesse Aguirre You should be the pope sir. The pope endorsed HIllary. What a shame! 
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 Steve Young If that doesn't wake up some people, there's no hope for this country. 
 Millie Kennedy Beaumont Such a man of God Amen father 
 Diane Cantwell Williams I could never, ever support a candidate who allows this. God help us. 
 Michael Howk Eph 5:11   Take no part in the unfruitful works of darkness, but instead expose  
 them. 12 For it is a shame even to speak of the things that they do in secret; 13  
 but when anything is exposed by the light it becomes visible, for anything that  
 becomes visib 
 Cynthia Olivier Rozas Breaks my heart!Can't understand. These people that can kill a baby like this have 
  no soul. 
 Barbara Rodriguez Where are the fathers ? Why don't they have a say in what happens to his baby .  
 People this is murder . 
 Ana Lopez I know it's a sin to have an abortion 
 John Dsouza Very sad how a parent can kill its own flesh and blood. 
 Ann Marie Rizzolo Show this to all who beleive in this terrible thing to do to a baby. God forbid 
 James Turner Oh so now all yall want the child to be treated like a human being cause its stuck  
 in your face 
 Lee Landers Bless you 
 Joan Clarkson Gillette i am amazed at how many people are still thinking that this is ok??? posts i have  
 been reading on this...what is wrong with our world???? so sad 
 Teresita Jimenez Perdon Señor por estas muertes de niños inosentes y lo mas tristes k las madres  
 se muerenen vida perdon señor perdon 
 Angela Watts Awww... So sad ?? 
 John R. Urciuoli Amen! 
 Cheri Smoak People upset at what he us showing but you were at an animal being abused! God 
  helps us, our priorities are so messed up 
 Dawn Jay Wow.... so, KILLING the baby is fiiiiine. But filming it's dead body is an  
 \"atrocity\"....... what's wrong with you people? 
 Kim Bishop We are ppl of the covenant 
 Sandy Scherer Amen 
 Elizabeth Lyon If one finds this shocking or abhorrent, please consider the reality behind it. 
 Jane Velasco Amen. 
 Fuatino Faimalie The time has come to look back on the virtues and values that made America  
 great,It was said of old .where the spirit of the Lord is.there is liberty.. (2  
 Corinthians 3:17)And the Psalmist wrote,The counsel of the Lord standeth for  
 ever, the thoughts of h 
 Anna Garcia Have a blessed day 
 Rowena Palacio Amen. 
 Carrie Sue Timberlake I wish every could see this instead of Dem. Or Rep.! Thy shall not kill and I know  
 you in the womb. 
 Henry Altamirano Amen!! 
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 Timothy B. Kirkham Amen Father! 
 Beverly Storm Everything Father said was true wake up America! Dear Lord have mercy on us all! 
 Cindy Jo Freeman Dont hate. Its for a reason. God bless this Child an Father. 
 Stacey Smith He is not wrong in doing this. He needs to show people what is going on because  
 there are so many dumb and naïve people in this world this is sickening and  
 saddening however it has to be shown 
 Pat Coughlin-Trecka Maybe this will reach those who think aborted babies aren't really people. 
 Jill Peterson Oh Lord O God Almighty Forgive! 
 Emma Guerra How sad. Poor baby ?? was not given a chance to live. The mother should be  
 shown what she killed. 
 Valerie McCarney Amen and thank you for all you do Father.God bless you!! 
 Terry Buck Seems plenty of looneys here happy that the child gets murdered but doesn't want 
  to deal with the reality of it. 
 Diane McCann Hawk Maybe if more people saw the reality of what they accept, then maybe fewer  
 people would accept it. I say show it over and over and over again until people  
 make the killing stop. 
 Robin Lanter Church rise up. Serve the Lord thy God. In Jesus name I pray. 
 JM Magpantay Amen. 
 Angela Ezelle Gates This is a horrible thing .. Hillary is a horrible person . This is what Hillary stands for 
 Linda DePasquale Stallcup I pray for abundant Blessings for you Father Pavone! Thank you for your faith!  
 Thank you for your courage! Thank you and may God bless you and keep you safe  
 in His loving care!!Let no words spoken against you, deter you from speaking and  
 showing the truth 
 Ruthielove Vazquez Voted and told everyone...I voted for life!!!!!!! 
 Maggie Coughenour AMEN! 
 Cheryl Nuique Malingin So true amen... 
 Linda Rucker I'm sorry, there is no acceptable excuse for partial birth abortions- NONE! There is 
  no justification for it. It is murder, I don't care how you try to justify it!    If you  
 don't want to have a child, you have options, like birth control or abstinence.   
 Danielle Morey Doctors don't bury the fetus they throw it away in a bag 
 Katherine Coffey Ketelaar God bless this poor soul, never even had a chance to breathe or live' 
 April Brandt Truth..sad the truth has to be told in such a way that people will wake up and see  
 what the truth really is..choose LIFE! 
 Lisa Dickerson People need to see with there own eyes what killery thinks is fine to do to babies 
 Susan Allen Baron Hillary = pro choice pro late term abortion 
 Khatri Shiv Raj Amen Amen....???????????? 
 Carol Owens Bryant No! Heartbreaking. Who could make a choice to do this? God have mercy on us all. 
 William Robertson-Wentzel Keep up the good work, Father Pavone. May the souls of all the aborted rest in  
 peace. 
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 Judy Kley amen 
 Patrick Sherry No one has the right to take a life! This includes a mother of an unborn child! Well 
  done Father Pavone. 
 Lakin Bayless If you don't consider \"it\" human in the first place, there shouldn't be an issue  
 with a man displaying \"it.\" 
 Frank-Joan Miglorino my heart breaks.for these innocent.babies....God be with them.. 
 Dede DiMuro GOD BLESS FATHER, THE CHURCH IS TRYING, PEOPLE DO NOT UNDERSTAND,  
 PRO LIFE. 
 Chris Wilder This is MURDER and WE are paying for it. America wake up. God help us and this  
 innocent child> 
 Candy Bradford This is heinous! Please do not vote for Hillary! This has to stop! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Allen Spence My niece was. Ron at 21 weeks. She is now 27 and has three children of her own.  
 This is so sad..?? 
 Mary Margaret Garcia Amén 
 Rosemary Ososkie Lilienthal Amen 
 Lorena Marín Vaca Let's be the voice of those innocent babies! ?? 
 Denise Cruz Hellery is for planned parenthood who RIP babies apart and sell parts for satanism 
 Mary Louise Fiddler Everybody's ok with it as long as they don't see it!! 
 Kay Loux OMG help our country! How could any human support this? 
 Jeni Diesing That is a life, pro choice. So sad seeing the baby. Prayers for our nation this up  
 coming week! 
 Lichiana Amigo Amen 
 John Gray He showed it to make a point, but apparently y'all hearts are so hard you can't see 
  the senseless murder. 
 John Friton I'm amazed at how many people think it's OK to kill the baby but not use it to try  
 to save others 
 Heather McGorlick Hryniewiecki killing this child is worse than showing the result. It's a hard thing to face, but the  
 truth often is. 
 Linda Stinson It isn't a political issue....its a moral issue. You said it....it is wrong! 
 Don DiScipio It's unbelievable that woman in general are not responsive to this murdering ring  
 cult called planned parenthood ..... 
 Douglas DW Cline Amen 
 Linda Vesuvio- Lisa God bless 
 Frances Golden Forster No one has a right to kill a child ever.there is always someone who will want a  
 child. 
 Irene Janam Amen 
 Merry Jungay Amen 
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 June Meymand People who think this is awful, why do you think it's ok on paper, in laws? 
 Cecilia Ruloph Savage Those that do not see abortion will never know abortion. 
 Jessie Jhan Dano AMEN 
 Sandy Scherer Amen & Amen 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Amen. 
 Nolan Thorpe People never want to SEE the truth.    Just say a prayer. For all the children and our 
  country! 
 Sandy Johnson God Bless this Precious Soul!!....God have Mercy on those involved inthe death of  
 this child :( 
 Jamie Wisener Any Christian that is pro choice is not christian..plane and simple 
 Senait Dimitri Father what you did will wake up those in faith , it's wrong to kill a child like that  
 it's a sin people need to know this as sad as it is . 
 Lisa Duff RIP all the innocent souls of this world...never to know the chance of life... 
 Ayame Hara amen 
 Linda Booher There is a special place in Hell for people that believe or vote for someone that  
 condones this. 
 Chad Weekley Amen Father! 
 Aida Rodger Mil gracias Padre Frank Pavone por todo el esfuerzo y lucha conjunta con otras  
 personas, por defensa de la vida, NO AL ABORTO. Tantas muertes de inocentes,  
 tanto negociado con este crimen!, basta esto es una purgación para toda la nació  
 de USA. Escuchen q 
 Diana McEneny Poor precious baby 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran Amen! 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman This needs to be seen. People do not get this horrific culture of death 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman If this makes you uncomfortable, it's Truth that needs to be revealed. 120,000  
 people are murdered in the womb every day. 
 Josephine Lasco Amen?? 
 Nancy Jordan Tardiff Heart wrenching 
 Kellie Musgrave Knopp Pray for Catholic's who are voting for Hillary 
 Margaret Lee Father thank you for standing on faith. 
 Rose Nelson What is absolutely unacceptable if the fact that this country let this happen in the  
 first place.FatherPavone is a God sent 
 Rose Nelson Don`t you understand that we are living in a country that literally kills babies 
 Rose Nelson Patricia is right,if you can`t take the heat get out of the kitchen 
 Mace Pacheco The truth hurts, thats why people are upset with this.PRO CHOICE IS MURDER 
 Mary Lagarelli Amen ???? 
 Noli Manseguiao Almonia Cantero Amen po 
 Donna Osuch Abortions are MURDER! 
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 Sheila Strappe Rulli Sweet Jesus help us 
 Liz Black All abortion is murder 
 Henry Altamirano Bless you child!!?? 
 Michelle McMullen Wilson It doesn't make sense to me, if a child is born an you murder it at 3months you go  
 to jail for murder!!! But aborting it at 3months no-one bats an Eye!!!   It also  
 totally confuses me, that it is easier to abort a child!!! Than it is to get a dental  
 appoi 
 Kerrie Hornsby Amen!???? 
 Patricia Prohach Lord have mercy on the USA Amen Amen Amen 
 Ana Smajic Amen 
 Wayne Haskett An aborted baby 
 Ana Leveck Amen! 
 Cheryl Donato Amen! 
 Laura Gato Amen. 
 Elizabeth Burgos Scott THIS a not a religious issue, it is a humans right issue. I'm glad someone takes a  
 stand 
 Simon Nintendoguy Dempsey The only people that think what he's doing is wrong have a guilty conscience or  
 aren't truly pro life 
 Biddy Coffey People need stop hiding from there actions see who is paying for it God bless u  
 beatiful baby 
 Sherwin Toribio Balor Amen father 
 Adrian Fischer Thank you 
 Princess Zielyn Amira Rana Amen 
 Gladys Newsom The mainstream media & culture is blind to Gods truth 
 David Osborn Amen Father 
 Kevin Cooney Don't listen to the lies of Hilary . They Crucified Jesus Christ !!!! 
 Monica Chadom Amen 
 Joy Parrish Amen 
 Jeff Thomas Amen 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Amen 
 Kim Bishop Amen 
 Britto Ramesh Amen. 
 Fidencio Faustino Amén. 
 John Knight Liberal's will argue till that body rots and then more they have mental  
 disorders....this is it in a nutshell...thy shall not kill....thanks fr. Frank for bringing  
 this to the fore front these libtards don't care till it's put in their faces ...then they  
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 Holly Holcomb Abortion is against God,and the blood of the lamb,Jesus Chirst,first you should  
 tell,this mother this,because if she doesn't know its a sin,God will not hold her  
 accountable for this sin,ask her to put the baby up for adoption, first,and if she  
 still has  
 Marijin Gimena Amen 
 Neto Neto Neto Amen 
 Roger Pernites Amen 
 Eetnas Nallitnas Amen 
 Liz Watkins If you are for ABORTION YOU WILL ANSWER TO GOD!!!! 
 Sun Son Ho Amen Amen 
 Reynaldo Matibag amen 
 Barbara Quattrone McCabe Amen 
 Arnold Serrano Amen 
 Margarita Mariscal Amen 
 Arnold Serrano Amen 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Mike Church Father, the people of France needed to SEE those 14 Carmelite nuns beheaded to  
 bring about the clamor to end the French Terror. Those angry with Father, please  
 search for Jill Stanek, BAIPA of Illinois in 2001. Nurse Stanek was compelled to  
 dispose of bab 
 Ana Maria Guzman We need life and blessings. 
 Andrea Morroni And Hilary says she's for our children but this is ok. Vote for her and you are  
 saying this is ok. Breaks my heart. 
 Nita Yingling You all think this is horrible but you bear the guilt and sham in your conscious by  
 the image you see. You see in your soul the child....not the glob of tissue..not the  
 lie you've been believing. Sometimes the pictures ..The horror is the only thing to  
 op 
 Ecarg Annay Amen 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch You are a modern day PROPHET 
 Ibekwe Nkem Chioma Amen 
 Arlene Cappas Saying it like it is!! God bless you, Father!! 
 Jen Swackhamer Amen 
 Lisa Hill Yes late term abortion is murder 
 Gina Chiappone Please Lord Jesus Have Mercy on Us And HELP US TO PUT THE END TO THIS Evil  
 in Your Name I ask through our Most Blessed Mother Mary Ave Maria Ora Pro  
 Nobis ?????????????????? 
 Jeni Diesing Praying is what we need to do now!!!!!! 
 Mary Barraco We must stop abortion once and for all?? 
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 Hannah Loop Father Pavone, never stop fighting for justice of the unborn, and disregard the  
 criticism from within your own movement. Isaiah 5:20 \"Woe to those who call evil 
  good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness, who put  
 bitter for swe 
 J.R. Schultz Amen 
 Lisa Duff This blessed little soul could not be in a more sacred place...it beats the trash in a 
  hospital incinerator bin...yes TRASH..discarded...this little one will at least have  
 touched many of us by seeing him/her and will be laid to rest properly..perhaps thi 
 Sandy Scherer Amen 
 Patricia Forbes Amen 
 Adriana Rossetti Killing any innocent life is wrong 
 Debi Wade And this is what women are crying about losing their rights!?!?! Pure disgusting.  
 Unborn children have rights too! 
 Sanya Rocky Rudd Wake up people. Your upset over this. Look at what Hilary is doing this by the  
 thousands 
 Jeanne Kobos Lupien God bless the child. 
 Mary Seibert God Bless these babies?? 
 Midya Isteefanos God bless you father 
 Nanay McPhee May God bless all babies in danger of abortion! St Michael, the archangel, defend  
 us in battle! Be our safeguard against the wickedness and snares of the devil!  
 May God rebuke him we humbly pray! And do thou oh prince of the Heavenly host  
 by the Divine po 
 Mary Blair Cunningham This is the reality of abortion. Not a sight we want to see, but Fr. Frank Pavone is  
 sharing it so we do see what is being done to these innocent unborn babies! I  
 work with homeless pregnant women and help save the unborn. Thank you, Fr. for  
 standing tall 
 Bj Bryant This makes me cry so pitiful to take a small angel from Godand do this vindictive  
 Cruel Evil thing it is MURDER 
 Henry Altamirano Amen! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Agreed 
 Rosa Isela Estrada Amén 
 J.R. Schultz Amen 
 Jerry Bair If all Christians vote prolife it be a landslide 
 Jimoni Ezra Monow Amen 
 Jim Murphy Amen 
 Pamela M. Self Lord we give this baby unto you, unloved in this life, forever beautiful in eternal  
 life with you. Please lord let this baby touch the hearts of all who see this and  
 compel them to vote for the candidate who will end this atrocity. Take all  
 Renee Bretz Amen 
 Molly Hamilton Preach ???????????? 
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 Robert Gomez Sr. Amen. and God Bless you . 
 Kim Quesada Lloyd Amen 
 Sheila Brughelli The mindless sheep are the ones voting for people who support abortion, you  
 have blood on your hands if you vote for Hillary Clinton. Not pretty what you  
 people do is it? This is the result of the evil of abortion. Face what you are doing  
 to these innocen 
 Jason Diaz Amen 
 Dianne Stephenson Amen 
 Gene Lane Amen 
 Kathy Ciara Mother Angelica pray for us 
 Jim Jeanette Easter Yes stop abortion 
 Thomas G. Cantu Amen 
 Henry Altamirano Amen 
 Leticia Mendoza Amen 
 Norma Cristina Soriano Amen 
 Charlotte Sáenz God bless 
 Christopher Michael Casillas If lukewarm Christians want to bash you for making this distinct point about what  
 the actual product of abortion is than let them and let them answer for it in their  
 account before Christ on judgement day. Political correctness has no place in the  
 Church  
 Kathy Willkinson People need to see this. We will vote for the good of this country or we will turn  
 our country over to evil and we as a country will die. 
 Sandra Padilla Amen 
 Lynne Palen Amen 
 Grace Marie It is difficult to watch, but it is reality. This is a poor innocent little baby that was  
 killed. I think it's important for people to see that when you have an abortion  
 you're killing a baby, not a formless blob of cells. Pregnancy is an option not a dis 
 Michael William In a court of law, there are 12 jurors that are shown graphic photos of a murdered  
 person for a reason. To show the horror of what that person did to another, and to  
 make a better judgement of the outcome. Exactly what Fr. Pavane is doing. I'm  
 sure, most  
 Margaret McConnell Conrath Amen, 
 DenDen Mercones Mangaron Sevilla Amen 
 Ibrahim Al-Qass Khalil Amen 
 Oun Lis Amen 
 David Alexander Amen 
 David Alexander Amen 
 Erin McRaith Yes 
 Praveen B Joseph Amen 
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 Soraya Azzam AMEN 
 Glenda Enriquez Alaras amen 
 Porfirio Oliveira Amém 
 Jesu Mariya Amen 
 Karen Melinda Gilliam Come Jesus 
 Roger Pernites Amen 
 Sharon Probst Amen 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Say it!!! Thank you!!! People are deaf and dumb 
 Ana Leveck Amen 
 Denise Mazzotti Father Frank - pray cause the lost sheep don't realize the wrong of abortion - and  
 try to blame you -    You can. It be Christian and pro choice that should trump your  
 choice    Peace of Christ be with you and my her bestow mercy on the evil -  
 convert and 
 Melviely Jane Miculob Ramirez Amen 
 Chris-Solo Capuy La-Bercasio amen 
 Thomas VanSchaick Amen 
 Hannah Niang Sen AMEN 
 Silviya Senanayake Amen 
 Cheryl Haws Amen 
 Cheryl Haws Amen 
 Nicole House Father, if those making angry comments, put more energy into the Word of our  
 Lord, they would understand your purpose. It takes a strong person to show the  
 evils of the world than to sit back and idly do nothing. Once again, Father, I  
 commend you and pray 
 Cel Estrobo Amen 
 Norma Henson Amen 
 Yubz Lucero Amen 
 Mark W. T. Payne Hilarious! Everyone pissing on this guy for trying to show you what abortion  
 actually is! This is MILD! How about some outrage for the MILLIONS of babies  
 who are BURNED to death this way in abortion? How about some indignation for  
 the children who are cho 
 Myrejeen Edra Amen 
 Laura Benavides Amen 
 Kobin Ibrahim Amen 
 Terri Pullen Amen 
 Cindy Woolley King Do you know how many people want to adopt?! Stop abortion! 
 Deborah MacWithey Wright True Christians could not possibly vote for the murderess. 
 Jude Gerard Francke AMEN 
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 Shirley Mathias Amen 
 Roxana Saucedo Amen 
 Nirmalkumar Kumar Amen 
 Gladys Newsom God alone is truth...and gives life 
 Donnie West It's amusing listening to the so called \"Christians\" complain about Father  
 posting this up for the world to see this evil. Does the truth bother you people that 
  much?Does facing evil make you cower in your corners? What will you people do  
 when the day c 
 Franklin Lara Amen 
 Joaquin Roca Perez Amén 
 Leo Nixon Rex Amen 
 Kcirde Zueqas Amen 
 Myrna Uy Amen 
 Roy Sebastian Amen 
 Belinda Castillo Exactly you can not be a Christian and support pro choice /abortion 
 Christina Alvarado Our Heavenly Father does not punish , he wrote every singles person life , if  
 abortion is wrong , then why did he create man with the knowledge to create  
 medicine for that purpose. People need to understand that we are to quick to  
 judge , politics and rel 
 Maria Amparo Jaime Thank you Father for exposing the truth!...God bless you! 
 Aillene Nicolas Abortion must be stopped so says Mama Mary. 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch You are BRILLIANT!!! 
 Sun Son Ho Amen 
 Sun Son Ho Amen 
 Daisy Gumiran Amen 
 Sanjuu Kodapaka Amen 
 Paulo Bjj amen 
 Jayababu Akkabathula Amen 
 Donna Osuch Some times we need to see a baby, after abortions 
 Rich James Newman Ban abortion in USA AND EUROPE ???????? 
 Judith A Keller God, please bless this child. Amen. 
 Isaias Castaneda Hilary Clinton =la poscision mas radical sobre aborcionen la historia, quiere que  
 sea legal el aborto aun a los 9 meses lo dijo en el tercer debate!! 
 Annette Serafin Dawes Amen to all the speakers about abortion it is wrong ?? 
 Mark Egan God bless you Father! Our Lord set the standard high when he drove the  
 moneylenders from the Temple, when an injustice has been committed sometimes 
  drastic action has to be taken to ensure it doesn't happen again. This poor baby  
 is a victim of an injustic 
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 Marian Bertucci Foxx Any one who is for abortion is evil. 
 Donna Osuch You make me proud to be a Catholic! 
 Michael Orr Abortion is nothing more than a sacrifice to satan. 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Democratic Party rejects The Covenant of GOD 
 Patient Angel God bless you Fr. Pavone and may He reward your courage by convicting the  
 American people and indeed all humanity on the sanctity of the unborn. God bless 
  you praying for you all the way from Africa and excited by your courage which  
 gives hope and inspira 
 Kevin Cooney The horror of abortion 
 Patricia Parsons Macary Abortion is murder it stops a beating heart 
 Vincent Banuelos This is the reality of abortion 
 CarolAnne Szczepanski If someone is all about \" choices\", why are they so appalled at seeing the  
 consequence of that choice? If you are \"choosing \" something, should you know  
 exactly what you are choosing?    Each of us has to make a decision, life or death.  
 Fr Frank is ma 
 JohnNice Philippinas Amen father 
 Scottie Kathleen Selby Thank you. If it is this wrong to show this child's lifeless body, if this angers you  
 so much, then maybe you can understand how angry it makes some to know they  
 are being killed, and thrown aside like trash, tested on in labs like guinea pigs. It  
 Wendy Anderson Messer I'm with God all the way! He's with us and was with us all the way to the cross!  
 Jesus forgives and He saves!!! Trust Him today! 
 Rita Oro Kasawa God bless you father for doing this. This angel will Rest In Peace once abortion  
 ends in the world. It brings such sadness to my heart to see humans attack you for 
  this video and not the legal system that allows such inhumanity. Lord Have Mercy 
  on your pe 
 Damien Aylward #PRAYTHEROSARY 
 Kathleen Sanchez You wimpy Catholics, When Satan came for the blood of innocence, and u didn't  
 speak up , no one will be there for u you blind and cowardly Catholics when they  
 come for u. And they already are. God have mercy on your soul. U didn't heed the  
 words of your p 
 Michael David Allen Father, you are such a strong and powerful witness. I admire you so much, and I  
 pray for your continued strength. 
 Henry Altamirano Need to VOTE. Vote ProLife!!! 
 Ann Jareske Bauer Pray pray pray 
 Ruth Baker I agree, if we vote Hillary this is what you are supporting. If you can't watch then  
 then don't vote for it. This is bad, but this is what abortion is. It is death. 
 Susan Robitaille This is an in incredibly brave thing to do. I'm no fan of Catholicism, but this guy is  
 willing to SHOW the consequences of the sin of abortion and talk about the link  
 between who we vote for as our leaders. This poor sweet child. His mother  
 murdered him.  
 Gerald Morrell God Bless this Child that was taken from it's Mother, for what reason, I don't  
 know! Money, (?)! 
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 Amanda Cox God please bless this angel, it was too your child despite the mothers choice ?? 
 Amanda Cox If you think this is wrong for the priest, why vote for a lady that thinks you should  
 pay for it! 
 Vicki Newton Wood So many people want to adopt ! If you don't want the baby let someone adopt the  
 baby ?? 
 Cheryl Kahelelani this precious baby is in Heaven with I Believe in Jesus 
 Cheryl Gonzalez-Verburg Thank You Father But the Truth is Never Easy For those that Feel it's Okay to Kill A 
  Baby!! 
 Cheryl Volkman Pray for this darling child..and for God to bring us back to Him 
 Heather Ann Erickson This is what abortion is. If you can't handle the truth then don't support it. Just run 
  and go and bury your head in the sand and let Satan blind you to facts of the  
 truth.Abortion represents child sacrifice just like in the old days to the satanic  
 gods.T 
 Carol Lian I understand your good intention dear Father. Please don't get mad at one of any  
 Jesus Christ Priests. Do share this images of any woman who chose to abort their  
 babies. This baby is very pure souls. It's not so bad because the baby is pure as  
 did our Alt 
 Colleen Royer Bless this little Angel? 
 Fernanda Medeiros Everada Paulina Espinoza , I am sad that you being a dedicated catholic are sad  
 seeing an aborted child.Some people needs to see what abortion does. It kills  
 babies like that baby. If by seeing that baby will save another baby's life as much  
 as hate to se 
 Joy Parrish Powerfulmessage... 
 Esther Mendez May God have mercy on us. 
 Daniel Hubbard Those of you who are upset simply by the viewing of this video, would it make you 
  feel better having never seen this but, knowing this baby would of been discarded 
  in some dumpster behind an abortion clinic somewhere. Turning your back on the  
 reality of t 
 Liliana Smith The life belongs to God ! Just God takes and gives life !!! 
 Colette Miller GOD BLESS YOU FR. PAVONE AND GOD BLESS THIS PRECIOUS BABY AND ALL THE  
 MILLIONS KILLED OVER THE PAST 40+ YEARS IN OUR COUNTRY.GOD HAVE  
 MERCY ON OUR COUNTRY! 
 Bonnie Haught Buchman Most Germans did want to view the truth of what was happening in their country  
 either. They wanted to say they did not know and were not participating, thus  
 blameless. To do nothing is approval.... God help us all. As for me, let it Not be  
 said that I was 
 Paul Alan I still can't believe that there are people can't see that Killing a young innocent  
 child is bad.They are only concerned with themselves.It's too bad we can't make  
 Abortion Retroactive for all of those that believe abortion is so good. If we could  
 they mi 
 Ray Uppstrom One day maybe a thousand years from now but I pray much sooner. We will have  
 evolved as a species beyond this and hold all life precious! Tens of millions of  
 abortionsby planned parenthood in the last couple of years! This is a women's  
 issue! Can't women  
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 Pamela Carol It's time for America to wake up,Its time for Christians to stand up against  
 abortion and End it!!! Hillary Clinton is a monster and she must not be voted in as  
 president.. Father Frank Pavone keep preaching the truth,God Bless you 
 John Jay Eisenhower HILLARY said kill them all 
 Evette Di Febbo-Zee It is definitely sad. There's no reason for abortion to be performed that late.  
 Furthermore.. sex is supposed to be an act of love but people have lost morals and 
  are wreck less. For these people Birth control should be used to avoid these  
 issues. As I sa 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran David Calir:We need to see the truth. 
 Damien Aylward #PRAYTHEROSARY 
 Damien Aylward #PRAYTHEROSARY 
 Terri Pullen Wake up to the eugenics the Democrats represent. 
 Raymond Miller Maybe we could make shampoo out of this child so you pro abortionist nuts could  
 wash your precious hair with it. Hidden in a product wouldn't bother you but show  
 this precious child makes you uncomfortable. You hypocrites!Don't forget that  
 your loved ones 
 Maddalena Piccinnu Live issacred.... 
 Daniel Hidalgo God Bless Father Pavone ... 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is for baby killing 
 Mary Angela Guillen You guys chanting 'separation of church and state'.Boy I really wish there was a  
 separation....because I hate it when I have to do something against my beliefs as  
 the law orders me to.Like the taxes of the Catholic lay people going to Planned  
 parenthood.S 
 Mark Whitlock God bless Father 
 Kim Bishop Some ppl cannot stand to see the truth set befoe them 
 Kelly Hoover Saint Michael the archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the  
 wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray; and do  
 thou oh Prince of the Heavenly host by the Devine Power of God- cast into hell,  
 Satan and all th 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran Sadly, many do know exactly what they are doing. 
 Henry Altamirano We need the covenant of life! 
 Judy Munson Sikora FATHER GOD BLESS YOU FOR SHOWING THE TRUTH OF ABORTION. IT'S MURDER 
  PLAIN AND SIMPLE. CAN'T BELIEVE HOW MANY PEOPLE WOULD RATHER KILL A  
 BEAUTIFUL CHILD OF GOD THAN HAVE THE BABY AND GIVE IT TO SOMEONE  
 THAT WILL LOVE THE CHILD FOR LIFE. SO SAD... 
 Heather Willoughby Young girls need to be educated on the truth... 
 Devotha Njau Amen 
 Wendy Michelle Piccirilli Bless its heart. Just heartbreaking. Vote PRO LIFE PRO Catholic!!!! 
 Kim Bishop Follow your faith...stand strong 
 Kim Bishop Choose life 
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 Dave McClellan Thank God we have Catholic priests and Bishops like Fr. Pavone & others who say  
 it like it is. Where's the rest of the Bishops and priests who should be standing in  
 unity with these men and being OUTSPOKEN about these crimes in the midst of  
 this pivotal e 
 Alicia Childs Hillary supporters make me laugh. Most of them are only voting for her because  
 they're afraid they're going to be deported, or lose welfare benefits if Trump gets  
 elected!! I read through a lot of these comments and most of the people  
 commenting in suppor 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Vote pro life 
 Joyce Williamson Leonardi Amen rent Hillary American movie 
 Sandy Scherer Abortion passes judgement on our Nation!! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Lou E Gmiter Sr. Jesus has you now little ones, there are no more tears but the love of God where  
 they are, repent of these abominations done unto your brothers and sisters in  
 Christ Jesus, O Holy Spirit guide them to your love and care, take satan from them  
 so they may h 
 Damien Aylward The Ten Commandments. 
 Lenora Scott Tripp The Demons have confused the folks!! Instruct them to stay home if they are  
 confused about the Truth!! 
 Marina M King Stop killing God's children! Wake up! 
 Kim Bishop Really?? Everyone is so outraged? ... where is the outrage at millions of babies  
 aborted? 
 William Don Carlos The horror is not this scene, itis the American Holocaust going on...the millions of  
 shredded victims represented by this one tiny body.Wake up. Vote pro-Life. Quit  
 voting for (so-called Catholic) democrat candidates who champion and glorify this  
 slaughte 
 Kelly Shrady Deborah, The only \"disgusting filth\" is the choice that killed this baby. 
 Deacon Alan George It's very sad that people don't seem to understand the message that Father is  
 trying to portray here, that abortion is MURDER pure and simple.       This little  
 child is one of millions that are killed in such a fashion on a yearly basis, maybe  
 the video  
 Lorraine Romano-Cortina Preach it, Father! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk This is a man of god 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran I choose LIFE! 
 Jerry Garcia People are outrage that he did this to make a point, but not outrage about a  
 candidate who clearly states a woman should be able to murder a baby up to right 
  before birth.What worst, showing you what a murdered baby looks like and we  
 shouldn't do it or su 
 Jim Parker Fr Pavone, thank you for your tireless efforts in the Pro-Life Movement. We need  
 to be the voice for the voiceless. Your witness encourages me as your brother  
 priest to speak about these moral issues from the pulpit.?? 
 Gabriela Delgadillo Amen !!! Preach !!! 
 Claudia Garcia God bless al the world 
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 Evelyne Bolivar Good morning Father! 
 Linda Cockrell There is no logical reason to take the Life of a Child. 
 Sheila Bumgarner Wik God please open the eyes And hearts of the deceived people attacking this  
 man.They NEED to see the consequences of their actions,the death of an Innocent 
  human being.There will be No excuse, when they stand before our Father in  
 judgement.Jesus said \"If y 
 Regina Brown Hillary told us that toddlers kill people! Why should we keep them??? She hates  
 babies 
 Maricela Dorantes Catholic Pro life! 
 Lenora Scott Tripp This election is God vs Satan...choose wisely!! 
 Marisa Madera Fr Frank Pavone you are a hero....God reward you abundantly for being a true  
 Father to the most vulnerable of all children-the babies in the wombs of their  
 mamma xxx????????? May you hear the words \"Well done my good and faithful  
 servant enter into the j 
 Karen Sull Every time I look at that poor baby, I tear up. How could ANYONE KILL AN  
 UNBORN BABY???? 
 Stacey Normand Baudin Christians must vote Pro-Life ?? 
 Shirley Mathias Rightly said. 
 Donna Hutchins It's murder 
 Allan Coudrain Abortion is a tragedy. 
 Mary Ann Van Steen Dear God help us to put a stop to this kind of murder!?? 
 James Boone The truth hurts huh? Can't take it? This is what Hillary is all about! 
 Therese Croughin why are you all so angry? Fr pavone is acknowledging this baby as a human worth  
 respecting a child of God a precious life not garbage to be disposed of or a  
 problem to solve by ridding yourself of. Your radge should be for the people who  
 did this the soci 
 Liz Black Paul Tuss if people were not ignorant it this would not be needed 
 Daisy Badan Amen 
 Chelsa Bristo I'm sorry for Hilary Clinton... please forgive her, oh LORD JESUS.... 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Praying with you 
 Micheal Gregorcyk If you gave your soul to saten vote blue hillary 
 FrSteve Mateja People are upset by him placing the baby on the altar of SACRIFCE. LISTEN TO HIS  
 WORDS. The evil one offers the sacrifice of these children in the horror of  
 abortion, why not re-consecrate this child to God? Is it extreme? Yes! Is it  
 overboard? Perhaps. I 
 Camila Barini De Albuquerque How is it not ok to show this baby but it is ok to rip him apart from the womb  
 because he is not convinient? How can you people be so blinded to politically  
 correctness and not see this is a life and if nobody else makes a stand for these  
 lives, they will 
 Paul Bany Amen! 
 Patty Woodall Larsen Forgive us Father 
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 Gloria Mendoza I will take that baby in a heart beat 
 Aluney Elferr Priest, please give me your blessing. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Agreed we have a choice and that choice is life 
 Aramae Saunders Amen 
 Yolanda Melero No words, and STILL people don't get it!May God and Our Lady protect all these  
 babies! 
 Linda Border Spernyak Bless you father pavone! 
 Sue Ruof MANY TIMES PEOPLE ONLY SEE THE REALITY WHEN THEY SEE A BODY IN FRONT  
 OF THEM. 
 ChasMan Gardner Life begins at conception 
 Onyi Okoye Great...tell them 
 Gren Robinson My God! Outrage at the result of abortion, but these strange people are offended.  
 This progressive party that supports everyone fulfilling their potential at tax payer  
 expense, but it's okay to terminate this child's potential (again at taxpayer  
 expense)  
 Mary Louise Fiddler Speak the truth father!! 
 Austin Roncancio Hillary for prison 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Build the wall on top ove hillary 
 Thomas Terrie Allen THANK YOU FATHER PAVONE FOR STANDING FOR THESE LITTLE BABIES , SIN  
 CAUSES SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS ! IF ANYONE WOULD PUT THEMSELVES OR THEIR  
 CHILDREN IN THE PLACE OF THESE BABIES THEY WOULD CHANGE THEIR MINDS .  
 GOD BLESS YOUR WORK . 
 Henry Altamirano We will be in exile if we don't choose the covenant of life!! 
 Jean Paulie Kroenke I am a proud to be ProLife!! 
 Nicole House Bless you, Father, for having the courage to show what the true image of abortion  
 is, regardless of those who wish not to see your true purpose in this video. It's  
 amazing how people are angry at you for bring His word to life and not at murder  
 of an inno 
 Tina Henze This is a very hard core eye opener for some. A lot like some commercials with  
 pictures of your lungs when you smoke. Reality smacks you down...makes you  
 think, and ask yourself...do I support this habit ? Do I support abortion?Not really  
 sure yet how I f 
 Stephen Putti Had our forefathers were so selfish we too would have been killed 
 Shirley Mathias Thank you Father. 
 Robin Lanter Thank you for addressing this issue. 
 Lisa Gonzalez Abortion is murder!!!! 
 Augusto Narváez God bless father 
 Henry Altamirano Obey the covenant. 
 Brian Goodale terrible thing.but clinton supports this.SHAME ON HILLARY YOU EVIL WITCH. 
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 Martin Laird We are so blinded by apostasy, selfishness, and sin that we cannot understand  
 reality anymore! 
 Rosalie Hudson Amen !! 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln Share share share 
 Cindy Woolley King Gary, he showing us the fact that abortion is MURDER! 
 Jo Ann Cheeks We better get despirate enough to save them and stop her from being  
 elected.What if that were your grandchild? 
 Christopher Murray Looking the other way is worse than turning the other cheek.. 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Louise Stabile Molnar Without LIFE, there are no other issues! 
 Ethel Fox People will not reject abortion until they see abortion. 
 Mary Bellissimo-Degregorio Amen 
 Selma Sierra Clergy leadership in NM and elsewhere should hear this message. 
 Vicki Newton Wood Everybody is saying this wrong ! Wake up everybody this is a baby that died from  
 abortion . God gave a woman a baby not kill it ! 
 Mia DeCesare If you've ever gone through an abortion... You'd never do it twice. I pray God  
 forgives those who have gone through this painful experience.It never goes away. 
 Elizabeth Lawson God have mercy on the soul of this wee infant.I believe that our good Father is  
 correct when he states that seeing the result of an abortion awakens us to its  
 barbarism.Yes, it is shocking to see, but not seeing it does not mean that this poor 
  baby was no 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Y'all fools vote blue for baby killer 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is a baby killer 
 John Neff I applaud you and I am not religious. Everyone should have to face the reality of  
 death. Those that eat meat should also have to kill it for themselves just one time. 
  Death is horrible. Life is precious. The Declaration of Independence lists \"life\"  
 Jessica Gallego Amen. 
 Xochitl L. Zamario Amen 
 Mark John Palomata Sentino Amen 
 Elnie Luniza Amen 
 Julienne Sullano Loayon Enguito Gd evening father.God bless you 
 Maria Santa Ceballos You are God's lil' angel now...God bless you. 
 RC Peter Peter Aw Amen.. 
 Geena Chavez Jesus please protect and save the unborn children 
 Merlin Platt Father. I support our video. For all of you that bash him on here I say WAKE UP.  
 Nobody likes the truth especially when it stares you in the face and gives you a  
 harsh reality check. As far as my fellow catholics bashing this honest man. If yiu  
 are truly  
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 La Rakoto Some of us never had an idea what they were doing to babies only showing these  
 pictures do we see the evil that is done to this sacred helpless baby.Its just  
 heartbreaking people would do this and all the other atrocities done to the  
 unborn.Thank you Fath 
 Norma Cristina Soriano Thank you father ????? 
 Kim Bishop Abortion is the sacrifice of the babies in the usa 
 Gina Chiappone These all belong to God All these Babies are His Please stop this Evil please  
 protect all the unborn ?? 
 Cindy Woolley King Abortion is murder Miguel! This child was aborted! 
 Sem Soc Jnls in Jesus name. GOD BLESS.^_^ 
 Anne Cardona-Lee Thank You, Father ... 
 Arnold Serrano God pls guide me 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hipper crets will vote for hillary 
 Pauline Dye God bless you Father Pavone, you tell the truth bluntly but people need to know  
 these things not just some sanitised version. I'm thankful you provide help and  
 counselling for those mothers hurt by abortion they need to know that with  
 repentance God will  
 Kenneth Christian Matteson Abortion is murder. That is all there is to it. God hates sin, ALL sin. No one sin is  
 any worse or better then any other. The wages of sin is death. Without accepting  
 the gift given by Jesus which is the removal of all sin you will be sentenced to  
 Grace Del Milagro Riordan Amen. 
 Carol Ann Roberts So you think it is not ok to show this baby...is it ok to abort it? Which is worse  
 people? 
 Marvin Anthony Preach Fr! 
 Cindy Woolley King If you condone abortion, then you condone murder! 
 Ben Sutton It's curious that so many who are \"pro-choice\" decry this video, saying this  
 \"child\" or this \"baby\" should not be exploited...yet, if he or she is indeed a  
 \"child\" or a \"baby\", they have no qualms with killing him or her. I guess we all  
 feel bet 
 Enrico D'Angelo This is NOT politics!!! ITS about LIFE, Folks!!!!...KILLING INNOCENT BABIES..SINCE  
 WHEN HAVE WE BECOME SO COMPLACENT AND SAY ITS MY RIGHT>>>>>YOUR  
 RIGHT TO KILL???>>> GOD HELP US!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Gladys Acoba Powerful message. God bless you 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Choose life 
 Carmen Thompson ??   So sad for this child and its mother   Preach Father   May God have mercy on  
 America. Why are ppl having a hard time seeing this? This world is so backwards.  
 Out of sight, out of mind...SMH    Everything starts with life!! No life...you don't  
 get any 
 Susan Allen Baron Abortion is not health care it's murder 
 Kelli Raine Larson Respect to you Father.   May this lil babys soul Rest in Peace.. 
 Leazel Empredo Amen.. 
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 Karen Stevenson Amen 
 Maritza Figueroa Amen 
 Simon Khual Amen. 
 Anna Garcia Amen 
 Marie Martucci Wake up people! While this is difficult to view, people need to realize how  
 devastating abortion is. Some aborted babies are large/old enough to live outside  
 of the womb. Also, many people are having a fit about how the priest has handled  
 this but, had he 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Thank you for speaking LOUD AND CLEAR 
 Burntthigh GB Have mercy on us, and the whole world. ?? 
 Ellie Wilson Ruthie, its the truth a painful sinful truth of womenkilling their children in our  
 society.. Abortion is a heinous crime under the guise of choicefor women. Choices  
 are good or evil and believe me Ruthie abortion is an evil choice. Father is telling  
 the t 
 Miriana Alesia God bless you father and all who are voice of these innocent babies! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Lorraine Monaghan I don't understand how \"mothers\" can do this to a poor innocent child 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is a nut 
 Alicia Gomez Lozano Amen 
 Rosemary Circo Preserving human life is not a political issue. Lord, open the eyes and hearts of  
 the confused before it is too late. 
 Imran Ishaq Brother and sisters , this is not politics. This is Word of Almighty God. 
 April Ouics Sajot Amen 
 Eveline Nachtegaele Nicole Michelle Lafreniere and Ann Sofie. This is why I cannot vote for Hilary. She  
 is 100 percent in favor of this. Please let me know that you watched this and why  
 anything else on the election table is more important than what Father Pavone is  
 showing  
 Peter Feygin Church should be involved in politics!!! 
 Sandy Scherer Yes Lord! 
 Ronda Bogani Ayala Many don't like literally looking at an aborted baby! Truth isn't pretty with this  
 subject 
 Judith Marler I understand you, Everada. However, our community works together with Womens  
 Resource Center. The more unwed mothers see about the baby that they are  
 carrying, the more often they don't abort. They are sad and upset because of  
 Planned Parenthood's lies. I 
 Brittany Cook This is so horrible. Vote pro life!! I've been pro life since a very young age. 
 Joyce Bora Thank you, Father Frank Pavone, for your honesty, integrity and willingness to  
 continue educating those that are in denial or, worse yet, just don't care about the 
  most innocent among us being murdered.I pray that your efforts change hearts so 
  that all Am 
 Beatriz Castelblanco Fernandez Lord have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
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 Rosy Rosy Thank you father 
 Ana Maria Guzman In Jesus name we pray please end abortion. 
 Sharon Bart Amen people need to see a life that was barbarously killed 
 Lorraine Connelly I'm not ok with the killing of this baby and I am glad Father Pavone had the  
 courage to show what happens in an abortion.This poor baby had to be chemically 
  burned to death with the approval of its mother.If you don't like what you see,  
 don'tvote democrat 
 Kara Hill Norman Share 
 Debbie Streets This breaks my heart- May God forgive us 
 Magdalina Szokolai I'm so sad for mindless people, you give in a choice!!! Vote your conches!:) 
 Mary Rocha Thank you Father Pavone for telling it like it really is.Maybe just maybe, it'll save a 
  baby's life or fetus as they prefer to call it.Definition of FETUS is an \"unborn  
 baby/child.For those who call themselves Catholics, but are appalled to see the  
 body  
 Chipeco Martin Your choice is to not get pregnant in the first place.. not to kill a child afterwards    
   That is murder no mater how yoy try to spin it. 
 Trudy L Barnhart Women whom wants babies so bad that can have a children would loved to feel  
 the kicking of this baby so sad 
 Jesse Aguirre You should be the pope sir. The pope endorsed HIllary. What a shame! 
 Steve Young If that doesn't wake up some people, there's no hope for this country. 
 Millie Kennedy Beaumont Such a man of God Amen father 
 Diane Cantwell Williams I could never, ever support a candidate who allows this. God help us. 
 Michael Howk Eph 5:11   Take no part in the unfruitful works of darkness, but instead expose  
 them. 12 For it is a shame even to speak of the things that they do in secret; 13  
 but when anything is exposed by the light it becomes visible, for anything that  
 becomes visib 
 Cynthia Olivier Rozas Breaks my heart!Can't understand. These people that can kill a baby like this have 
  no soul. 
 Barbara Rodriguez Where are the fathers ? Why don't they have a say in what happens to his baby .  
 People this is murder . 
 Ana Lopez I know it's a sin to have an abortion 
 Ann Marie Rizzolo Show this to all who beleive in this terrible thing to do to a baby. God forbid 
 James Turner Oh so now all yall want the child to be treated like a human being cause its stuck  
 in your face 
 Lee Landers Bless you 
 Joan Clarkson Gillette i am amazed at how many people are still thinking that this is ok??? posts i have  
 been reading on this...what is wrong with our world???? so sad 
 Angela Watts Awww... So sad ?? 
 John R. Urciuoli Amen! 
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 Cheri Smoak People upset at what he us showing but you were at an animal being abused! God 
  helps us, our priorities are so messed up 
 Dawn Jay Wow.... so, KILLING the baby is fiiiiine. But filming it's dead body is an  
 \"atrocity\"....... what's wrong with you people? 
 Kim Bishop We are ppl of the covenant 
 Sandy Scherer Amen 
 Elizabeth Lyon If one finds this shocking or abhorrent, please consider the reality behind it. 
 Jane Velasco Amen. 
 Fuatino Faimalie The time has come to look back on the virtues and values that made America  
 great,It was said of old .where the spirit of the Lord is.there is liberty.. (2  
 Corinthians 3:17)And the Psalmist wrote,The counsel of the Lord standeth for  
 ever, the thoughts of h 
 Anna Garcia Have a blessed day 
 Rowena Palacio Amen. 
 Carrie Sue Timberlake I wish every could see this instead of Dem. Or Rep.! Thy shall not kill and I know  
 you in the womb. 
 Henry Altamirano Amen!! 
 Timothy B. Kirkham Amen Father! 
 Beverly Storm Everything Father said was true wake up America! Dear Lord have mercy on us all! 
 Cindy Jo Freeman Dont hate. Its for a reason. God bless this Child an Father. 
 Sylvia P. Quillano I feel sad coz. I'm married but no kid. We wanted. ... but only GOD knows  
 everything what HE wants 
 Stacey Smith He is not wrong in doing this. He needs to show people what is going on because  
 there are so many dumb and naïve people in this world this is sickening and  
 saddening however it has to be shown 
 Pat Coughlin-Trecka Maybe this will reach those who think aborted babies aren't really people. 
 Jill Peterson Oh Lord O God Almighty Forgive! 
 Emma Guerra How sad. Poor baby ?? was not given a chance to live. The mother should be  
 shown what she killed. 
 Valerie McCarney Amen and thank you for all you do Father.God bless you!! 
 Terry Buck Seems plenty of looneys here happy that the child gets murdered but doesn't want 
  to deal with the reality of it. 
 Diane McCann Hawk Maybe if more people saw the reality of what they accept, then maybe fewer  
 people would accept it. I say show it over and over and over again until people  
 make the killing stop. 
 Robin Lanter Church rise up. Serve the Lord thy God. In Jesus name I pray. 
 JM Magpantay Amen. 
 Angela Ezelle Gates This is a horrible thing .. Hillary is a horrible person . This is what Hillary stands for 
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 Linda DePasquale Stallcup I pray for abundant Blessings for you Father Pavone! Thank you for your faith!  
 Thank you for your courage! Thank you and may God bless you and keep you safe  
 in His loving care!!Let no words spoken against you, deter you from speaking and  
 showing the truth 
 Ruthielove Vazquez Voted and told everyone...I voted for life!!!!!!! 
 Maggie Coughenour AMEN! 
 Katie Regina And pregnant women and CHILDREN will continue to throw their unwanted  
 newborn babies in dumpsters! 
 Barbara King WHAT IS WRONG IS THAT TJIS MAN HAS TO EVEN DO THIS. AND HE IS BECAUSE  
 IT IS HAPPENING HUNDREDS OF TIMES A DAY....SO LEARN SO THIS IS NEVER  
 REPEATED. 
 Danielle Morey Doctors don't bury the fetus they throw it away in a bag 
 Katherine Coffey Ketelaar God bless this poor soul, never even had a chance to breathe or live' 
 April Brandt Truth..sad the truth has to be told in such a way that people will wake up and see  
 what the truth really is..choose LIFE! 
 Lisa Dickerson People need to see with there own eyes what killery thinks is fine to do to babies 
 Susan Allen Baron Hillary = pro choice pro late term abortion 
 Khatri Shiv Raj Amen Amen....???????????? 
 Carol Owens Bryant No! Heartbreaking. Who could make a choice to do this? God have mercy on us all. 
 William Robertson-Wentzel Keep up the good work, Father Pavone. May the souls of all the aborted rest in  
 peace. 
 Judy Kley amen 
 Patrick Sherry No one has the right to take a life! This includes a mother of an unborn child! Well 
  done Father Pavone. 
 Lakin Bayless If you don't consider \"it\" human in the first place, there shouldn't be an issue  
 with a man displaying \"it.\" 
 Frank-Joan Miglorino my heart breaks.for these innocent.babies....God be with them.. 
 Dede DiMuro GOD BLESS FATHER, THE CHURCH IS TRYING, PEOPLE DO NOT UNDERSTAND,  
 PRO LIFE. 
 Chris Wilder This is MURDER and WE are paying for it. America wake up. God help us and this  
 innocent child> 
 Candy Bradford This is heinous! Please do not vote for Hillary! This has to stop! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Allen Spence My niece was. Ron at 21 weeks. She is now 27 and has three children of her own.  
 This is so sad..?? 
 Mary Margaret Garcia Amén 
 Rosemary Ososkie Lilienthal Amen 
 Lorena Marín Vaca Let's be the voice of those innocent babies! ?? 
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 Denise Cruz Hellery is for planned parenthood who RIP babies apart and sell parts for satanism 
 Mary Louise Fiddler Everybody's ok with it as long as they don't see it!! 
 Kay Loux OMG help our country! How could any human support this? 
 Jeni Diesing That is a life, pro choice. So sad seeing the baby. Prayers for our nation this up  
 coming week! 
 Lichiana Amigo Amen 
 John Gray He showed it to make a point, but apparently y'all hearts are so hard you can't see 
  the senseless murder. 
 John Friton I'm amazed at how many people think it's OK to kill the baby but not use it to try  
 to save others 
 Heather McGorlick Hryniewiecki killing this child is worse than showing the result. It's a hard thing to face, but the  
 truth often is. 
 Linda Stinson It isn't a political issue....its a moral issue. You said it....it is wrong! 
 Don DiScipio It's unbelievable that woman in general are not responsive to this murdering ring  
 cult called planned parenthood ..... 
 Douglas DW Cline Amen 
 Linda Vesuvio- Lisa God bless 
 Frances Golden Forster No one has a right to kill a child ever.there is always someone who will want a  
 child. 
 Irene Janam Amen 
 Merry Jungay Amen 
 June Meymand People who think this is awful, why do you think it's ok on paper, in laws? 
 Cecilia Ruloph Savage Those that do not see abortion will never know abortion. 
 Jessie Jhan Dano AMEN 
 Sandy Scherer Amen & Amen 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Amen. 
 Nolan Thorpe People never want to SEE the truth.    Just say a prayer. For all the children and our 
  country! 
 Sandy Johnson God Bless this Precious Soul!!....God have Mercy on those involved inthe death of  
 this child :( 
 Jamie Wisener Any Christian that is pro choice is not christian..plane and simple 
 Senait Dimitri Father what you did will wake up those in faith , it's wrong to kill a child like that  
 it's a sin people need to know this as sad as it is . 
 Lisa Duff RIP all the innocent souls of this world...never to know the chance of life... 
 Ayame Hara amen 
 Chad Weekley Amen Father! 
 Diana McEneny Poor precious baby 
 Suzanne LaGasse Moran Amen! 
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 Theresa Meyer Eilerman If you can't protect people's lives how can you help immigrants 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman This needs to be seen. People do not get this horrific culture of death 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman If this makes you uncomfortable, it's Truth that needs to be revealed. 120,000  
 people are murdered in the womb every day. 
 Josephine Lasco Amen?? 
 Nancy Jordan Tardiff Heart wrenching 
 Kellie Musgrave Knopp Pray for Catholic's who are voting for Hillary 
 Margaret Lee Father thank you for standing on faith. 
 Rose Nelson What is absolutely unacceptable if the fact that this country let this happen in the  
 first place.FatherPavone is a God sent 
 Rose Nelson Don`t you understand that we are living in a country that literally kills babies 
 Rose Nelson Patricia is right,if you can`t take the heat get out of the kitchen 
 Mace Pacheco The truth hurts, thats why people are upset with this.PRO CHOICE IS MURDER 
 Mary Lagarelli Amen ???? 
 Donna Osuch Abortions are MURDER! 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Sweet Jesus help us 
 Liz Black All abortion is murder 
 Henry Altamirano Bless you child!!?? 
 Michelle McMullen Wilson It doesn't make sense to me, if a child is born an you murder it at 3months you go  
 to jail for murder!!! But aborting it at 3months no-one bats an Eye!!!   It also  
 totally confuses me, that it is easier to abort a child!!! Than it is to get a dental  
 appoi 
 Kerrie Hornsby Amen!???? 
 Patricia Prohach Lord have mercy on the USA Amen Amen Amen 
 Ana Smajic Amen 
 Ana Leveck Amen! 
 Cheryl Donato Amen! 
 Laura Gato Amen. 
 Simon Nintendoguy Dempsey The only people that think what he's doing is wrong have a guilty conscience or  
 aren't truly pro life 
 Biddy Coffey People need stop hiding from there actions see who is paying for it God bless u  
 beatiful baby 
 Sherwin Toribio Balor Amen father 
 Adrian Fischer Thank you 
 Princess Zielyn Amira Rana Amen 
 Gladys Newsom The mainstream media & culture is blind to Gods truth 
 David Osborn Amen Father 
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 Kevin Cooney Don't listen to the lies of Hilary . They Crucified Jesus Christ !!!! 
 Monica Chadom Amen 
 Joy Parrish Amen 
 Jeff Thomas Amen 
 Sheila Strappe Rulli Amen 
 Kim Bishop Amen 
 Britto Ramesh Amen. 
 Fidencio Faustino Amén. 
 John Knight Liberal's will argue till that body rots and then more they have mental  
 disorders....this is it in a nutshell...thy shall not kill....thanks fr. Frank for bringing  
 this to the fore front these libtards don't care till it's put in their faces ...then they  
 Holly Holcomb Abortion is against God,and the blood of the lamb,Jesus Chirst,first you should  
 tell,this mother this,because if she doesn't know its a sin,God will not hold her  
 accountable for this sin,ask her to put the baby up for adoption, first,and if she  
 still has  
 Marijin Gimena Amen 
 Neto Neto Neto Amen 
 Roger Pernites Amen 
 Eetnas Nallitnas Amen 
 Liz Watkins If you are for ABORTION YOU WILL ANSWER TO GOD!!!! 
 Sun Son Ho Amen Amen 
 Reynaldo Matibag amen 
 Barbara Quattrone McCabe Amen 
 Arnold Serrano Amen 
 Margarita Mariscal Amen 
 Arnold Serrano Amen 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Amen 
 Mike Church Father, the people of France needed to SEE those 14 Carmelite nuns beheaded to  
 bring about the clamor to end the French Terror. Those angry with Father, please  
 search for Jill Stanek, BAIPA of Illinois in 2001. Nurse Stanek was compelled to  
 dispose of bab 
 Ana Maria Guzman We need life and blessings. 
 Andrea Morroni And Hilary says she's for our children but this is ok. Vote for her and you are  
 saying this is ok. Breaks my heart. 
 Nita Yingling You all think this is horrible but you bear the guilt and sham in your conscious by  
 the image you see. You see in your soul the child....not the glob of tissue..not the  
 lie you've been believing. Sometimes the pictures ..The horror is the only thing to  
 op 
 Ecarg Annay Amen 
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 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch You are a modern day PROPHET 
 Ibekwe Nkem Chioma Amen 
 Arlene Cappas Saying it like it is!! God bless you, Father!! 
 Jen Swackhamer Amen 
 Lisa Hill Yes late term abortion is murder 
 Gina Chiappone Please Lord Jesus Have Mercy on Us And HELP US TO PUT THE END TO THIS Evil  
 in Your Name I ask through our Most Blessed Mother Mary Ave Maria Ora Pro  
 Nobis ?????????????????? 
 Jeni Diesing Praying is what we need to do now!!!!!! 
 Mary Barraco We must stop abortion once and for all?? 
 Hannah Loop Father Pavone, never stop fighting for justice of the unborn, and disregard the  
 criticism from within your own movement. Isaiah 5:20 \"Woe to those who call evil 
  good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness, who put  
 bitter for swe 
 J.R. Schultz Amen 
 Lisa Duff This blessed little soul could not be in a more sacred place...it beats the trash in a 
  hospital incinerator bin...yes TRASH..discarded...this little one will at least have  
 touched many of us by seeing him/her and will be laid to rest properly..perhaps thi 
 Sandy Scherer Amen 
 Patricia Forbes Amen 
 Adriana Rossetti Killing any innocent life is wrong 
 Debi Wade And this is what women are crying about losing their rights!?!?! Pure disgusting.  
 Unborn children have rights too! 
 Sanya Rocky Rudd Wake up people. Your upset over this. Look at what Hilary is doing this by the  
 thousands 
 Jeanne Kobos Lupien God bless the child. 
 Mary Seibert God Bless these babies?? 
 Midya Isteefanos God bless you father 
 Nanay McPhee May God bless all babies in danger of abortion! St Michael, the archangel, defend  
 us in battle! Be our safeguard against the wickedness and snares of the devil!  
 May God rebuke him we humbly pray! And do thou oh prince of the Heavenly host  
 by the Divine po 
 Mary Blair Cunningham This is the reality of abortion. Not a sight we want to see, but Fr. Frank Pavone is  
 sharing it so we do see what is being done to these innocent unborn babies! I  
 work with homeless pregnant women and help save the unborn. Thank you, Fr. for  
 standing tall 
 Henry Altamirano Amen! 
 Rosa Isela Estrada Amén 
 Jerry Bair If all Christians vote prolife it be a landslide 
 Jimoni Ezra Monow Amen 
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 Jim Murphy Amen 
 Pamela M. Self Lord we give this baby unto you, unloved in this life, forever beautiful in eternal  
 life with you. Please lord let this baby touch the hearts of all who see this and  
 compel them to vote for the candidate who will end this atrocity. Take all  
 Renee Bretz Amen 
 Molly Hamilton Preach ???????????? 
 Robert Gomez Sr. Amen. and God Bless you . 
 Kim Quesada Lloyd Amen 
 Sheila Brughelli The mindless sheep are the ones voting for people who support abortion, you  
 have blood on your hands if you vote for Hillary Clinton. Not pretty what you  
 people do is it? This is the result of the evil of abortion. Face what you are doing  
 to these innocen 
 Jason Diaz Amen 
 Dianne Stephenson Amen 
 Gene Lane Amen 
 Jim Jeanette Easter Yes stop abortion 
 Thomas G. Cantu Amen 
 Henry Altamirano Amen 
 Leticia Mendoza Amen 
 Norma Cristina Soriano Amen 
 Charlotte Sáenz God bless 
 Christopher Michael Casillas If lukewarm Christians want to bash you for making this distinct point about what  
 the actual product of abortion is than let them and let them answer for it in their  
 account before Christ on judgement day. Political correctness has no place in the  
 Church  
 Kathy Willkinson People need to see this. We will vote for the good of this country or we will turn  
 our country over to evil and we as a country will die. 
 Sandra Padilla Amen 
 Lynne Palen Amen 
 Grace Marie It is difficult to watch, but it is reality. This is a poor innocent little baby that was  
 killed. I think it's important for people to see that when you have an abortion  
 you're killing a baby, not a formless blob of cells. Pregnancy is an option not a dis 
 Michael William In a court of law, there are 12 jurors that are shown graphic photos of a murdered  
 person for a reason. To show the horror of what that person did to another, and to  
 make a better judgement of the outcome. Exactly what Fr. Pavane is doing. I'm  
 sure, most  
 Margaret McConnell Conrath Amen, 
 DenDen Mercones Mangaron Sevilla Amen 
 Ibrahim Al-Qass Khalil Amen 
 Katherine Williams Abortion is women's health care....what have we become? 
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 Oun Lis Amen 
 David Alexander Amen 
 David Alexander Amen 
 Erin McRaith Yes 
 Praveen B Joseph Amen 
 Soraya Azzam AMEN 
 Glenda Enriquez Alaras amen 
 Porfirio Oliveira Amém 
 Jesu Mariya Amen 
 Roger Pernites Amen 
 Sharon Probst Amen 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch Say it!!! Thank you!!! People are deaf and dumb 
 Ana Leveck Amen 
 Denise Mazzotti Father Frank - pray cause the lost sheep don't realize the wrong of abortion - and  
 try to blame you -    You can. It be Christian and pro choice that should trump your  
 choice    Peace of Christ be with you and my her bestow mercy on the evil -  
 convert and 
 Melviely Jane Miculob Ramirez Amen 
 Chris-Solo Capuy La-Bercasio amen 
 Thomas VanSchaick Amen 
 Hannah Niang Sen AMEN 
 Silviya Senanayake Amen 
 Cheryl Haws Amen 
 Cheryl Haws Amen 
 Nicole House Father, if those making angry comments, put more energy into the Word of our  
 Lord, they would understand your purpose. It takes a strong person to show the  
 evils of the world than to sit back and idly do nothing. Once again, Father, I  
 commend you and pray 
 Cel Estrobo Amen 
 Norma Henson Amen 
 Yubz Lucero Amen 
 Mark W. T. Payne Hilarious! Everyone pissing on this guy for trying to show you what abortion  
 actually is! This is MILD! How about some outrage for the MILLIONS of babies  
 who are BURNED to death this way in abortion? How about some indignation for  
 the children who are cho 
 Myrejeen Edra Amen 
 Laura Benavides Amen 
 Terri Pullen Amen 
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 Cindy Woolley King Do you know how many people want to adopt?! Stop abortion! 
 Deborah MacWithey Wright True Christians could not possibly vote for the murderess. 
 Jude Gerard Francke AMEN 
 Shirley Mathias Amen 
 Roxana Saucedo Amen 
 Nirmalkumar Kumar Amen 
 Gladys Newsom God alone is truth...and gives life 
 Donnie West It's amusing listening to the so called \"Christians\" complain about Father  
 posting this up for the world to see this evil. Does the truth bother you people that 
  much?Does facing evil make you cower in your corners? What will you people do  
 when the day c 
 Franklin Lara Amen 
 Joaquin Roca Perez Amén 
 Leo Nixon Rex Amen 
 Mark John Palomata Sentino Ameb 
 Kcirde Zueqas Amen 
 Myrna Uy Amen 
 Roy Sebastian Amen 
 Maria Amparo Jaime Thank you Father for exposing the truth!...God bless you! 
 Aillene Nicolas Abortion must be stopped so says Mama Mary. 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch You are BRILLIANT!!! 
 Sun Son Ho Amen 
 Sun Son Ho Amen 
 Daisy Gumiran Amen 
 Sanjuu Kodapaka Amen 
 Paulo Bjj amen 
 Jayababu Akkabathula Amen 
 Donna Osuch Some times we need to see a baby, after abortions 
 Rich James Newman Ban abortion in USA AND EUROPE ???????? 
 Judith A Keller God, please bless this child. Amen. 
 Annette Serafin Dawes Amen to all the speakers about abortion it is wrong ?? 
 Mark Egan God bless you Father! Our Lord set the standard high when he drove the  
 moneylenders from the Temple, when an injustice has been committed sometimes 
  drastic action has to be taken to ensure it doesn't happen again. This poor baby  
 is a victim of an injustic 
 Marian Bertucci Foxx Any one who is for abortion is evil. 
 Donna Osuch You make me proud to be a Catholic! 
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 Michael Orr Abortion is nothing more than a sacrifice to satan. 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Democratic Party rejects The Covenant of GOD 
 Patient Angel God bless you Fr. Pavone and may He reward your courage by convicting the  
 American people and indeed all humanity on the sanctity of the unborn. God bless 
  you praying for you all the way from Africa and excited by your courage which  
 gives hope and inspira 
 Kevin Cooney The horror of abortion 
 Patricia Parsons Macary Abortion is murder it stops a beating heart 
 Vincent Banuelos This is the reality of abortion 
 CarolAnne Szczepanski If someone is all about \" choices\", why are they so appalled at seeing the  
 consequence of that choice? If you are \"choosing \" something, should you know  
 exactly what you are choosing?    Each of us has to make a decision, life or death.  
 Fr Frank is ma 
 JohnNice Philippinas Amen father 
 Joseph M. Wagovich You have great courage, Father. God help America. 
 Tanja Jinx Pineda thank you for doing this video Father 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Over 1 million murdered in the womb 
 Jody Maples-Woertz Hilary has a special spot in hell 
 Kenneith Tillman God Bless is Country 
 Terry Lozano What have we become... 
 Isabel Olivarez Heavenly Mother. Pray for us. Save the babies. 
 Laura Moran Cavanaugh God bless your courage Fr Pavone for speaking the truth. 
 Gaye Turner Register All pro choicers need to see this. 
 Marisol N Ray Thank you Father Frank?? 
 Marcia Thompson Eldreth Thank you for truth. 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Stand for Life 
 Gladynia Nunez Ganzon Lord be merciful to all of us. 
 Marybeth Pawlik AMEN! ?? 
 Karen Hurley Truth matters----still!! 
 Chris Kerly My heart is bleeding for that baby's soul. ???????????????????? 
 Kelley Pierson Abortion is murder pure snd simple 
 Melissa Nachbar I voted for life! 
 Marilyn Lewis Hall Amen... 
 Genie Stern Pro Life!!!! 
 Janice A Frank Amen!! 
 Isabel Goncalves God bless us all . 
 Alice Burdo The innocent , thank you Father 
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 Alfredo Reyes Jr. God Bless all the babys 
 Jimmy J Gonzales I read a comment from a woman that said an unwanted pregnancy was nothing  
 more than a parasite that needed to be destroyed. I can't shake of the evil of her  
 words. I'm sick to my stomach that anyone can think this is ok. ?? 
 Ronnie Beane Bless you! 
 Patricia McCann Amen thank you 
 Susan Taylor O'Quinn May God have mercy on our land?? 
 Rosemary Moenssen God bless you,Father,for all you do for the babies! 
 Marie Gillespie Speak up for those who can't speak for themselves...? 
 Leonard Palazzolo Thank you Fr. Frank.... 
 John Mark Mijares Let us pray fervently brethren 
 Carolyn D. Henderson You're right Father! 
 Chris Pangalos God bless you Father Frank Pavone! ???? 
 Kay Ann Thompson-Vanders Remember this if you vote for Hillary!?? 
 Evelyn Archuletta Amen! 
 Judy A Tarrant Wow God forgive our countries 
 Liza Farrell-toulouse Amen! 
 Rock Red Good Morning Father thank you for this message and God bless America 
 Liz Black Once again the Catholic Church is ALONE VOICE 
 Patricia Bradley Quinlan ProLife 
 Vicki Brower Stick this video in all liberals face 
 Sarah Scott My heart hurts for that little baby :( 
 Carol Cancelli Yes the child should be protected 
 Beverly Tyler Robertson In God we trust in your mercy! 
 Michelle Robbins Wilcox Paula Camu it's not a stunt. It's the truth 
 Alma Joyce Gouge God have mercy 
 Brad Giordani Amen protect the babies from evil 
 Nancy A Hewitt God Bless You Father Pavone!!!! 
 Shirley Varnadoe Kersey God have mercy!!! 
 Carol Gioiosa Martino God Bless you Father Pavone. 
 Caroline Abosede Ige God bless you father 
 Louis Bowles So true 
 Joan Prunicki People who kill babies are horrible 
 Gale Lester Protect our future 
 Dorota Kowal Lord forgive our sins have mercy on us 
 Juan Mendieta Father, God Bless you! 
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 Sandy Domingue Sweet baby boy ??", 
 Mark G. Weber Thank you Father. 
 Deborah Bankston The BLOOD CRIES OUT FOR JUSTICE!!!! 
 Audrey Monaghan Open the eyes of everyone dear God. 
 Beatrice Potkay AMEN ?? 
 Gloria Hagerty Thank you father 
 Joanne Cromer Thank you and God bless you, Father! 
 Lizyjesus Ugalde Prolife 
 Kathleen Rimmele The Truth is painful...Thank You Fr.Pavone..      . 
 Linda Gorrell Fraser God bless you Father 
 Millie Kennedy Beaumont Amen this baby is in heaven 
 Gonzalo Alvarado Amen! I vote for life. 
 Bryan Lawrence Killary thinks this is ok. 
 Carmen Thompson Amen!!! 
 Brocklyn Brya Amen 
 Nonnie Maciel Thank you father frank! 
 Russ DeLuca Amen...! 
 Yare Kpy Of course the church has all the right to talk the truth to us believers and  
 followers, and to influence politics and the future of our nation. Actually, we, each 
  believer is the church. Where in the bible does it state that we believers and our  
 leaders s 
 Sharon Saxon Hartung Thank you, Father, for your brave ministry.Yes, it is disturbing to see the body of  
 this poor child, but it is more disturbing to know that this is just one of millions of  
 children whose mothers chose to kill them before birth. In my opinion, it is though 
 Joey LeMark I'm a Catholic, was a Hard As Nails Missionary and go to Franciscan University  
 and support Trump. I'm a huge pro lifer and have been my whole life. I think that  
 while what I'm seeing is pretty disturbing, what we should all be doing is getting  
 upset at th 
 Carolyn Crawford Killary 
 Darlene Castillo Thank you father???????? 
 Carolyn Crawford God sees 
 Danielle Duhe' Tompkins Prolife!! 
 Chris Eoriatti Christy God bless you Fr. Pavone and all your work. 
 Ellie Burnett Amen 
 Ingrid LaLonde God forgive us! 
 Shinu Mathew God bless 
 Jeff Hoffer Legalized murder in America. 
 Violeta Perez Amen from philipines 
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 Deborah Bankston FATHER forgive this nation!!!!???????????? 
 Laura Teer God Bless. 
 Jeannette Bailey \"I KNEW YOU BEFORE YOU WERE \" 
 Lakin Bayless Thank you Father Frank. 
 Barbara Witkowski Choose life. 
 Maria Valdovinos Amén! 
 Rosie McClurg The devil is the author of confusion 
 Ramon Ramirez Amen Amen Amen 
 Edward Beck Choose life!Amen 
 Favijaden Zaragoza God bless the baby 
 Amy Martin I support Father Frank!!!???????????? 
 Connie Salinas AMÉN! 
 Mary Davis-Childress Amen! 
 Lorraine Johnson Ty for sharing this Frank 
 Donna Dryburgh God said in Exodus 20:13, You shall not murder. 
 Zhong Guo Thanks for your dedication to life! 
 Terri Trebucq Vinturella Mathews I could never vote for anyone that kills babies. 
 Charlene Satzler-Zimmerman I choose life Amen. 
 Ryan Critchfield Powerful. 
 Rosa Maria Salamone Amen???????? 
 Ahlam Shayota-Kassab Lord hear our prayers #prolife???????????? 
 James McCormack God Bless that child. 
 Ednalin Rojas Cruz Very enlightening message! Thank you Father?? 
 Vicky Zemkoski Voted Pro Life!! 
 Mayra Karina Robles Patiño Vote Pro-Life!!!!! 
 Bernice Lopez Pro life 
 Ursula Basila God have mercy 
 Clara Joan Wong God bless you Father 
 Jangin V. Presbetero Amen 
 Stephen Putti I an Indian and I wholeheartedly welcome his message 
 Rafael Sanchez God bless you father Pavone! Let's vote pro life. 
 Francisco Avelar Ame'n 
 Linda Damato Amen! 
 Jane Beville Bless you Fr Pavone! 
 Josh Bruns Well said Father 
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 Erika Abes Pro life all the way!!! 
 Kim Smith Please save the children it could have been you 
 Kh??ng Duyên Amen 
 Zina Rafo Lord have mercy on this nation and the whole world ?????? 
 Gigi Burg God Bless all this unborn babies 
 Hiedi Ammons Watts Thank you 
 Peggy Ann Wells Amen! 
 Julie Dost FATHER PAVONE! 
 Monica Scriven This is so powerful 
 Fanny Krawiec May god have mercy on us for our sin 
 Craig B. Smith #ProLife here!!!! 
 Ken Palmer Amen. 
 Cherry Orongan Cervantes Amen ???? 
 Emween Falsis AMEN AMEN. .. 
 Stephen Putti Thank you mother Mary for this priest 
 Rosie McClurg You do not have a choice to take the babies life. Murder 
 Holly Gleason All the people posting how \"horrible\"...\"bury the baby\".... You are the SAME  
 people blindly walking through life PRETENDING reality and TRUTH are happening 
  all around you!!! You BURY your face your phone. Wear your headphones. Watch  
 reality tv.... SAD 
 Therese Lyons Bless him 
 Maureen Maguire Adams Vote pro-life! 
 Len Cipolla Amen! 
 Minerva Garcia Amen. 
 Gigi Burg Don't kill babies 
 Kristine Lee Heartbreaking ?? Vote the Bible tomorrow Christians! 
 Be Na Amen 
 Carol Woodward Amen and amen! 
 Marina Komanovic Murders ! 
 Christina Matavesi vote for life 
 Dianna Streiff Olchefski Amen... 
 Ana Arzate Amen!! 
 Mary Magret God bless you 
 Chris Kerly God bless that little soul.???????????????????????? 
 Arlene Keselburg May God Bless you for all ur work 
 Nathan Snyder I am Pro Life 
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 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter----reopost 100 of these 
 Alicia Solorzano This baby change harts 
 Chidozie Onons Clinton is devil 
 Ligia Betancourt Rios Bravo!???? 
 Beatriz Vargas Lowe God bless you father 
 Lucrecia Alviola Camarillo Amen.. 
 Alejandro Barba Amen Amen 
 Eleanor Bussa Praise God that you have spoken out about sin. Thank you! 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty Baby lives matter!!! 
 ?? Father forgive them . Pray for life 
 Sandra Hain It is MURDER 
 Tod Allen Vodicka Powerful!!! Amen!!!! 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty b a b i e s' l i v e s m a t t e r 
 Antony Elamthottam Amen! 
 Michael Wiwchar Amen!!! 
 Jrd Pudadera Amen. 
 Edward Maier So many comments protesting the display of the dead child yet missing the point  
 of the message. Hillary Clinton has no respect for life, not this child's, not yours,  
 not mine. She has blind political ambition and she has already sold her soul to the  
 devil 
 Rebecca Schlueter Such brutality...this little one is with Jesus 
 Monica King Amen 
 Hien Vu Amen 
 Maria Chavez Amen 
 H??ng Lan Amen 
 Yordan Dony Sengat Amen 
 Soraya Azzam Easy, aborted babies are thrown tin the garbage that is how he probably got this  
 child.Now at least he/she will get a proper burial. 
 BonnieLou Fornes-galusha Rodriguez God bless this baby....   God bless our innocent babies 

 Timothy M Bolli We have to vote in favor of life", 
 Susan Allen Baron Amen 
 Susan Allen Baron Amen 
 Susan Allen Baron Amen 
 Kari Smith Hillary likes sacrificing these babies to her satanic baal 
 Susan Allen Baron Amen 
 Rosie McClurg God forgive us help us turn to you. 
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 Barbara King YES, THIS IS GOD'S ANGLE. HE IS WITH HIS TRUE FATHER. 
 Donavon Olivier I vote for jesus 
 Monty Donna Collins Amen. 
 Dulce Pires God bless you and your family 
 Maria Saldana Amen! 
 Maria Doan Amen?? 
 Alice Gph Its so sad that a lot of Catholics would be voting for a person who allows the  
 killing of the innocents in the womb...some of them are so vigilant to criticize  
 what looks ugly or if one doesnt observe etiquette,or everything that doesnt  
 Alexandra Hernandez Open your eyes and vote right!!! 
 Heba Shamon May God bless you father 
 Sanya Rocky Rudd Wake up people. You are blind 
 Rosie McClurg Preach it Father 
 Rosie McClurg God forgive and save us 
 Rosie McClurg Murder 
 Okwuchukwu Joseph God have mercy on us. 
 Alicia Solorzano Good father 
 Joseph Pham Amen ! 
 Evelyn Pupello Thank you sir 
 Thelma Carillo Choose life voters 
 Trung nguy?n A mem 
 Sandra Robertson Amen ???? 
 Dorothy Babcock Castaldo Amen 
 Kari Smith Hillary is pure evil! 
 Suzannah Albritton Amen 
 Mark Douglas Riddle This is Awesome, a true man of The Almighty 
 Lisa Redman I have never heard anyone complain about showing pictures of people who died in 
  the holocaust to remember the evils of Nazi Germany.It is painful to see, but this  
 is the reality of the holocaust taking place here in America.God have mercy on our 
  country.H 
 Patricia Allen You are so right 
 Linda Sumner Amen ?? 
 Judi Johnston Benoit Choose life. 
 Gladys Newsom So many are being deceived...no deception here!! 
 Pete Primeau Amen 
 Tommy Nichols All Life Must Be Protected. In JESUS NAME. AMEN ???????????????????????? 
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 Tammy Kalii You people offended I er displaying thus dead baby perhaps you should concern  
 yourself with the ones guilty of murdering the baby!!!!!! 
 Stephen Anthony Calodich OUT OF SIGHT OUT OF MIND is a convenience ....abortion is not convenient  
 ?????????????????????????? 
 Lisa Hill People need to be fully informed 
 Robin Lanter Amen 
 Wendy Patchell Robbins Chose Life. 
 Lauren Lafargue Makar Father Pavone, bless you for your courage.Whoever votes for Hillary has aborted  
 babies' blood on their hands.A nation can be judged by how they treat their  
 babies.People, when you get pregnant, there is a baby inside of you! It's not a  
 chicken or a hamste 
 Candy Brown Kizer May God forgive us. 
 Christine Paloma Aloha Orcino Amen 
 Fidel Balucanag Amen 
 Donna Osuch Thanks Father, SO CAL HERE 
 Liz Murr Amen 
 Patrina J. Palmer Hillary is pure evil 
 Lenora Scott Tripp Amen 
 Rhonda Jeanne Netzley-Lane Amen 
 Donna Osuch GOD bless you father 
 Randi Goldstein Mahedy Amen 
 Kelly Holloway Tartarone Amen 
 Jim McGraw Those of who who object to using this dead child to make a point, think about this. 
  Is it better to sweep him onto a trash bags and ignore his murder? It's about time  
 we see the truth. When we began seeing mass burials bulldozed by Nazis at the  
 concentrat 
 Yazmin N Rodrigo Ramirez Amen 
 Doreen Kordorsky God bless u and keep you.AMEN 
 Gabriela Duran Amen 
 Marina Carty Amen 
 Yolanda Hernandez-Herrera Amen 
 Liliana Mantilla Amen!! Father keep preaching the truth 
 Mitzi Tkach Amen 
 Heaven Heaven Amen 
 Debbie M. Cardwell God bless this precious baby <3 
 Jamie Lynn Sauerwein God bless the child whom suffered...... :'( 
 Maranda DeBarge Amen 
 Viola Villanueva Amen 
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 Anthony Geraci Shake em and wake em Fr. ?? 
 Christine Monticello Ash Amen 
 Ennaoj Enrada Amen 
 Mai Duong Amen 
 Kenneith Tillman Amen 
 Eleazar Estrada Logarta Amen 
 Ina Carty Amen 
 Diana McEneny Amen 
 Janet Lewis Amen 
 Allyssa June Jumonong Amen 
 Hilda Escobedo Amen 
 James Knesal Good bye baby I'll see you in heaven amen 
 Diana Dee Murder!! 
 Liza Farrell-toulouse Amen 
 Cathy Schoen Amen 
 PT Hi?n Amen 
 Christopher Padirog Gamulo Amen 
 Melissa Renteria-Zamora What happens here is some people are not ready to forgive themselves for all the  
 sinning they are doing, that they are not ready to ask for forgiveness and they feel 
  quilty and offended, so they try to pass that on to Father Frank. Stop living with  
 blinde 
 Angeline Joycè Abortion has to stop in all countries. ?? 
 Laura Horn That poor child... breaks my heart.... 
 Antonina Rappazzo Fairfield Amen 
 Kenny Cao Amen 
 Patricia Stump Amen 
 Louis Bowles Amen 
 Johnette Graves Pitre Amen 
 Chu Dinh Boon Amen 
 Sarah Verre God bless you Father Frank! While this video is heartbreaking to watch, it is  
 necessary. I have always felt that NO Catholic can in good conscience vote for  
 Hillary Clinton (or any other progressive Dems, i.e. Tim Kaine, Nancy Pelosi, etc).  
 It is the heig 
 Joan Moore AMEN???????????? 
 Liz Andarin Amen 
 Juan N Rosa Martinez Amen 
 Josie Agliano amen 
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 William Van Nguyen AMEN 
 Denise R Legg Amen 
 Diza T. Lapina Amen 
 Eduardo Gonzalez Amen 
 Kathleen Rip Son John Amen 
 Barbara Saha Amen 
 Christina Marie Ortiz amen 
 Angelo Spagnolo God Bless you Father pavone for having the courage to do this. Sadly, like the rest  
 of America, the Catholic Church has become too 'politically correct' not wishing to 
  offend Catholics who are pro-choice. I call that weakness in the name of the  
 collection 
 Indy Naman Ako I stand with you Father Pavone 
 Joan Battin Smith Don't vote for Killary, she is a sinful person! 
 Jubymar Mabuto Amen 
 Solidad Lanz Amen 
 Roma Budha Thoki Amen 
 Michelle McMullen Wilson Amen 
 Elena Espitia Amen 
 Stephen M Garbacik Guts 
 Despina Vasta GOD REST THESE BABIES 
 Editha Gutierrez Amen 
 Romelyn Estefanio Pagal Amen 
 Nguy?n Hoàng L?c Amen 
 Isthakiyose Joseph Amen 
 Silvia Velis Amen 
 Carol Young Amen 
 Nerisa Naval Largueza Amen 
 Russel Villabroza Amen 
 Norswe Entice Amen 
 D??ng Kh??ng amen 
 Paul Yurish Wow 
 Katie Roth Amen 
 Christine Evans Amen 
 Clara Joan Wong Amen 
 Rekha Rathod Amen 
 Benny Gutierrez Amen 
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 Kelly Nanninga \"A VOICE WAS HEARD IN RAMAH, WEEPING AND GREAT MOURNING, RACHEL  
 WEEPING FOR HER CHILDREN; AND SHE REFUSED TO BE COMFORTED, BECAUSE  
 THEY WERE NO MORE.\" 
 Brandi Hillman Morales Father Frank Pavone it kills me to see that baby, yet I know people need to see  
 him/her in order to realize what is going on because most minds need to see to  
 believe. Thank you for being brave and calling out those people who say what you  
 did was disturb 
 Edward Beck Amen 
 Edna Llante Amen 
 Eva Hartman amen 
 Cassandra Ross Amen 
 Bobby Dapice Amen 
 Tuyen Nguyen Amen 
 Charlene Satzler-Zimmerman Amen 
 Helen Nguyen Amen 
 Luzmin Pedron Amen 
 Gordon Patricia Pennington Amen 
 Judy Dobbs Plascencia Amen 
 Jill Enos God bless you Father, thank you. 
 Katrina Rappley Stevens Amen 
 Tien Mai Nguyen Amen 
 Tadeo Froilan Leyson amen 
 Solly Casumbal Amen 
 Zack Ladia Amen 
 Thweelin Vantich Amen 
 Kim Le Amen 
 Lg Rst Tejano Amen 
 Abo Adad Alashury Amen 
 N? C??i Duyên Amen 
 Annette Serafin Dawes Amen 
 Sonia Bykoski Amen 
 Mtn Dew Amen 
 Mtn Dew Amen 
 Marina Komanovic Amem 
 Agustin Cano Rosendo Amen 
 Reim Kyla Oropesa AMEN 
 Fely Delapena Amen 
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 Kathy Baird Thanks for bringing awareness to this problem. 
 Raquel P-Olaguez OMG I can't understandthis world.?? 
 Deverian Mantua Amen 
 Mary Magret Amen amen amen 
 Mary Magret Amen 
 Mary Joy De Vera Amen 
 GP Ferrariz Tanlawan Amen 
 Calix Aerover Villasis Amen 
 Nancy Null WAY TO GO FATHER!!!! WAKE UP AMERICA!!! GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR  
 MESSAGE!!!! 
 Terence Asitibasi Amen 
 Patty Havens amen 
 Dennis Viteri Amén 
 Betty Romero Amen 
 Betty Negreiros Amen 
 Eladia Nieves Amen 
 Ma Mang Amen 
 Rey Lacre Sr. Amen 
 Juan Carlos Galindo Amen 
 Phuong Huong Amen 
 Timothy M Bolli Amen 
 Timothy M Bolli Amen 
 Gloria Reyes Amen 
 Mary Lucille Fiel Amen 
 Juren Gaudiano Amen 
 Maria Cruz Amen 
 Sunita Raja Amen 
 Veronica Garcia Huerta Amen 
 Vanessa Munoz Thank you Father for your courage to share the truth. 
 Andai Mary Amen 
 Yoli Oscar Zuazo Amen 
 Kathy Magiera Tarrant AMEN 
 Shalom Ryana Amen 
 Tony Tran Amen 
 Pedro Fuentes Lopez AMEN AMEN AMEN 
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 Michelle MarieZeman Amen 
 Maria Santiago Amen 
 Noel Magpantay amen 
 San San Amen 
 Lile Radnic Amen 
 Van Tran Amen 
 Nguy?n Xuân Ng?c Amen 
 Murphy Jane someone has to stand up for these innocent babies 
 Denise Jackson Amen 
 Jude Benoit Let us Pray the rosary and the election novena 
 Adeliana Garcia Amen 
 Narsita Timothy Amen 
 Louis U John Amen 
 Alicia Solorzano Amen 
 Evg Rubina Khan Amen 
 Rajesh Mallick Amen 
 Elsa R. Mendez Amen 
 Joana Paola Cabarrubias Gojar Amen 
 Jorge Luis Casas Amen 
 Sonya Lavallee Amen 
 TC Peter Leong Amen Amen Amen 
 Anh Kim Le Amen 
 Lopes Anthony Amen 
 Zy GH Amen 
 Sanjeev Parmar Amen 
 Joseph de Vera amen 
 Happy Day Lim Amen 
 Samuel Thomas Amen 
 Lua Do Amen 
 Ngoc Anh Tran Amen 
 Nguyen Minh Nhat Amen 
 Ly Hoang Amen 
 Doanh Nhóc amen 
 Patricia Allen Amen 
 Lenora Scott Tripp Dear Lord...we beg for mercy for this horrible sin!! 
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 Shelley Wilkinson As horrifying as this is, the crime is worse! We are too used to not seeing the  
 results of our \"freedom\" to kill for convenience. You cry against this display in  
 respect to the child, but do you speak up before the slaughter? No! I applaud this  
 priest f 
 Anthony Moraes Thank you father for sharing your views, 
 Alexandre Junior Boyer Amen 
 Stephen Perkowski Abortion is demonic and so is Hillary. 
 Phyllis Davis God forgive us, we know not what we do! 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Lock baby Hillary up 
 Colana Cascio Hutchinson Amen 
 Jill Serra AMEN 
 Debbie Fitzpatrick Finally...truth... 
 Ed Sauley Fr. Frank, God bless you and yours. 
 Mary Lou DeSaro McWilliams Save the babies. 
 George M Van Zandt Speak Up. Stand Up. For these babies. 
 MrFrankie Love Mshilda Bless little angle 
 Dvd Coloma Peñafiel thank you father frank 
 Katie Raich Kemner Amen. 
 Peter Kahsay I vot for life 
 Kathy Ciara VOTE PRO LIFE!!!!!!! 
 Eustace Dsouza Amen & Amen 
 Phan Rot Amen ?? 
 Donna Osuch Amen 
 Donna Osuch Amen 
 Amy Provencher Amen 
 Jamie Shively This should be exploited. You all seem to think abortion is no big deal, that it's  
 \"not even a baby yet\" but here it is. It's a developed child that someone just  
 threw away like trash. Church SHOULD influence your political views because this  
 is so agai 
 Adam Jeremiah Jesus's sacrifice was a bloody example of what our sins do to the innocent. Truth  
 can never be a sin. The only reason people are outraged at this is because there is 
  a worm eating at their consciences. No one can handle this picture because  
 abortion is th 
 Gladys Newsom Dear God help all Christians stand for your truth 
 Therese Cheatham Poor little baby. Abortion is horrible. So evil 
 Liz Mortell Dubenetzky Today is the day that each of us will make the decision to either take a stand for  
 the lives of the unborn or to be part of their death. If you vote for the democratic  
 candidate you have then become part of the tidal wave of death for the unborn.  
 When you 
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 Debbie Dettore Your heroic leap of faith is the leap most catholics lack due to lack of \"HOLY  
 BOLDNESS\" through the Holy Spirit..Mother Angelica and St. John Paul 2 would be 
  so proud of you Father.You stood in place of Christ showing what \"murder in the  
 womb\" actual 
 Betsy Gorman Paula in what way do you consider this precious little murdered innocence a stunt, 
  if Fr. Pavone having the courage to show us exactly what is being down to these  
 baby's is insighting you so much, don't you think it is about time we put a  
 complete stop to 
 Vicki Dupre Deborah killing babies is disgusting filth 
 Michele Shepherd I became a born again christian after a saw a nun on tv talk about the santify of  
 life. I WAS IN CLLEGE AT THE TIME AND I FELT TOTALLY MOVED BY GOD THEN. I  
 HAD BEEN SLEEPING AND SUDDENDLY WOKE UP ,TURNED ON TV AND HEARD  
 HER PLEA FOR LIFE. IT WAS LIFE CHAN 
 Eve Drew And people think abortion doesn't happen. So sad?? 
 Cynthia Gumm Tillett Sad sad I can't imagine abortion! ???? 
 Brenda Bagwell It is a sad thing to see. It may stay forever in my mind. It is easier to not get  
 worked up about the wrongs in this world if we close our eyes and do not see  
 them. When confronted with the devil we run to God. Do yo want to pretend this  
 isn't happening a 
 Teodora Soria Amén???????????????????????????? 
 Kristin M. DiBrino May this precious baby rest in peace 
 Jonathan Andre Walker Abortion is murder and it's wrong. 
 Emilia Valencia So people can see the reality!! Total horrible!! 
 Christina Granitz Democrats are baby killer's 
 Erica Tyner Well, I see his point. Y'all are angry at the wrong person. Be angry at the mother  
 for choosing to kill this baby. Be angry at the doctor who has killed many babies.  
 Be angry the government that allows this. And lastly, be angry at yourselves..for  
 allowin 
 Kathleen Samnadda Truth hurts and this is the truth of abortion. 
 Carolyn Thornton I wonder if when you finally go to heaven.....   That you will be priveledged to see  
 all those babies Your telling the world that they ARE human beings.      I wonder  
 what our Beautiful GOD's words will be to you for your work here on earth  
 PREVENTING fut 
 Sonya Shryock Thank you for this important educational video. 
 Johnny Spikes Please I'm asking with all my heart don't pick Hillary Clinton 
 Margaret Annfrog Gorman Abortion is murder and murder is ugly 
 Della Amanda Romero-Grubb Abortion is not ok 
 Joe Lenhart Pray for these children. 
 June Meymand Never use abortion as birth control. It's not the right thing 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Hillary is racist 
 Francia Mata Poor baby! 
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 Libby Hale Darnell I despise abortion. 
 Ashley Westbrook Abortion has to stop! 
 Andrea Duran Abortion is a horrible crime!!! 
 Beatriz Castelblanco Fernandez abortion is not political issue. It is moral and it is killing a person. 
 Michael Rgnonti THIS IS WHY KILLARY CAN'T BE PRESIDENT. .WELL THERE ARE LOTS OF REASONS.  
 .BUT THIS ONE IS ONE OF THE BEST REASONS. 
 Selva Manogary Andrew May the soul of all lost babies rest in peace. 
 Patricia Glispie Abortion is wrong 
 Barbara Marsiglio Abortion is wrong so horribly 
 Amy Pearson This is the sad reality we are living in. How any believer can vote for her is not  
 acceptable? Do we think God would be happy with our actions? Please please  
 please think about this video when you go to the poles. The video may be  
 extreme, but it is eye o 
 Danielle Morey Abortion is not ok at any stage 
 Tina Landry NOW PEOPLE HOW MUCH TRUTH DO U NEED TO SEE   .....ABORTION MUST STOP 
 Geoff Plott Not to mention Killary wants 9 month abortions!! Sick real sick 
 Tracy Faxon-Falgoust Amen ???????????????????????????????????????? 
 Abe Castro Amen 
 Jessica Eggleston-Bishop Amen 
 Jonier Criollo Amen 
 Lourdes Flores Amén 
 Elpirata Cabezadeperro Amen 
 Anthony Bui Amen 
 Lydia Otie Amen 
 Norma L. Cueto Amen 
 Julie Schrager Amen 
 Justin Woodcock Amen 
 Amjad Masih Amen 
 Edith Fiddler Amen 
 Saxon Brian Amen 
 Isabel Gonzalez Ramos Amen 
 Marian Torres Amén 
 Hilda Attard Amen 
 Marsel Jose Kaparang AMEN 
 Loan Mai Amen 
 Susan Bacon All abortions are wrong 
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 Annelies Van Der Meer Thank you Father Frank :-) 
 Tina Couick McRorie Maybe people need to wake up to the horror of abortion. People are too  
 desensitized and need to be shocked back to reality. Bless this precious child  
 whose life was taken bythose who have forgotten how precious life is... This child  
 didn't have a choice,  
 Betty Hobbs DearFather Pavone, I totally commend you and thank you for your support on the  
 unborn children who have no voice and who have lost their lives to abortion. God  
 bless you! 
 Marylene Guevara This is the truth of abortion and so it has to stop 
 Linda Milroy The only thing that is horrible Deborah is the choice to kill the unborn.Take a good 
  look. It's a baby a child a human being. We need to fight to stop abortion. Take  
 the responsibility for your body before pregnancy. 
 Patrick Steele Father Pavone, I am an evangelical pastor, and I appreciate your heroic efforts to  
 expose the unspeakable EVIL of abortion, which cannot remain unspeakable! This  
 must be seen in order for people to face it...unfortunately they must LITERALLY  
 face it, and  
 Pauline Torri You vote Hillary and that babies blood will be on your hands because she will still  
 allow her to make killing babies so easy and so simple and just hey why don't we  
 just put on a condom isn't that easier than killing somebody and innocent baby 
 Dee Ramsey Lord God please show people the way. 
 Margaret Phelan I join my prayers with the true catholics and Christians and all other religions and  
 people of America,who truly believe that Abortionis murder and must stop.  
 Godhelp us all and hear our prayer. 
 Diane Nancy Heiland The most horrendous child abuse is ABORTION! 
 Pam Knight Satan has come to kill, steal, and destroy We have to vote the Bible. If we vote for 
  Hillary then YOU are guilty of murder 
 Micheal Gregorcyk My friends its a true fact Hillary is for baby killing 
 Yalila Foster Amen 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch How clear can it be??? 
 Miriana Alesia Chose life.Chose blessings! 
 Robin Lanter Poor baby. 
 Carol Mackie Mother Theresa, now a saint, said that abortion would not be understood until it is 
  seen. The devil likes to keep evil hidden in darkness.Many, many people who see  
 what abortion is and are educated about it, realize what a great evil it is and  
 choose life 
 Debbie Coffman-Fouts As difficult as it is to see...people that approve a woman's right to abortion have  
 no idea what they are supporting, that those babies are real.If they can actually  
 see what happens it will change many minds.Clearly that baby is not a clump of  
 cells as t 
 Lynette Marie Stone Beyond sad. We must protect these babies. 
 Jackeline Burfeind-Orellana Father Pavone, recently a heard a politician to say thar a unborn child has no any  
 citizen right , so the free election to have a abortion is a good decision , and i can  
 believe that a well called humans has given to another humar the right to go to a  
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 Angela Herford Amen!! We need to vote for a person that truly understand that babies are a gift  
 and a plan from God!Never to be murdered by abortion. 
 Joy McFarland I am not Catholic but I think any life is worth protecting.A baby is a blessing from  
 God and should not be taken lightly.How we treat our most vulnerable is a sign of  
 the condition of our souls.There is always another option than abortion. 
 Deborah Bankston No woman has the right to destroy a life!!!! ?????? 
 Jo Anna “By abortion, the mother does not learn to love, but kills even her own child to  
 solve her problems. [Abortion is] really a war against the child, and I hate the  
 killing of the innocent child, murder by the mother herself. And if we accept that  
 the mother 
 Ruth Kinsella How horrible!?? 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee 80 million babies have died since 1973.3x the amount black babies, 2x the amount 
  are Hispanic.Look up eugenics, Margaret Sanger created planned parenthood to  
 purify America 
 Ruth Kinsella RIP little one?? 
 Mark Mayor It is time to stand. If you call yourself Catholic and support the Democratic  
 platform with your vote especially with the knowledge of their pro abortion  
 policies then you have committed mortal sin. If the truth hurts then stop calling  
 yourself Catholic.  
 Miguel Valentin Ginsburg is the devil incarnate. 
 Mayte Weitzman Lord have mercy on us and this innocent baby. 
 Kathy Grover Dear Father Pavone,   It took great courage to bring this message to the public. So  
 many ofus turn our heads as not to see. Are we the people not responsible for the  
 laws of the land? We say we believe in God and justice, how is this just.   As hard  
 as it 
 Inge Forster Thank you for your courage. I have learned that many good people put their head  
 in the sand like an ostrich because they can't handle the truth and don't want to  
 know. Look at the films David showed us and how many stand up to fight for these 
  baby's whos  
 Jason Tippett I am thankful and praise God that you are presenting this video on abortion.This is 
  exactly what needs to be said. More of this needs to be shown and preached all  
 over. 
 Tim Black Many are offended by this display, so if this display offends you the message is  
 clear, abortion should offend you andMUST BE STOPPED. 
 Elaine Levert Father is making a point cause you idiots will vote for a woman that wants this to  
 be done. Stop badgering father.That was a Human being and that is what  
 ABORTION is ! Murder ! 
 Catherine Quinn Can't have it both ways. First folks ask clergy to speak out and up. They do and  
 get lambasted. This is the horrifying and brutal reality of what abortion is -- no  
 whitewashing or sugar coating. Maybe this is exactly what it will take for those  
 voting for 
 Sasha Ruiz May his/hers soul Rest In Peace 
 Carole Devine Please pray for us dear Lord ! 
 Jo Jones THIS BABY SHOULD HAVE LIVED NOT ABORTION FOR THIS BABY!!!!! 
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 Glenda Barnett If showing baby will \"show\" the truth, then show the baby.He was not given a  
 chance to enjoy the freedom of \"Life\" which is supposed to be the first of our  
 freedoms.Cry if you must but don't look away.Face the nasty truth of some of our  
 elected politi 
 Sandy Grych Father Frank Pavone, I am not Catholic but happened across your video. THANK  
 YOU! Thank you for being so brave and doing what Christ would have you do.  
 Thank you for defying the status quo and sticking your neck out! So many people  
 (Catholics included)hav 
 Frank Mase This is the reality that we are turning a blind eye on.True desecration is the killing  
 of the pre born. People who criticize this are trying to be stupidly PC. Let us open  
 our eyes to the savagery that abortion does. 
 Christopher Preston I think this church leader has every right to use his platform as a church leader to  
 highlight the horror of abortion. We can't start the practice of silencing the church 
  and rendering it silent on moral issues. Shock value can be compelling. I just belie 
 Jerra Sparks Haines So many people are bothered by seeing the reality of the brutality of the violent  
 crime of abortion. What an appropriate place for an innocent babe.Bless you  
 Father Pavone 
 Patricia Guzhñay QUE PENA MIENTRAS ALGUNOS QUEREMOS TENER A NUESTROS HIJOS Y  
 LLORAMOS POR ESO. OTROS SIN CORAZON PIENSAN ASESINAR A SUS PROPIOS  
 HIJOS, REALMENTE DE ESAS PERSONAS NO HAY NADA BUENO QUE ESPERAR SI  
 ASESINAN A SUS HIJOS A QUIEN MAS ASESINARAN. Y NO ES SOLO UN  
 Grace Karwowski God bless Fr Pavone   You bring the truth and people can't handle the truth so they 
  come up with an excuse and put blame away from themselves.Press on Fr Pavone 
  and your team 
 Inma C Enríquez Lord have mercy 
 Amanda LeBoeuf Where would these people that are upset with Father rather see this baby?In a  
 garbage can?Because that is the reality. My vote will never be for one who  
 condones abortion, because then her sin is mine. Father is trying to save our souls 
  and I thank him fo 
 Sharon Butler Carlin Father Frank, thank you for fighting for these innocent babies.It's amazing how  
 many so called Christians will vote for this baby killer.May God bless you with  
 your work. 
 Taylor Teska You know what's crazy? People being more upset about the political correctness  
 than of the actual crime. This is insanity. I'm so sorry that you guys have been  
 brainwashed by our sinful culture and that you haven't had anyone in your life  
 who has steered  
 Ken Piscopo Hey Paula Camo...Killing this Baby is unacceptable! ?? 
 Teresa Clayton Adams I am just going to call it just like it is this baby was killed, murdered in fact  
 abortion sounds better, and if you do not see it then God help you!I stand with  
 God, and my vote reflected that too! God bless you Father Frank for being brave  
 Burntthigh GB JESUS, forgive us, for we are wretched people, I am weak, I am nothing without  
 you JESUS.I beg thee, to never leave our side JESUS ! 
 Kathy DeRocha Guillot Thank you father for your unfailing support of the unborn.Praying that people will  
 pay attention to your words & vote for LIFE. 
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 Rosie Castel De Oro I dont believe he is preaching from the pulpit during mass. He is not wearing  
 vestments.He is speaking as in a class. So get over yourselves defending the  
 slaughter of the holy innocents!Hell is eternal my friends! 
 Marianne Teresa This is real....just stop complaining people need to see the TRUTHto comprehend  
 the seriousness of abortion because just speaking it to some means  
 nothing....God Bless this BABY and all the aborted babies in heaven.Amen....Thank 
 Sheila Kay Marshall So sad I can barely watch but this is reality 
 Angel Fleming 1) it is shocking to see the dead body of a baby. That's THE POINT. Funny how we  
 don't trash Catholic posts of Saints at rest,though.    2) MLK Jr believed (and won  
 the Civil Rights movement by) showing people the violence and victims of hate  
 crimes. Amer 
 Maria Anglin God will hold this people accountable for what they did.We need to pray and  
 choose a president who is anti abortion and protect life. 
 Elizabeth Hagler Lluch That's another liberal lie!!! 
 Joann Sabatini Choose carefully ...this is heartbreaking ! ???? 
 Colin Smith Never Hillary!!!!!!!! 
 Julie Dost This is great and is a reality.You either believe the contents of the Bible and live  
 your life according to the teachings or you don't.These killings must stop.Thank  
 you Father Espinoza. 
 Shirley Marshall I am happy he has done this , it appears it has opened some eyes that would not  
 believe that abortion really happens.. Thanks to the priest.. All those for  
 abortion.MAYthis post haunt you,. Go Trump and lets stop this killing 
 Liz Morrow-Dupuis It's murder. Heart breaking. 
 Matilde Scerri LIFE IS PRECIOUS GOD CREATED It's going to be so great to see my loved ones  
 again when I get to heaven!! Press Like if you agree! =) 
 Linda Carroll I will NEVER understand how a mother can murder her unborn child!!!ALL who are  
 complicit in, or support this atrocity will be held accountable before God!! 
 Rebecca Davis We are being marked by this decision. \"If you can't protect people's lives, how  
 can you protect their money...\" Well said! 
 Ricardo Osorio This last resort Fr Pavone is using, as disturbing as it is, is reality. He is using this  
 radical measure because he does not have a better one right now to make  
 America wake up. How blind and far from God we have become that we are not  
 even outraged   Ab 
 Annamaria Dickens Kathy Harres how else can us Christians show the people how wrong and evil  
 abortion is. Then it os ok for women who abort their babies, they don't see the  
 remains of their unborn babies , that are in pieces and then thrown in a trash  
 bags. women have to s 
 Joyce Bastin God Bless you for showing this poor baby,if it opens the eyes of one person  
 thinking about abortion you will have saved a child.Please give the baby up for  
 adoption& give the child to a family who will care for it.God will bless you for it. 
 Ruth Powers I'm sorry , but I applaud you Father. Giving this baby a proper blessing and burial.  
 People need to be awakened to the atrocities of our world. It is here in our cities  
 and not in some other far off land. I know with first hand experience that this  
 happen 
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 Sue Wasko Spafford Thank you Father Frank Pavone for having the courage and love to show the  
 horrors of abortion.You're in our prayers every day; we love and appreciate you  
 and hope more Catholic priests and bishops will step up to the plate like you and  
 defend these poor b 
 Eliza Beth so everyone is up in arms for showing a dead fetus, writing (respect it and give it  
 a funeral) BUT not seeing the flaw in the logic? They didn't care or think it  
 deserved respect when it was alive. it is only a thing not a person until it  
 Janet Lewis Don't get upset go vote 
 Krissy Dixon Many can't handle the ghastly reality of this child's heartbreakingly lonely and  
 cold and callous murder being exposed before their eyes. He lies here in death as  
 he existed in life - unloved by his own mother, cast out from any family.    So many 
  will su 
 Susan Bostwick Williams Lord please forgive us 
 Tj Marion If you think this is exploiting a baby, then you must be OK with killing children.A  
 woman does have a right to choose to be a mother, but before you get  
 pregnant.You don't have a right to take a life to ensure yours is made \"better\". 
 Barbara Rote America won't reject abortion until it SEES abortion.Slavery is our example of  
 this.Why do you think linguistics get changed, to hide the truth?Choose life. 
 Michelle Rader Kumrow Thank you Father Frank for showing the truth to everyone.Most people can't admit 
  the horrible the truth until they see it, then they cannot deny the truth. 
 Mary Lou Lovell We are to expose and resist evil, not stand idly by and cooperate with it.If we do,  
 we are entering into their sin, which God will not overlook.This is the shedding of  
 innocent blood which God abhors. 
 Jeannie McCullough Stiles This baby \"bears witness\" to the greatest act of Hatred, abortion.   Mostpeople  
 dont want to acknowledge, let a lone, look at what an aborted baby looks like.     
 Father Pavone hasn't lost it; he got the exact reaction he was looking for DISGUSt! 
 Denise Robson Fr P so heart breaking! 
 Penny Blackburn Peters-Clark I admire your truth and courage. This needs to STOP 
 Sheryl Rogers Ramirez He wouldn't have to do this if there weren't so many Godless people in the world  
 thinking it's a necessary evil to slaughter innocent life.The Godly have talked and  
 talked and what good has it done?Fathers and Pastors have been driven to  
 extreme measures  
 Carolyn D. Henderson Oh my God help our country! 
 Mary Gale Heinen God help us! 
 Patty Woodall Larsen People care more about animal abuse then children. Anybody who sees this and  
 listens to whole service should feel some sense of sadness. We could be aborting  
 the next president or the cure for cancer. America is becoming desensitized to this 
  atrocity. The 
 Hannah Cromett It is all of our duty to give a voice to the innocent babies!!! It is morally right to  
 stop abortion regardless of your political or religion views.I have always told my  
 own children, and those who I have counseled that if you were conceived/born,  
 God mea 
 Walter Covens Our Lady of Guadalupe, pray for us. 
 Susan Mcgrath Destruction of an innocent. So sad?? 
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 Leslie Townsend Wake up, America!    The culture of death is in control and it's time to speak up  
 and take our Country back.Thank you Father for your boldness and courage to  
 challenge the Church.We are the Salt. 
 Diane Vivis he is trying to wake people up, reality check as to what goes on...this is  
 ahuman,God creation... but have a proper burial....the so called mother to kill her  
 baby is sicko.. 
 Gilbert Nadeau \"I they have persecuted me...They will persecute you because of me.\"May God  
 grant eternal rest and divine mercy to this child. 
 Lorraine Baxter Good Father - thank you for making clear the open and brutal nature of the  
 Progressive sacrament of abortion.Molochians and Semi-Molochians hate those  
 pictures - they have countless reasons why - and of course, the ubiquitous  
 comments about how heartless  
 Quiteria Burdier-Batista Merciful God help us stop this culture of death ?? 
 Margaret Lee Thank you for speaking the truth!!!!! 
 Rochelle Giuseffi This little baby martyr is TRUTH exposed!Many just can't accept that the killing of  
 a baby in the \"safety\" of his mother's womb is murder.God gave this baby a  
 mission even in the womb....to showus the evil of abortion.THANK God YOUR  
 mother chose LIFE fo 
 Carol Casserly Mariska no true Christian would believe in the killing of God's children for  
 whatever reason right in the womb.Who is blind?? 
 Yolanda Patrizio Vanhecker Someone finally shows reality 
 Jerry Bair They sold baby parts for research that's sick 
 Fatima Astals Spevak Trudy Ann, you don't know what desecrating is nor do you have any idea what  
 defiling the altar is. This child who is made in the Image and likeness of God is  
 the one who was defiled by her parents the abortionists and the people you have  
 elected to be in  
 Oscar Vela Esta es la Realidad Cuando votas Por El Aborto De UN Inocente muerte.Vota Por la 
  vida De Los Inocentes no basta decir Que Crees En Dios.Hay Que Creerle A Dios  
 Vota Pro Vida Protege A Los Mas Inocentes. 
 Margaret Lee The truth hurts. 
 Eric Eldred I wish all pro abortion liberal cafeteria so called Catholics would just leave. If you  
 do not want to follow all the teachings of the Catholic Church then just take a  
 hike. You can't pick and choose what you want to follow in the  
 church.Excommunications n 
 Carolyn D. Henderson It's not a free choice, it's a baby!!! 
 Mary Moser Definately, let the child live.Hillary is used to doing such things.She has no  
 conscience when it comes to humanity.God bless these pour children. 
 Barbara Wilcenski This is very sad why don't you show the silent screen it shows the baby being  
 sucked out of the mothers womb with its mouth open scream-ing which is more  
 morbid? Then there is parcel- birth-Abortion- where the baby is third trimester and 
  they put a large  
 Sharon Micallef Eaton God Help us! 
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 Clare Weyden Lord God your will be done in This election.May your Holy Spirit reign over the  
 nations and deliver them up to your standards and not worldly standard in Jesus  
 name I pray Amen. 
 Mary Brancadora Briggs Father, God bless you. This must be seen. It is the mortal truth. Those who oppose 
  what you are doing, are in compliance withthe culture of death. 
 Ana Beatriz Gonzalez Some people think that because there are dedicated Catholic that what count!It  
 more than that , I pray the Lord to have Marcy to this country if Hillary wing . 
 Silvia Pulmano D'Elena Thank you Father Frank Pavone. I don't think you're exploiting at all, the truth has  
 to be told because people refuse to face it. There are a lot of so called Christians  
 who are voting for Hillary. When I lived in Denver the Catholic Church was at the  
 for 
 Mike F Shields Fr. FRANK....This is what MORAL Courage Looks Like! Thank YOU. Amazing  
 election as it has So CLEARLY defined US.Sad to see the undercurrent of support  
 forAbortion... and the self righteousness it displays to do so.... This is the  
 equivalent of showing the 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee Compare democratic platform & satanic platform is the same.Wake up  
 people.Lord Jesus King of all nations have mercy on us! 
 Dan O'Flynn Yes, it is sad to see this child!!Think about the millions of others murdered and  
 not as blessed to be protected and respected after the death of this innocent  
 child!!Yes, LIFE is worth fighting for and Clinton has no respect for life (and she is  
 a mother 
 Gina Chiappone Please protect all Babies stop the killing !!!!! 
 Cathy Reine Westcott I truly can't look at our sin, it is devastating - but boy am I going to pray for you at  
 what may be coming at you.............I'l fight with ya!But I can't look at that child's  
 suffering from the sins of this world. 
 Joyce Box Truth hurts doesn't it people . Can't face the hard cold facts . If they hadn't  
 provided a burial for this little one it would have been discarded like a piece of  
 garbage in a land fillsomewhere. God sees 
 Cheryl Norman Comparato God will surely bless you as you are speaking for His child.I'm not a Catholic but  
 am so proud of you for bringing this great darkness to the light. I'll pray for you as  
 I'm sure you will have a spiritual fight on your hands - you will be protected & I ca 
 Mary T Colby A true wake up call as this is a most precious child of God may those people the  
 world over come to the major reality of life at all stages must be protected!!!!!  
 God be with you father in your most important work of standing for life all life in  
 all stag 
 Lon M. Pierce I appreciate you posted this video father because there's a lot of people out there  
 what really is ABORTION and how it is done. How can somebody goes to church  
 and allow such a horrible act and yet call themselves Christians or any one who  
 support abortio 
 Alison-Denny Maloney Thank You and God Bless you for putting this in front of the American People.They 
  need to know the TRUTH and they try constantly to not look.God Bless you for  
 standing for the TRUTH! 
 Daniel Lilja May God bless this little child. .RIP 
 Susan Allen Baron God help us ! 
 Kathy Ciara Catholics , lets get together and vote pro life. 
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 Premey N Tom Joyner This is not about denomination, Jesus did not create denominations. This is about  
 life and death. This is about God's promise to protect and bless those who love  
 Him. This is about mankind accepting this promise and binding the covenant  
 between God and ma 
 Karen Hungerford Theriot I totally agree with you but I can't watch this. 
 Frank Guerrini Typical for liberals/progressives to attack the messenger and ignore/redirect the  
 topic . Abortion is NOTHealthcarenor should it be a means to end an  
 inconvenience. 
 Charlene Erwin if you dont like what your hearing leave 
 Cindy Woolley King No Deborah! Shame on you! Father Pavone is a Saintly priest! 
 Rich James Newman If it disgusts you, do something about it 
 Karen Higgins We have to vote for Life.My fear is that they are going to place Hillary in office no  
 matter what!If they are going to ignore us then God will step in like He has over  
 the course of time to correct the wrongs.The Holy Door shuts this month.This may  
 be all 
 Sharon Smith This child did not ask to be conceived, there is no way that babies should killed  
 like this.If you do not want the child, give the child up for adoption to parents that  
 want and cannot have children.Give them the blessing of parenthood instead of  
 killing  
 Gail Cheatwood Father Frank Pavone I applaud you for taking a stand even when people  
 disagree.People are to sheltered and don't want to be exposed to reality anymore. 
  It may not be politically correct but you are right! 
 Debbie Ann It's so sad!!! It's awful 
 Tenah Marie Clark Quite funny that you all do not want to see this.. but this is reality.People can  
 agree with abortion... but can't handle seeing the lifeless baby. This is hard to see 
  but he's right. You need to see what you're aborting... understand why you are  
 allowing 
 Evelyn Maria Backlund Prayers for an awakening in the hearts of people in America!For some, the ugly  
 truth has to hit them in the face before their hearts are moved to repentance and  
 for others this may move them to action against such an atrocity! Help us Lord! 
 Janet Gill This is stark reality 
 Lucy Olivas The truth hurts.A baby killed before it could have a life.With so many people  
 wanting babies, why wasn't it given up at birth to parents who would have loved  
 this baby as intended.SAD 
 Ruth Felker Democrates seem to love having unborn babieskilled. 
 Mari Villarreal We know what you are doing, we know how brave you have been, consistent and  
 merciful towards the aborted baby and the other victim, the mother of the aborted 
  baby. \"The Gates of Hell will not Prevail\" Father Pavone, we are very grateful  
 for having you a 
 Graciela Perez So sad that Americans have became hard of heart 
 Louise Wiard This is so heartbreaking I can hardly look.I pray fervently that this election has  
 awakened a sleeping giant (the Church ..... believers of every denomination who  
 name the name of Jesus as Savior) and please I implore all to vote for LIFE.God  
 bless Father 
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 Belisa Ucciardo Please Kiss the baby the baby for me, Father Frank Pavone. 
 John Street Hughes Its breaks my heart 
 Lenora Scott Tripp It dont sound so bad until you SEE the truth!! 
 Evelyn Pupello Thank you for speaking up 
 Teresa Steinhauser Pluemer Thank you Father, people need to see what abortion really is. You are taking life, a 
  life that could have been saved and a loving family could have adopted it.Suck it  
 up people, the picture is the truth.Please pray for our nation to get on the right  
 Rita Westerman I can not imagine, a doctor who works to saves lives, and then decides to doan  
 abortion and kill a living child.Nor can I believe a Mother would permit this to  
 being done! 
 Kathleen Daly Dickman Please God help us in this election 
 Jam Sells in NO way is killing babies okay:( 
 Brenda L'Antigua Kadlik abortion is murder and this suffering because of people in power and people  
 thinking abortion is a person right , has lead this Country down the path to Hell. i  
 pray that abortion will endand God is put back into America . 
 Sherrill Nurnberger I'm sorry this happened to you little one?? 
 Sandi Mooney Oh my gosh poor baby. Please don't let this happen 
 Roger Attkisson Get a post it note to cover lower portion of your screen. His message is worth  
 listening to. 
 Sharon Sf Lord have mercy on us. 
 Grady Brewer The world will manipulate and this is nothing.....someday people will be like Nero  
 and do worse to Christians. its coming and we need to support life for a child in  
 the womb.STOP ignoring abortion folks....its supporting abortion when you DO  
 NOT speak out 
 Kaye Polarie Mayers Their blood is crying out for us to do something!!! 
 Kathleen Daly Dickman Choice life not death 
 Kenny Parsons Please Lord intercede for our Country. 
 Debra Baguss Hering Crying for this precious baby.We will never knowwhat great contributions this  
 child may have made to our \"so called\" society.What choice did this innocent  
 child have? 
 Suzanne Herrmann Poor baby ?? 
 Frances Quinn I am reading all these comments attacking this priest for what he did. As a  
 Christian I am shocked. If any of you are Christians then you should be ashamed  
 of yourselves. And if any of you are non christians then be honest and state so in  
 your comments. H 
 Sharon Gerber If this offends you as it should be a 
 Cesar Ramirez My heart aches 
 Mark Mason RIP go with God little one. 
 Ellen Bertke People need to see this. Reminds me of how Eisenhowrr 
 Maureen McCarthy Marold Their blood cries up to heaven 
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 Jackie Montgomery Heart breaking. 
 Dianne Loyd Strong So very sad 
 Janet Lewis Truth tell it all the that hurts woman 
 Stephen Guffanti I pray that our nation will choose life. 
 Lynn Martin If this doesn't bother you, you do not have a heart 
 Daryoosh Delores Ranjbar What is wrong is the fact that this child was killed, MURDERED.Would people be  
 ok if we just killed all people who got pregnant and didn't want a child?No, of  
 course not.So why is it ok to kill an innocent little baby, not giving them a chance? 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Arms torn off 
 Alicia Bevilacqua We can't vote for Hilary, please people think , think ???? 
 Rosemary Burney Poor baby 
 Sweetpea N. Fortich Rest in peace little one God be with you 
 Holly Arlofski My soul aches for this country!! Continuing prayers!! 
 Mary Nolan Taylor Prayers for the innocent... 
 Lorna Brentlinger I think he is making a point to all the people. It is not just stopping Hillary from  
 becoming a President. I mean Hillary laughs at some of the Catholics do. We have 
  people living among us not recognizing that abortion is a murder and we praise  
 these peop 
 Mary Ellen Walsh How can anyone see this baby and not be brought to tears? 
 James Oliva God doesn't sleep. 
 Lisa Moore Lord have mercy on us 
 Mario Mota I see all the comments of people here and wow ...really people?? Heartless and  
 brutal.... can't handle the truth??? ABORTION IS HEARTLESS AND BRUTAL...the  
 year of mercy is almost over.. 
 Kimberly Bell Word Truth hurts 
 Janet Fowell How can anyone vote for Hilary as she approves of this she is not human. 
 Bernadette N. Lopes Dear Fr.,I know you are doing this for the right reason.May God preserve you and  
 ennoble all your efforts to this cause.May we NEVER \"close our eyes, and look  
 the other way\".For those who propagate this carnage, love and are able to thrive  
 BECAUSE,it is 
 Linda Francois Mayeux Heart ?? broken for all the innocent ?? 
 Barbara Annamay Odom Crone It's super sad that poor baby no baby should be killed 
 Sandra Ly Please share 
 Al Savage Thou shall not kill 
 Keshan Simmons THANK YOU!!! for showing the truth!!! People hate the truth. I'm tired of people  
 saying these babies are not alive ... They are alive just like a fly, mosquito,  
 bacterium, and other people. According to science the baby is even alive before  
 conception bec 
 Rebecca Vela How can anyone do such a thing. 
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 Stacy McCowen This makes me so sad. 
 Candy Cook Every woman & girl who is capable of bearing children, should see this!! Thank  
 you for exposing the lie perpetrated on women!! The lie that convinces women  
 that the child in their womb, is an inconvenience & is disposable, & that , since  
 'it's only tissue 
 Anthony Porcelli So sad IMsure that this little is in heaven ?????? 
 Jennie Epping Please if you do not know how to vote for. Watch this. 
 Lorraine Craig Poor dear baby!! 
 Leny Pranada That's the reality they do not want to see. 
 Trudy L Barnhart So sad 
 Julie Ann Felber So hard to see but so true.... ???? 
 Josephine Lasco God bless America?? 
 Keith Goddard Killing is Murder 
 Norman Nadeau Rip. ?????? 
 Katarina Hill-flores Oh how sad! 
 Timothy M Bolli Pray for the innocent 
 Benita O'Toole-Menendez My God I just want to cry ! I have no words 
 Maria Elia Silva Truth hurts, but it needs to be spoken 
 Dawn Stinson Thibodeaux where is election novena #8 ? I hope Fr. Frank is okay. 
 Elsia Murphy is sad to seethis video. we know democrats go always for abortion, you not need  
 to show the fetus this baby, Clinton is for this crimes, with her party, them thing  
 the fetus no have voice an then kill them. Lord have mercy in this Contry 
 Cathi Ehrmann Costino Vote for life...not death... 
 Janice Busby This is so awful. God help our country. 
 Flores Aranda Alvarez Leave this man alone and go away hateful people 
 Linda Keller Lord have mercy on us. 
 Janice Mccann Watkins Lord have mercy 
 Barb Herrmann Rest in peace, little one. Choose life, please! 
 Abril America Catholics, please vote Pro-Life! Remember God creates life, and only He can take  
 Dixie Graves Heartbreaking !!!! 
 Joe Scaccia Fight on Father F.Abortionists do not want people to see the horrid reality of  
 murder.People need to have this in their face and to face the fact that it is  
 MURDER. 
 Kathy Ballenger Michel Absolutely heartbreaking... 
 Margaret Pafume NEVER NEVER KILL A CHILD. 
 Debbie Collins Napier Never Hillary! 
 Bernadette Estrada Omg how sad. .. 
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 Jason Roumanos I tried to share this and it was deleted by FB. SAD 
 Rosie McClurg Pray pray pray for this election. For forgiveness 
 Sue Fairfield So evil 
 Doris Reilly Mondello Please everyone DON'T VOTE FOR HILLARY CLINTON, THE MURDERER.This is a  
 mortal sin and must be confessed.Her mother should have been pro-choice. 
 Danielle Morey Someone's people need vision to understand how this is not ok 
 Lewing Maribeth People need to know that abortion is killing REAL BABIES, they are not dolls or  
 figments of our imagination. These babies are killed in the most horrific manner  
 and suffer great pain before dying.This is murder plain and simple. 
 Maria Hale Yes that baby is not as cuddly soft as the newborn people are used to seeing.But  
 \"many\" people need to SEE and HEAR the FACTS of abortion.If necessary, yes it  
 very appropriate that a priest bring it to the attention to the people, Catholic or  
 not.Thank  
 Kay Smith Please share 
 Ann Galanda Please don't vote for Killarney!!?? 
 Lisa Molle Deborah it is okay if you are horrified all murder is horrifying 
 Carolyn D. Henderson Oh my lord help our country! 
 Vicky Vega Aceves Poor baby ! 
 Linda Weiser Rittenhouse Campagna Life, not death! 
 Tim Allmond Breaks my heart ?? 
 Lawrence Palliam Thou shall not kill. 
 Dennis Brooks God please bring this sole home 
 Timothy M Bolli Stop killing our future 
 Shirley Varnadoe Kersey Evil has to come to light.... 
 Rose Marie Salino Fuschetto Lord help us 
 Maureen Daniel Schuster As Catholics, we need to take a stand and show the horrible ugly truth about  
 abortion.This is the horrible ugly truth, and is it pleasant to see...No, but is sure is  
 sending a message of what the horror of abortion is.The truth is ugly, but the  
 point is m 
 Lawrence White This nation is absolutely going in the exact direction that this man is talking about 
  and we have got to take charge of the situation that is why people are voting for  
 Donald Trump and not Hillary Clinton, that's why I say be careful what you choose  
 becau 
 Connie Frazho Sad so sad 
 Barb Wiggins So awful 
 Sylvia P. Quillano RIP. In Jesus name. AMEN and AMEN 
 Lon N. Alonso Many people don't want to see this poor dead baby because they have tried to  
 reason with their conscious about their support for Hillary and a party of death.It  
 is hard to look truth in the face and still turn away from it. 
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 Sue Dziak Rest in peace poor innocent child.Thank you Fr. Frank Pavone for looking after this 
  baby and giving it his/her dignity with a proper vigil, prayers and final resting  
 place.Thank you for your honesty and courage by showing this andguiding our  
 country to a  
 Deanna Freyou Please Lord, deliver us from this evil. 
 Rosie McClurg God forgive us. Save us from evil. 
 Isabel Mendoza Camacho some times people need to see.... 
 Rita Segura RIP innocent angel. 
 Lara Toman Lord have mercy. 
 Greta Madigan Rest in peace little one! 
 Candace Ibbotson So hard to see. Reality brings truth. 
 Harold Eubanks Please share 
 Zina Rafo God bless you Fr Frankand all that you endure to let the truth be known, and may  
 the Lord give conversion to all who are blind to this sad and horrible realty  
 ???????????? 
 Millie Kennedy Beaumont Thou shalt not kill, 
 Barbara Holliday This is incredibly sad and never should have happened.The only bright spot in this  
 is that the child is now safe with God. 
 Laura Voss Other people would think it ok to throw the baby in a dumpster.God bless you  
 Father for speaking up and speaking out. God knows your only goal is to help  
 preserve life in our our wayward world.People's hearts are so hardened. 
 Ann Mart Bischoff How sad that so many protest showing that this child like so many others are  
 murdered daily and all you can worry about is separation of church and state  
 rather than the lives lost daily.This world is upside down. 
 Cosmogirl Brutus Swick Lord have mercy. Amen?? 
 Kathryn Zirglis Tannone Thumbs up to Fr. Frank.I also believe that people have to wake up to reality and  
 start some soul-searching.We cannot allow evil to take over and suffocate us.Our  
 accountability to GOD should be our #1 focus and not fear what others may think.I 
  feel that p 
 Diane Vivis How could you kill your baby?maybe , just maybe after people watch this, they will 
  push forlaws to protect these inocent gifts from God... wake up americal. sad,  
 very sad,how society is .. 
 Jimmy Don Hightower How can anyone vote for her 
 Shirley Gentile-Neider My heart is broken!!!! 
 Anne Smyth People, this is a reality in this world we live in. Abortion is killing and Clinton is a  
 murderer.Yes this is a disturbing video, however, this needs to be done so that  
 people wake up! God bless you Father. 
 Vicki Johns Those of you who are appalled at seeing this poor aborted little child are probably 
  the same ones who are NOT appalled at actually doing it.Thank you father for  
 showing us first hand that this horrible procedure happens over and over.Blessings 
 George Mortaki Lord have mercy   Lord have mercy   Lord have mercy 
 Denise Hysler Conway May God have mercy 
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 Rosemary Circo I would like to copy and share on my confused brothers' and sisters' campaign  
 sites. Please pray for thecourage to advance our prolife message and mission to  
 preserve the sanctity of life. Thank you for making the connection clear with your  
 homilies Fathe 
 David Vela So sad! ?? 
 Barbara Rodden So sad! 
 Reynaldo Villar Francisco Amen rest in peace baby.. 
 Betty-Ann Bowen So terrible 
 Jessie Mar Omg ?? Hillary murder 
 Julie Turner Wake up! What has been done to this baby is evil. ......this child was  
 Murdered.Can't you all see that, but yet you all slam Fr Pavone for this  
 video.Father hasn't done anything wrong.The wrongdoers are the ones who  
 murdered this innocent Baby. Use your v 
 Elisa Soto Amen for life; Baby rest in peace 
 Suzy Gier Fowler So terrible!! Clinton is alright with that!!!?????????? 
 Emily Smith Rest in peace little one . 
 Gina Mutascio-Issa RIP baby....?? 
 Georgis Valladolid Is hard to see this but too many people has fail to God in order to look up to Him  
 because they are getting weaker and weaker.   And Fr. Pavone is making us a big  
 favor to break up our minds that has been vaccinated with too much \"political  
 correctness\" 
 Leticia N Obregon Hanson If this offends you then vote against it, not for it.Just because you don't want to  
 see it doesn't mean is doesn't exist. 
 Michael Dunn Do not kill the innocent. 
 Polly Joslin Francis Sad.. So sorry little baby. ?? 
 Danny Ward Sweet dreams angle rip x 
 Phil Labosky This should have been done a long time ago . Very well put 
 Joshva Aslam Aslam Stop killing human 
 Jackie Yepez so heartbreaking ?? 
 Nita Grace Paul Greer, dear brother Father Frank Pravone is indeed a real priest, He a founder 
  of Priests For Life and has worked to end abortion many years I stand with ELIJAH, 
  JEREMIAH and all the prophets through to St John The Baptist who spoke to the  
 people of  
 Candy Brown Kizer So many lost babies... 
 Andjelka Mihelcic Iwish that Catholic listen you. 
 Issy Ruiz He was burn with a saline solution, horrible 
 Pennye Diane Morgan Shaw Prayers ... 
 Tammy Radecki Sad 
 Scott Ross Murdered 
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 Dot Phillips Thank you Father Pavone for a reality check.It is sad to have to show the truth  
 when a deaf ear is turned to the truth.These are our children and grandchildren  
 and our next generation that is being KILLED in such a brutal way.How are these  
 abortions any b 
 Terra Parker Heartbreaking ???? 
 Patricia Ferrer Father, thank you for showing us what abortion IS!!! Too many Catholics bury their 
  heads in the donkey and keep giving power to that EVIL party!!!!This little baby is  
 a martyr because he died in the name of \"convenience.\"Is that not how Jesus  
 died as we 
 Del Refugio Lord have mercy for us???? 
 Jeannie M D'Arcy I'm an RN and to sanitize abortion is to deny the inhumanity to man!Those that  
 refuse to see the truth are in denial about the issue of killing our children.I have  
 witnessed the results since I started my career and there are many in the medical  
 and nursi 
 Rodney Merry The violence began when this human being was aborted.Hopefully the rage that  
 the community feels is because of the abortionFather Pavone has definitely  
 sparked a nerve and his message is apparently very clear. God works in  
 mysterious ways, sometimes the h 
 Despina Vasta WE HAVE TO PRAY FOR THEM FOR THEY ARE BLIND BY EVIL.BUT WE AS  
 CHRISTIANS ITS OUR DUTY TO DO THE BEST WE CAN TO FIGHT THE SYSTEM  
 EVEN IF IT MEANS TO DIE FOR GOD 
 Noemi Hernandez Nooooo that's sad 
 Amy Provencher Please go on TV AND TELL THE MASSES!!! 
 Angela Evans I am amazed people are calling this a stunt.Lord please soften our hearts to know  
 right from wrong. I love all people and am thankful everyone who is calling this  
 exploitationwas given the chance at life to voice their opinion. Please be with us  
 all Lord  
 Shelly Nguyen Please god bless this child's soul 
 Susie Langenhuizen The churches everywhere should teach the people more about what's right n  
 wrong.That's the biggest problem, they don't teach enough.They are too afraid to  
 speak up.Stand up for what's right, save these lives that matter 
 Rosemary Circo Maureen Paul I believe Father Frank Pavone is speaking on behalf of all Catholics,  
 from a true Catholic perspective, counter culturally. Fact check: At the moment of  
 creation, all human life begins http://www.ehd.org/prenatal-images-index.phpThe 
  democrat  
 Maureen Lynch Rinaldi For all of you who don't think it is not okay to display this child?Wake the hell  
 up!But you think it was okay to kill it??Pray to God for his mercy.This baby's soul  
 has left his precious little body.May he rest in peace 
 Iwona Jaworowska thank you for this video! 
 Rose Nelson The truth hurts 
 Libby Ross So sad! 
 Teresa Croscup So sad. My heart is breaking. Wake up America! 
 Yolanda Peralta God please help and protect us. 
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 Alexandra Hernandez Life is God, Death is Satan!!! 
 Keith Berger So so Sad. 
 Nola Beach Father, you have done so much for the unborn.I would encourage you not to even  
 read the trash that is being posted on this site.There are a lot of people that just  
 hate Catholics, I am a Catholic and have been persecuted.Just find your self a  
 peaceful pla 
 Albert Orban Thank you Father for being REAL. I'm sure that precious little baby in your video  
 would thank you, if he or she could, for talking about the horror of his or her's  
 death. These babies, I'm sure, don't want their existence and death to be a  
 secret.I admire 
 Jewels Al Not Shane in the priest!!! People are blind and some people think it's ok.And some 
  people think it's Not a Baby.When in Fact it is a Baby.People Need to see this!!!  
 And notice it's a BABY!!! 
 Joe Shirley Poor baby! 
 La Capitana God please save the unborns! 
 Christian U Percy Nwokorie Please God deliver us from all evil 
 Barry Matta Rip little one. 
 Uzoma Johnfranklin Lord have mercy on your people 
 LaVerne Lesznik Heart breaking 
 Sandy Howell Poor baby! 
 Ann Wall Would the world seeing thousands of Jewish people's lined up in gas chambers  
 have resulted in \"help\" to STOP their slaughter IF the world had seen it  
 happening sooner??? This is so horrible that some \"object\" to the rawness ....  
 The horror ....one pic 
 Kelly Burgess for some to know the truth they must SEEthe truth ...these innocent children are  
 slaughtered by the 1000's every day ..how do we stop it if we turn our eyes  
 away... if it offends our senses and we cry foul when someone has the courage to  
 SHOW us... this i 
 Kelly Hoover It is not disgusting that the Catholic church is trying to make people aware of that  
 they are doing when they abort their children. This priest is trying to show people  
 what they are doing when they abort is WRONG. It is MURDER !!!Nothing  
 disgusting about 
 NJ Kolsky Get YOUR HEADS out of the sand people.. Killing babies is WRONG WRONG  
 WRONG.. You should see this.This is what your letting happen.. 
 Tien Manh Nguyen Amen 
 Jose Luis Soto Killing is killing and is wrong,you can call it pro choice all you want but it'smurder. 
  Choose to have sex the choose to have a baby. 
 Cilia Pinto Ercilia Pinto Amen 
 Colleen Vaughan Poor little baby so sad 
 Susan Carter Dear Father Pravone - you stand for human life at every turn - Thank you. This  
 baby is one of so many that have been murdered. The babies thank you for trying  
 to save their mom's souls. Every sin is forgivable through our Lord Jesus. Let us  
 begin to stop  
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 Jan Andrews Martinez Sad 
 Janusz Ko?ecki This is the truth! RIP 
 Judy Daman Sometimes it takes this picture to wake people up to know that if this child wasn't  
 rescued and given a proper Christian burial than its parts would have been sold  
 and we wouldn't know what happens to these baby's! It's easier to not think about 
  what this 
 Molly Bloom The rosary 
 Nhung Nguyen Amen 
 ToTy Benedictus Sad 
 Luan Can Amen", 
 Sheena Lostumbo If it's not a human yet, according to people who agree with abortion, then why  
 does it need to have a human rights to be laid to rest. Not human equals no soul  
 equals no reason to be offended by this. Oh it's offensive because people killed  
 humans with so 
 Tanya Taylor Father, Frank.I understand why you have shown this. People only see what they  
 hear. They do not see the truth. Noone (with a heart); likes to see a corpus of a  
 baby. God placed that life in the world for purpose. This is innocent blood. We as  
 a nation as  
 Jo Ann Cortez Pray, Pray, Pray 
 Ninh Kha Amen 
 Janet Gill It is the churches place to prick the conscience.If they don't who will?Murdering  
 babies is so common place and that is a sign of a dead conscience when people  
 protest this.   What about news agencies showing dead bodies during war or  
 disasters?Repent fol 
 Patricia Palmer Father GOD I pray for you to remove the scale from their eyes.If they will kill they  
 own babies, they will not respect any life. 
 Jayne Frances It is a tsunami of mass proportions! The Lord showed me today, that the  
 governments around the globe tolerate the Islamic ideology because it is Satan  
 that they worship. How they treat women, children. Same as the pedophiles in our  
 government. Abortion is 
 Aneta Wiraszka Amen 
 Duy Nguyen amen 
 Katelyn Kana Frick Everyone thinks this is so disgusting but do y'all not realize this child would have  
 been thrown away like garbage?? but instead the priest is honoring this child and  
 trying to show the harsh realities..this baby will have a proper burial and may  
 actually 
 Pamela Kass Any church that is afraid to speak the truth in fear of losing their 5013C tax  
 exemption status, is not a church that is willing to teach the unaltered word of  
 God.Any church that speaks the truth and exposes corruption in the world to  
 awake the masses to 
 Sa Ker Amen 
 Nhi Vy Bùi Amen 
 Emong Enyau Amen 
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 Anita Gibbs I am a Catholic and thank you for doing this. All these people who think what you  
 are doing is wrong and it should still be a choice to murder babies are  
 unbelievable.What has happened to humanity when they can look at this dead  
 child knowing exactly how  
 Ray Wilson We need to show people, even if it is graphic, what each candidate stands  
 for.That baby could have lived.Instead, by inhumane cruelty; the baby's life was  
 taken.Since Obama took office, abortions with African-American women have  
 doubled.It plans on being  
 Micheal Gregorcyk Lock baby killer Hillary up 
 Carmels Maria Daughter This picture breaks my heart. But Father did a good thing. Putting a little child's  
 body on a holy altar is not degrading the body but highlighting the dignity of the  
 body. Father honored this little person. This was something holy, made in the  
 image of G 
 Yen Kim Amen 
 Dung Tran Amen 
 Gina Cosgrove Im praying for you, Fr.Pavone.God bless you and give you the    Strength to show  
 the uncomfortable truth of dead babies.We seem to be averse to dealing with the  
 consequences of our \"choice\"... May that precious child of God rest in Peace,and 
  may our cou 
 Thanh Thien Amen 
 Asni As Amen 
 Kimphung Luu Amen 
 Robert Peters May our Lord have mercy on this fallen culture for not only allowing and  
 promoting but aiding and abetting the murder of the most innocent among us - the 
  unborn, fearfully and wonderfully made in the mother's womb but betrayed by the 
  mother.This beautiful 
 Gina Sanchez This is the reality that is happening every day in clinics all over our country.If you  
 truly feel that mindless and sick then you need to look again and see what is  
 going on in these clinics.This is nothing like viable babies being killed!Don't be  
 Hector Garcia This is not exploitation.Unfortnately, it has come to this point that it is necessary  
 to show an aborted baby.I guess for some people, it is ok as long as they don't  
 see the aborted baby.People have become selective in their outrage.I am pro life  
 and will 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter 
 Joanne Orth Muniz How sad, as a society,will chastises a priest showing what is happening to our  
 children,legally for over 43 years,killing over 53 million babies.A lot of people  
 won't admit or want to see it for fear of feeling guilty for what is happening to  
 them. We are 
 Steve Stevens What's wrong with you hypocrites? abortion is wrongthis is what we dont see. the  
 truth hurts killing babies is wrong and you people thinks this is wrong what the  
 priest is doing well suck it up this is the truth this was once a living human with a  
 heart b 
 Danilo T Ygona Amen 
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 Philippa O'Neill When I read all these comnents I finally realise why abortion is so widespread and 
  accepted.The essence of thus child is with God. How many end up as medical  
 waste.I don't hear anyone crying out about that. Shame on you all.I will pray to  
 God for your cou 
 Micheal Gregorcyk Lock baby Hillary up 
 Jessica Weeks God bless you for standing up for Life!! 
 Tim Bailey So sad but true 
 Rachael Dugger If seeing the aftermath disturbs you, how can the procedure not disturb you? Had  
 the pathologist not given him the remains the would have been placed in a  
 dumpster. The exploitation occurred with the exchange of money to terminate the  
 infant. This is actu 
 Alana Odom This is a HORRIBLE, HEARTBREAKING and REPULSIVE thing to see. Thousands of  
 these innocent angels are murdered EVERY SINGLE DAY.He's not exploiting.God  
 help us.We are truly living in the Last Days. 
 Laurel DeLong It's not about women, it's not about race..it's about Children. \"Jesus said, 'You  
 shall not murder...'\" –God, Matthew 18:18 This is not a Trump ad but from a  
 Family Life site: Let your conscious be your guide when you vote for Hillary! The  
 Baby in the W 
 Karen Dutton Wow, I'm honestly surprised that this little child if it was aborted gets a funeral  
 much less a burial. As people in favor of abortion rights argue that this is a fetus,  
 and not yet a human life. Im surprised it wasnt disposed of like other human  
 tissue i 
 Michele Stash Do you realize that most Pro-Abortion proponants cannot view the process of  
 abortion,or watch/view the horror that takes place as the various methods of  
 abortion are used.Remember the feelings you have when viewing an abused  
 animal,how horrifying that is, 
 Ginger Womack Jackson So sorry for this precious life that was taken. God bless you Father Frank Pavone,  
 only God knows how many lives you saved with this graphic and sad  
 demonstration of reality.Killing a baby is so against Gods word and all these  
 negative comments toward you 
 Shawn Golden I have read comments of people angry over seeing a baby (who in my opinion is  
 gloriously enshrined as a martyr should be) in this condition.If this were not a  
 person, then why would it matter?We see horrific things all the time in this day  
 and age.God ble 
 Michele Staskiewicz God bless you Father. my heart is broken for all children killed by legal abortion in  
 this country.John 8:32 tells us, \"then you shall know the Truth and the Truth shall  
 set you free.\"Well, this IS Truth.Luke 8:17 says, \"There is nothing hidden that wo 
 Bryan Cris Everyone that posted that this wrong or a stunt, simply do not understand. Just  
 because you can see the baby and ceremoniously pray over it makes you  
 uncomfortable, doesn't mean that sucking it out into a bag and then send to  
 incineration to burn for powe 
 Janice E. Johnson Abortion kills a human being and leads to a life of sadness for the mother. If  
 unborn puppies were being aborted everyone would be screaming \"How  
 awful!\"Let's stand up for human life and see this for what it is - killing someone  
 who had a right to life. 
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 Daniel Lilja Some people are just horrified that this is being shown onFB..   I AM SORRY THAT  
 WE HAVE TO SEE THIS BUT I AGREE WITH GOD..ABORTION IS WRONG. ..ONLY  
 GOD CAN TAKE A LIFE..   THE SOLUTION IS SIMPLE. .GIVE BIRTH TO GOD'S  
 CREATION AND IF YOU DON'T WANT THE BA 
 Margaret Riley Carroll what Father Frank Pavone done was very dramatic & shocking to see but i  
 understand why he done this maybe if people wake up and see abortion for what  
 it truly is ( the killing of innocence) they may just realize how wrongthis is And  
 Maybe Just Maybe it ma 
 Gloria Mendoza Pray to stop Abortion   Like i said THINK FIRST BEFORE YOU OPEN YOUR LEGS  
 HAVE SENSE ENOUGH TO THINK OF THE CONSEQUENCES. 
 Yanelle Rivera Laboy I can't imagine the excrutiating pain he felt. 
 Leslie Oyler For those pro-abortion Hillary supporters out there who are offended by this post,  
 here's some food for thought:If an unborn child/fetus, doesn't matter... if it's  
 considered a non-human \"blob of tissue\" as pro-abortion supporters feel... then  
 tell me W 
 Mandy Lynn Thank you for posting the truth..this is the brutal realityof abortion in your face so  
 you can't shove it under a rug. Usually what we don't see won't bother us..many  
 of you bashing him for exploiting the child (which he isn't )and screaming for  
 women's r 
 Tracey Gleason Galindo I disagree David Calire- the reason most people go through with Abortion is  
 because they can't see the child-that is why they made it mandatory for a  
 sonogram before the procedure-just the visual of seeing the baby in the womb has 
  stopped many abortions.A 
 Basil Emmanuel This is so sad... 
 Rosemary Circo L.I.F.E. 
 Lauren Luchtman Walters It's very interesting to see those who would typically consider themselves pro- 
 choice, etc so up in arms about this display... If it's not a baby or a child worth  
 saving, nor having any kind of dignity or rights as a human being, then why are  
 you so upset 
 Jackie Igot Let's pray for this baby 
 Mizue Mary Inokuchi The poor child! 
 Noria Udis Merryn Udis Amen... 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies lives matter 
 Edward Crochet I can't believe any thinking individual could possibly chastise this man because of  
 his belief in the sanctity of life.This child was Murdered!This child was murdered  
 simply because 2 consenting individuals were careless and brought it into the  
 world and  
 John Todd Dear Father, I support what you are doing and to show the absolute horror that is  
 abortion. Like the Germans were made to see what the Nazi's were doing at death 
  camps or witnessing the crucifixion of Jesus,the truth is difficult to see and  
 accept. God bl 
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 Debra Lewis Father, I know you will take tremendous heat for what the \"professional Catholics 
  \" are calling a stunt, but unfortunately we live in a godless age that requires  
 people to be slapped upside the head that this is in fact the face of abortion.May  
 God bles 
 EJ Lombard Father Frank, I just want to say that it is surprising how pro-abortionists call this  
 baby a ''lump of cells'' then get so upset when you give it to them straight! This is 
  reality and I think you took a stand! We need more Christians like you! - All the w 
 Larry Sybesma Nobody ever called to ask who I was voting for...I'm a very Old US Army Vet...37 yr 
  Public Safety Volenteer Firefighter for my MICHIGAN City..serving my Community  
 when the calls came in..leaving my Auto Business to meet the needs of others!!!  
 Calls where  
 Rebecca Topps Dollaway I don't think people really understand that Hillary believes in abortion up to 36  
 weeks.My son was born at 32 1/2 weeks.He was small but he survived.He is now  
 14.How could people think that they are not people.They are living humans and  
 are able to live o 
 Renee Gembala Many people do not want to see this.The sight of this child disturbs them. Why?  
 Because it gives a face to the argument over abortion.The truth is ugly and it  
 should not be hidden behind words!Look at this child,imagine it's pain and fear at  
 the time of i 
 Judy Crane Kathy, why is \"the stunt\" so disgusting to you? Do you not want to see the  
 reality of what is occurring in this society. Look closely at this child, do you not  
 think that it died a horrible death. I mean, it's fully formed with the same nerve  
 Pat Jones Thank you Fr Pavone for showing what many can't see, This is what God see's  
 every minute of the day all over the world, and we wonder why the world is in a  
 mess, how can we even bother to worry about any other issues other than this,  
 killing of the most i 
 Stephanie Farrar Oh the irony of those who defend abortion yet are offended at the sight of the  
 body produced by that abortion.They protest that it's only a fetus, but in the same  
 breath say it is disrespectful to display the body and that the baby should be given 
  respect 
 Nita Grace Marissa and Evan Patrick, dear brother and sister in Christ, Father Frank Pravone  
 let us see not an abortion but a dead baby because every abortion results in a  
 dead life Every abortion in indeed evil and there is no justification for the murder  
 Child sac 
 Nana Nana Amen 
 Sylvia B Baker It is about time someone is showing the horrors of abortion.Those babies are alive 
  and gifts from God.Your vote will show God what you really believe in.Abortion is  
 the greatest holocaust we have ever seen which we do not do enough about.There 
  is not any  
 Carrie Parker Cruz Fr Frank, I must admit at first I was shocked to see an aborted baby upon the altar. 
  It is true, I would have felt the same if it been any murder victim. It isthe baby  
 Jesus that we see lying before on the altar and look at what we are still doing to  
 him. 
 Gerardo R. Noriega 58.5 million babies have been aborted in this country since Roe v. Wade legalized  
 abortion in 1973. Yes its graphic what Fr. P did... BUT necessary for people to  
 finally wake up to this holocaust going on in our country. Remember Fr. Pavone  
 respected this 
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 Christy Lynn its sad that some one would want to or even think of killing a soul that has no way 
  of saying please dont kill me. Birth is a precious thing. For women to be ao  
 radical about it because they can have children sickens me to my core. I cant have 
  children bu 
 Karen Uyesugi Seeing is believing........those who are \"OK\" with abortion should not have any  
 problems watching this; should have no reaction to this at all. This is REAL.  
 Fetus/baby....it does not matter what you call this child of God......this child of God 
  is now  
 Babs Christensen REVEREND , DON'T LET THE CATHOLIC CHURCH RIDICULE FOR WHAT YOU HAVE  
 DONE IN BIBLICAL SCRIPTURE THE LORD JESUS SAID DO NOT PUT YOUR  
 HERITAGE BEFORE THE LORD MEANING CHURCH AS YOU KNOW , LIFE IS MORE  
 IMPORTANT TO THE LORD JESUS & SO MANY PEOPLE WHO SAY YES  
 Camille Valenza-Hazelton Showing this baby is no worse than a funeral viewing.The problem is the truth is  
 painful.We are more comfortable keeping the sin of abortion hidden away where  
 we don't have to see it.This priest is shining the light on the ugly truth of abortion. 
  It is no 
 Dianne Knesek Sadly, people do no understand the horror of abortion unless they see it.Secondly,  
 it is proposterous to say that priests have no right to speak on the immorality of  
 taking the life of innocent babies.The Church has been pro-life for over two  
 thousand yea 
 Henry Altamirano Vote ProLife!! 
 Henry Altamirano Vote ProLife 
 Jaime Rodriguez Thank you farher for showing the world how blind theyvare to abortionGod bless  
 you 
 Bo Anderson Sometimes.. It takes something horrible to wake the slumbering masses that  
 refuse to get involved because it doesnt concern them. To the people who think  
 this is exploitation... No you dip shits... Its just the truth.. Laid bare and  
 uncovered.. But the mo 
 Janet Redmond Young This is heart breaking, but many of these babies are tortured and have limbs  
 pulled apart during the abortion process.This man is trying to show how horrible  
 abortion is and what will continue to happen if Hillary Clinton is elected.Those of  
 you who do no 
 Sun Son Ho Amen Amen 
 Marie Scarpellino Father thanks for speaking out.The Church did not do its job this time around .It  
 did not make the distinctionbetween the candidates.How can any Catholic vote  
 Democrat and still say they are in communion with the Churches teachings?The  
 Black Churches spea 
 Micheal Gregorcyk IfI love saten I would vote for Hillary true fact 
 Nahren Anweya Frank Pavone (Father Frank Pavone) Thank you for being brave enough to post  
 this. We as Americans and not just as Christians have a responsibility and  
 consequences. The majority of Americans are sheltered from the smears of our  
 society. We live in a socie 
 Jerome Lloyd I hesitated before sharing this post on FB for many of the reasons given against...  
 at first I thought it was distasteful and even sacrilegious...? But then I thought  
 about what the Altar is for? It's a place of sacrifice. It's the meeting place of life a 
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 Tammy Godyn Thank you for posting this.It's easy to forget or ignore the holocaust of abortion if  
 you don't see the results with your own eyes.I am a Protestant in full support of  
 your method Fr. Father Frank Pavone. Someone's asked me who I'm voting for, the  
 liar wi 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln Thank you Father Pavone for speaking up for life! God reward you! 
 Maria Theresa Marino Giandon As you can tell by many of these comments, our country has turned into one in  
 which you are judged for having faith.Those who have faith should be proud.It  
 breaks my heart to see this baby but it hurts even more knowing someone decided 
  to cut this babies  
 Diana McEneny God help us Tuesday USA 
 Jesse Baldwin I think the showing of this infant is unfortunate, but necessary.Not many people  
 try to visualize the horror of it so they don't understand it.They also don't want to  
 take a moral stand on it....those people are enablers!I say show this graphic  
 image.What 
 Ann Hall God Bless you Fathet 
 Liliana Smith God helps America 
 Judy Shingola Polaskey God bless you, Fr Pavone... 
 Donna Osuch WAKE UP AMERICA! 
 Caroline Niesley God bless Fr. Pavone.This is not a \"political stunt\".The baby was abandoned and 
  would have been in a dumpster if not for these good priests and pro life people  
 who buried the baby with dignity and whose only crime is to ask our help in  
 stopping the murd 
 Catherine Newton I never have been so scared as I am right now for the level of evil and corruption  
 on every level. Wiki leaks just exposing Anthony Weiner's computer the FBI  
 confiscated not only him in sexual acts,but Hillary and Bill Clinton has been on  
 Epstein 's plane 
 Micheal Gregorcyk You vote for Hillaryyou supportsaten 
 Greg Somadina Emmanuel For those who are saying that the Rev father was wrong by what he did, you are  
 wrong, I know it hurts you so bad to hear the truth and the way of life, have for  
 once asked yourself this question, what if your mother had carried an abortion  
 during your pre 
 Henry Altamirano And we thank you Father. God bless you!Amen! 
 Annamaria Dickens it is not a freak Show. it is thehow to make peoplof an abortion. wake up  
 womenwho thinks that abortion is ok ! 
 William Paradeis Saying NO to abortion is always the right answer.Just say NO!!! 
 Brenda Whitecloud Duty-Mitchell We needrealitypeopleWake-up Americans 
 Clare Poux- Carter If Hillary or any other politician saw a abortion from beginning to end! This would  
 be stopped!! 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Choose Life that you and your descendants may live ?????? 
 Christy Rutherford Dannels So your ok with abortion, but you don't want to see it!If you ever want to be pro  
 life, go see an abortion 
 Graciela Perez I'm afraid God is going to punish US for the sin of abortion.I don't blame the Lord  
 but I ask for mercy. 
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 Martha Lee Vincent It's to show people what their lack of action is causing in the U.S.A. !There are  
 about 500,000 abortions in the u.s. per year !!!! 
 Ginny Ralicki Lopez Father, I am certain you did some heavy duty soul searching when you made this  
 decision.I am sitting here at my desk in my place of employment, crying. 38 years  
 ago I went into labor at the beginning of my 6th month.My doctor explained that  
 an infection w 
 Kevin Glancey vote for life its god's eternal gift , amen 
 Lester Morrow Prayer for ABORTED BABIES: Heavenly Father,your love is eternal. In your ocean of 
  love, you saved the world through your only-begotten Son Jesus Christ. Now look  
 at your only Son on the cross who is constantly bleeding for love of his people,  
 and forgive  
 Rebecca Gaitan Valdivia Good Morning Father.God Blessyou. 
 Lauren Daffron Southern I'm sorry, if you think abortion is ok.See what you abort. 
 Nancy Chase Father Frank Pavone Thanks for the courage to speak on such a sensitive subject.  
 All too often men in the pulpit are silent when it comes to politics so as not to  
 offend.We all know Trump has said some vulgar things but when I've seen what  
 has leaked on H 
 Elizabeth Burgos Scott About 4000 abortions are done EVERYDAYin the USA . Think about it, on 9/11 3000 
  people died. This is a 9/11 EVERYDAY 
 Frank E. Solorzano Abortion= Murder.Amen to you Father for making this loud and clear. God Bless you 

 Anna Per God bless Youtoo FatherPavone 
 Connie Beth Swift Cornell I am not Catholic.But I am a born- again Christian.While seeing the dead baby is  
 hard to see, people need to see it.Many are told that it isn't a baby, just a clump  
 of tissue.      As for the Church being wrong to get into political issues, I think it sho 
 Maddalena Piccinnu Pray pray.......pray...:( 
 Rebecca Acevedo Thank you.. people need to see that these are babies from the start. Killing a baby 
  because you made a bad choice is not being responsible. Finding a good home for 
  it or giving it one are the responsible things to do. Providing birth control and sex  
 educa 
 Adesuwa Osemwegie Amen.Thank you God for this beautiful message 
 Dianne Volkoff Pray for all the unborn.Protect them !!!! 
 Anna Per Lord please hear our prayers . AmenAmen .Amen 
 Claire Matusiak God blessyou for allthe workyou do! 
 Dennis Lincoln yes thats a dead baby Tommy Reyesaborted thanks to obama 
 Mary Louise Fiddler The truth hurts!! 
 Katie O'Neill For those who are \" offended \".Father is just the messenger . Take your anger  
 out on the two who procreatedand discarded their child . 
 Kathy Webb God Bless you Father Pavone.We will never stop fighting for the diginty of  
 life.Abortion is pure evil. 
 Lisseth Kefgen A precious baby.God have mercy on them. 
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 Christian Li The power to change the world is right there in the Sacraments... it can become  
 tempting to do things our own way, and sometimes daily tasks can seem boring  
 and unfulfilling - but you have the highest calling, and I firmly believe that it's not  
 a politica 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee Hillary Clinton & those who vote for her support this.Those who vote for her will  
 be held accountable for murdering innocents knowing her supporting abortions to  
 the 9th month. 
 Joni Hansen Father Frank Pavone - I commend you for taking this stand. Not easy - to do what  
 you're doing here - but very necessary. Right now, in this troubled Nation - it's far  
 too easy for people to slip back into their comfortable little lives and blindly follow  
 Paulette Paprocki God bless you Father Pavone.Keep ut up.We need you and love you. 
 Pamela MacKenzie To all of you condemning this priest for this, shame on you!You are perpetuating  
 the continuation of the cruel and ruthless practice that is abortion. The reason  
 you're all so \"offended\" is because is so in your face. Well....take a good long  
 look. This 
 Dana Koinzan Early Masses were said in the catacombs on the crypts of those who had died.The 
  bodies of the saints have often been venerated and given witness to the evil of  
 man.This child gives witness to the atrocity of child sacrifice.He is giving witness  
 to how man 
 Ana Maria Guzman God is life and love. We need to end abortion. 
 Frances Mason Berry Father Pavone - thank you for being the Voice of these Little Ones!!!This Satanic  
 practice MUST STOP!!! 
 Amanda Christian Hillary is a murderer that says babies have no rights!Abomination!Lock her up!! 
 Susan Suddjian Nobody wants to see this, but this is what we are as a nation.It must be stopped. 
 Michael Knight Seeing the TRUTH is quite disturbing.Vote against Abortion. 
 Debbie Ann I'm so happy he is doing this!It has to be hard to look at the poor baby 
 Paulette Stewart so tragic, but so real and true.We must vote for Truth, Amen. 
 Deborah Bankston FATHER says - For they love NOT THE TRUTH!!! Therefore, HE will bring strong  
 delusion upon them!!REPROBATE MINDS!!! 
 Margaret Lee Father thank you for standing on your faith. 
 Jack C. DiBenedetto Father :if God has given you an anointing to preach about this, by all means do it! 
 Helene Fischgrund Thank you Father for showing the world this little one!May this little one rest in  
 God's hands 
 Patricia Harp Choose Life!We must!God is calling us to follow him and choose life! 
 Elizabeth Burgos Scott THIS BABY WILL BEBURY IN A MORE DIGNIFY EAT, OTHER BABIES ARE DISPOSED  
 IN A TRASH BAG IN A DUMPSTER AT AN ABORTION MILL OR SOLD BY PARTS 
 Brenda Slaughter Speaking the truth the the United States of Americareallymess up when they took  
 prayer out of school 
 Laura Villani I applaud you!And I'm not catholic.Your brave...may God bless you for sharing the  
 truth. 
 Claire Montaina Larson Pro choice is the choice of what?What are you choosing? Choosing to what?Go  
 ahead, admit it's to kill the baby 
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 Graciela Perez Americans have ears but do not hear.I hope their are enough Americans that vote  
 for life. 
 Susan Allen Baron Makes me cry !God help us 
 Marie Tyree LOOK AT THIS CHILD, A CREATION FROM GOD!!!How dare the world take a life,  
 the most precious gift that OUR LORD gave us! 
 Kathleen Peardot Yeah vote for Hillary to kill babies at late stages!!!Or even better sell body parts!!! 
 Joe Martinson Soldiers for Christ, support and pray for the most innocent.We're called for many  
 reasons, we're called for Change. 
 Olga Cuevas As hard as this is, this message needs to be put out.I'man evangelical christian  
 and we are prolife 
 Brenda Ligia Gutierrez Mendoza Sadly, LOOK, YES THIS IS ABORTION, KILLING A CHILD,and is what KILLARY  
 CLINTON PROMOTES AS WOMENS HEALTHY CHOICE. 
 Michele DeCesare McDermott God Bless You Father.I'm so sad - how can we justify this murder ever? 
 Patricia Harp God forgive us.God save us and these poor precious children of God. 
 Christine Snyder God Bless you Father Pavone. To all of you that are protesting Father showing this 
  precious child, and condemning this as something that is self serving, why then  
 aren't you protesting with the same passion our government that is allowing this  
 to happen d 
 Chipeco Martin If you call yourself a Christian,how can you think of voting for Hillery 
 JoAnn Gibes Sometimes the truth is shocking, but we need to wake up and stop this slaughter  
 in our country.Thank you,Father!! 
 Miguel Valentin \"Neutral\" is the language of COWARDS.Jesus was NOT neutral!!!! 
 Daniel Sharp Ross God bless you for shoving this horror in people's faces.God sees.People should  
 see too, and repent. 
 Christina Karalis Tartaglia PREACH IT Father Frank Pavone,YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Humberto Dorantes You people need to wake up!! I can't beleive we are criticizing the priest for  
 showing this dead baby!!! I can't beleive I'm reading that the church has no right  
 to sway our political decision!! The church is not against Hillary Clinton, is against 
  what s 
 Kevin Cooney One thing we do know if the Democrats are elected the murder of these poor  
 individual children will escalate ! We have to go back to pre - Catholic Mexico to  
 get this far . The choice is yours tomorrow . In the NAME OF CHRIST & HIS HOLY  
 MOTHER VOTE NO TO  
 Cathy Maravegias Lord, forgive us and have mercy on us.Bless this precious child. 
 Terry Smithson FATHER, FRANKThank you for standing UP for what is right,keep up your GOOD  
 work. 
 Pam McPherson Dear Lord, We can do so much better than this!Help Us Lord! 
 Sandra Padilla If a Cristian knowing about a candidateprority is to kill millions of babies then do  
 not yourself a Cristian anymore 
 Mercy Redor Foz Most Sacred Heart of Jesus, open thehearts and minds of us, sinners, to the truth  
 and light of God the Father. Amen???? 
 Kevin Cooney Like Jesus who hung on the cross after beenscourged 
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 Berenice Gonzales Pimentel Aguayo Thank youfather Frank pavone God Blessyou and God Bless all those Baby 
 Graciela Perez We kill pre born innocent babies . I can fill Gods anger .Their crying for justice. 
 Ayesha Windsong Amen. Thank you Father In Heaven and Father Frank Pavone <3 God blessAmerica  
 prayers' for healing. <3 
 Michelle Vallance When I was born, I do not know whether my biological mother was sexually  
 assaulted, had an affair, was a pregnant teenager. I hold no resentment against  
 her. I thank Jesus Christ for being allowed this earthly life and the most wonderful  
 parents who adopt 
 Belisa Ucciardo Oh my.. Lord please help us end this evil....Please Lord help us... 
 Diane Thies Mangialino God forgive us Father...for accepting murder as a convenience. People are angry  
 that you are showing them truth. 
 Peggy Sousa I love you Fr. Frank!Thank you for always telling the truth.May God bless you and  
 protect you! 
 Carol Gendzwil Niszczak Cason We are the result of a thousand loves.Give others the chance we had.To be born. 
 RJ Boatman Bless this child and all children.Vote to protect them. RJBoatman.org - Exploratory  
 Committee for US Congress. 
 Tata Vergara Yes. Wehave to show this in order to people understand WHAT EVIL IS. 
 John N Deborah Giles thank you for all that you do to save our nation.God Bless you 
 Nguyen Ngoc Ty babies' lives matter 
 Margaret Lee Thank you for speaking the truth!!!!! 
 Anna Marie Varmecky God bless you father We pray for the worlds conversion. 
 Margaret Lee Father thank you for standing on faith 
 Richard Enriquez PadrePavon, I support you, and you are right, God Bless You, pray for me ,  
 I'mpraying for you.Viva Cristo Rey 
 Gloria Alvarado Lee Without life being defended, we will be disordered.God is only one who can take  
 & give life. 
 Debbie Babos-Carreon Pray for all the babies and their mothers and fathers and their souls.God Bless you 
  Father Pavone. 
 Millie Kennedy Beaumont This is a saint in the makingthis great pro life priest for the unborn children 
 Dominic Martini God bless you. I pray that Our Lord heard our prayers and will finally elect a true  
 prolife candidate! 
 Eugina Everson Rieck HILLARY WANTS FULL TERM ABORTION UP TO BIRTH 
 Anne Jernigan God Bless you Father-you are absolutely correct.I will pray for you Father!!!! 
 Comfort Buameh Father forgive us mother Maryintercede on our behalf for offending knowingly and 
  unknowinglyAmen 
 Barbara Nelson Comes If you can't watch this - it says it all.It is truth and happens.Please vote so  
 abortion is not allowed. 
 Carolyn Hickman NURSES!VOTE FOR LIFE!THIS RETIRED CATHOLIC NURSE CHOSE LIFE!I WILL NOT  
 SUPPORT HILLARY AS MY PASTOR DOES! 
 "Pam McPherson Bless you sweet little one.We love you. 
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 Rosemarie Nemchek People need to wake up.Thank you father for making it real. 
 Maria Bussan-Kingsley That sweet sweet baby.Love that baby so. 
 Omar Lopez There you go people.It's in your hands.Choose Life. 
 Ana Rivera Thank you Father Pavone. May God blessyou.Let us choose life. 
 Gladys Catalla Jeremiah 1:5 before i formed you in the wombI knew you God love children 
 Edie Marie Keel Thank You Father...as Christians WE MUST MAKE A STAND for what is right and  
 good. It is most important in this election because we have leadership that is  
 deeply afflicted by evil and are aware and accepting of it and are using their  
 power to bend the rul 
 James Hubbard Wake up people stop the genocide Killarywants 
 Eva Hartman God bless this beautiful baby, 
 Maria Garza Excellent most ExcellentAMEN HALLELU YAH AMEN! 
 Barbara Yanchek Thank you Father for speaking the truth in season and out of season.For people  
 who are upset, this is the reality of abortion! 
 Sue Twin Thank you father it's terrible that's why no one likes to see the outcome out of  
 sight out of mind it's murder I don't care I've YOUR 5 weeks 5 months or 9 months 
  it's MURDER a child is a GIFT from god there are far to many people who use it as 
  birth cont 
 Marlene Verska Lincoln People need to see this. Vote Pro Life! 
 Joe Carusi Thank You Father, a very powerful message.I can think of nothing more demonic  
 than the slaughter of an innocent unborn child.I don't know how any true catholic  
 can vote for a pro-choice candidate. 
 Joan Prunicki God help us to be good people.Hear us O Lord ! 
 Frank Gordoa This is hard to take but it's the truth. Abortion is murder.All lives matter MOTHER  
 and CHILD. 
 Floyd Costello LORD have mercy on us !Thank you father ! 
 Carolyn Gering-Drumm Thank you. People need to see how horrible abortion is today. This child is a gift  
 from GodThis child should have been protected 
 Gianna Rae ELECTION PRAYER TO MARY      O MOST Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of Mercy, at 
  this most critical time, we entrust the United States of America to your loving  
 care. Most Holy Mother, we beg you to reclaim this land for the glory of your Son.  
 Overwhelmed wit 
 Mary Being Fr. Pavone I understand how people are disturbed by this poor aborted child being  
 placed on the altar. I also completely understand why you did this. Abortion is the  
 21st century holocaust. I also understand that there are many Catholics who will  
 not stan 
 Jean Bellomo-Young So incredibly sad. HILLARY is into sacrificing children for sex traffic. CLINTON  
 FOUNDATION, LYING TO CONGRESS HAVING AND BRIBING FBI TO BACK HER UP.  
 ITS ALL OUT NOW AND SHE WILL BE IMPRISONED FOR HER CRIMES. WE WILL  
 THEN END UP WITH KAINE AS PRESIDENT. I 
 Jann Deane No, you naysayers.People need to see how heartbreakingly evil abortion is. Look  
 away if you are a coward. 
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 Charlene Satzler-Zimmerman Dear Jesus this is so hard to see. I had three children and would die for any of  
 them. Never would I have ever had a child taken from the body God gave me to  
 carry your childI pray to you each night to let Trump become our president and to  
 touch him to wh 
 Eric Fasci Father God, we pray that in this election, Your children will get out and vote. We  
 pray for spiritual wisdom now for people to see and to know who they will vote  
 for. We pray that evil will not win in any county, in any state, and in any of the  
 higher off 
 Mike Lockhart Yeah it's not very pleasant to be forced to see what abortion really looks like. Is it ? 
 Liza Farrell-toulouse Canada is worse! 
 Liz Watkins Sweet baby angel????????.ABORTION HAS TO STOP!!!! 
 Elizabeth Beebe If anyone votes for Hillary you have babies like this blood on your hands because  
 Hillary and Obama and Bill Clinton says it's all right to kill an innocent baby which 
  it is not if you don't want to raise the baby at least take care of yourself and give i 
 Anne Fontaine Wow, I am an Evangelical Christian, who had been raised Roman Catholic. I am  
 absolutely appalled that people commenting on this video are more angry at the  
 showing of this deceased child than the MURDER of that unborn child. We have  
 those stating more bir 
 Michelle Dames Malawey Fr. Pavone, I want to show some support for you, given the tremendous outpouring 
  of condemnation in the comments below. Of course, it is disturbing, even  
 shocking, to see the reality of an aborted fetus, and especially uncomfortable to  
 view as it lays on  
 José Vieira Whoever ispro abortion or pro choiceis not against child abuse. 
 Mary Angela Guillen PEOPLE NEED TO SEE THIS BECAUSE YOU GUYS AREN'T WAKING UP TO THE  
 REALITY AND STILL VOTING FOR HILLARY!! THIS IS THE REALITY PEOPLE. YOU  
 DARE CALL YOURSELVES DEFENDERS OF LIFE YET DON'T AGREE WITH SHOWING  
 THE TRUTH OF THE MATTER AT HAND. This has shown to  
 Sandra Metcalfe I can't believe it's ok for people to murder their babies. It's barbaric.It's no a  
 choice. It's a life. 
 Flores Aranda Alvarez This man's intentions are good the ones with not good intentions are the ones  
 that left this baby like thishe is not exploiting this baby's body 
 Brenda Robinson I'm so upset. I lost my baby. She was just born.This is awful. My God what has this 
  world come to. 
 Jim Leone Pray for the millions of babies already murdered,and to be murdered if WE  
 don'tdefend them! 
 Mary-Lee Merle Plourde Dear God the point is the Killing of Babies. Wake up people!!! 
 Don Walker saying this is unacceptable doesn't change the fact that it happens  
 everyday.THAT is what should be unaccdeptable. 
 Jewels Al Deborah people are blind and he is informing the people!! And Yes people need  
 drastic measures because people are blind and turn an eye 
 Joanne B Stephens Bless youfather. How sad is this. Maybe you should have shown this sooner. 
 Judith Marler Please God. Be Pro-life.Read Holy Scripture. 
 Lauren Lafargue Makar How can America condone this? Father Pavone is absolutely correct.Like it or not. 
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 Lilian Lopez Don't exploit babies? They should see what they murder 
 Maria Trinidad Galanida Stop abbortionpls ...help the childrens for life of God 
 Marie Tyree People MUST UNDERSTAND that HILLARY proclaimed that A CHILD CARRIED IN  
 THE WOMB HAS N ORIGHTS!!! Do you NOT UNDERSTAND where this is going??? 
 Samantha Snow Sometimes the truth is ugly, people. Quit fooling yourselves.This is supposed to  
 be uncomfortable. 
 Amy Rindfleisch Oh this is so sad.Poor baby.Who will stand up to protect them?:/ 
 Mayra Elizabeth Arevalo God bless this baby that did not get the opportunity to live....why are people  
 shaming this Priest.This is a sad truth 
 Joseph Shular It is sad to see what this once greatcountryhas become. Now we are killing baby's 
 Betty Lazicki GOD HELP US AND THESE PRECIOUS BABIES! IT MAKES ME CRY EVERYTIME I SEE  
 THIS!!I PRAY GOD WILL HELP THIS COUNTRY!! 
 Patty Garrett Prayers!This is so serious. Choose life! 
 Linda Carroll Father - I am in complete agreement with what you are doing!I was very involved  
 in the pro life movement in the '70's and '80's and am still a strong supporter!I  
 was involved in counseling in WEBA (Women Exploited by Abortion).No one wants 
  to see the trut 
 Alvera Mateosky He's not exploiting a dead baby.he's showing us what women do to their children  
 everyday.You don't want to see that this is reality, 
 Lynda Neitz Yep!Some people just don't get it! :( 
 Noreen A Murphy Throwing a baby in a garbage can isdisgusting! 
 Mary Cicchine This breaks my heart.God help us! 
 Sheila Macdonald How very sadI don't understand some humans .RIP baby go to Jesus . 
 Cindy Le Desma Brazeau So sad and so true !vote pro life 
 Alicia Solorzano Only if you sea the awfulof the result of your decision you can see the truth , a  
 baby just Died forthis .. 
 William T. Lester God BLESS you dearFather. People don't want to SEE the BUTCHERY!the CRUELTY! 
  The INHUMANITY of it!!!Itsoundsbetter to call it 'choice' or a'procedure'...or  
 a'fetus'. People NEED TO SEE ! JUST how HORRIBLE this CRIME againsthumanity  
 really IS! The Shedding 
 "Bodette Villamor Pacis TRUTH hurts....yes, it feelsuncomfortablebecause people do not want tosee and  
 deal the Truth that we become \" a culture ofdeath\". We are so scared to see the 
  TRUTH! We are scared to see what we have done to the innocent souls if remain  
 silent. For being 
 Sherrill Nurnberger Thank You Father, sorry that this IS WHAT IT TAKES TO GET PEOPLE TO  
 UNDERSTAND.   THIS CHILD IS BEING LAID OUT IN DIGNITY LIKE A WAKE BUT IN A 
  HOLY WAY .   RESCUED FROM BEING PUT IN THE GARBAGE.   PRAY PEOPLE  
 !!!.......   THIS COULD BE YOUR GRANDCHILD. SH 
 Tabitha Shoopman This babies life did not go in Vein . I pray this babies life will save many babies  
 that would otherwise be aborted .This baby was already killed by an irresponsible  
 human that chose to not use protection to not get pregnant . And you want to act  
 like thi 
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 Laura Allen Gies So let me get this straight.A baby who is aborted out of sight of all of us, must  
 remain out of sight in death.And yet, if we SEE the dead baby, and we are SEEING  
 IT'S A BABY we are also SCREAMING:PUT IT IN THE GROUND!! STOP!!! Something  
 about all this UP 
 Sharon W. Allison Avon Makes me so sad. 
 Janet Williams Godbless the USA 
 Nina Dominique Brooks Don't let your hurt feelings about Trump lead you the wrong path. Mr. Trump ,  
 Pence and his party are AGAINST abortion.Hillary not. She supports late abortion  
 as well as partial abortions. 
 Lauren Ashley Randy Siwiec You may not like Trump but if you do not vote him , it gives Hillary a chance to  
 keep letting these abortions take place and many other issues!!! 
 Tj Marion I think its typical that people bring up the Catholic sex scandals to avoid the issue  
 at hand.Nobodies claiming molestation is a good thing and \"people choose to  
 molest\".Stay on topic.Is it right for someone to end ones life to ensure theirs is a  
 comfor 
 Sharon Saxon Hartung My online prayer group was joined in an ongoing online prayer throughout the  
 evening hours and proudly helped pray Donald Trump into the presidency.All glory  
 to God! 
 Judy Picco Buren I am Catholic.Thank you for showing people the truth about abortion. It is  
 digusting that any civilized country would allow this.I pray Mr. Trump wins this  
 very important election. 
 Miriam LaPrincesse According to the wiki leaks they are sacrificing Chickens to Moloch. Abortion is  
 the sacrificing of children to Moloch. Thank you for fighting abortion. 
 Gabriel Nanni When the Americans go to vote, look at the sky. God will guide you along the path 
  of love, peace and work. Donald Trump president 2016. 
 Daniel Roddick The Guttmacher institute found half of women committing abortion did so  
 because of failed birth control. Contraception doesn't curb abortion. 
 Rosie Diaz Thank you!! Because of your courage to video the poor aborted baby and give an  
 amazing biblical message at the same time! My catholic 84 yr old father and  
 mother voted for Trump today!! Earlier he refused but after hearing the clip from  
 the debate where m 
 Gordon Proctor If the sperm fertilizes the egg and the egg becomes a fetus and the fetus becomes 
  a baby, why is there any question when life begins.........it's God's creation and  
 only God has the right to say when that life will end...............TRUMP 2016 & 2020. 
 Sharon Saxon Hartung Wouldn't it be interesting if people quit treating unrestrained sex with multiple  
 partners as a sport and returned to a moral, self-controlled set of behaviors that  
 realized the real purpose of sex between a man and a woman is procreation? 
 Joann Koepp So why isn't the church more pro active in encouraging Catholics to vote for the  
 person who is against abortion. Hence all Catholics should be voting for Trump  
 and Pence. 
 Tim Pelham ALL AMERICANS MUST FACE THEMSELVES IN THE MIRROR AFTER THEY VOTE.  
 WILL YOU BE ABLE TO FACE YOURSELF AND YOUR CHILDREN IF YOU SELL OUR  
 COUNTRY DOWN THE RIVER TO A CORRUPT CAREER CRIMINAL?   PRAYING HARD 
  FOR A TRUMP VICTORY!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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 Sandra Correro We must stop these killings! Please Heavenly Father help this nation. The devil  
 child Hillary is trying hard to destroy this beloved country. Vote Trump 
 Danny Miller The church has humanity in its most highest priority orders from GOD himself.  
 Who else would you listen too!    Hillary;    Trump/Pence 2016 
 Radcliff Tong I can understand the priest intention to show how cruel abortion is ...people need  
 to see physical example of what abortion can do because our society is so blinded 
  by so many excuses. If you are not ready to become mother then try to avoid  
 extra marital  
 Jim Fabyan God created the baby, no one has the right to destroy it. God's moral law  
 supersedes all civil law. Eternal damnation is the consequence of bad free will 
 Safr Home Originally, I was going to vote for Hillary because I believe she is a better  
 candidate than Trump. I was unaware at the time she is pro abortion. I am against 
  abortion. My priest had informed me never to have abortion or be apart of  
 abortion or else I wo 
 Claire Bayzar May god change heart of people to read the bible and see what god tells us when  
 we murder may you choose the right one today go to trump please ?????????? 
 Kitty Dylan God please step in and save this country, and take this election in your hands and  
 keep Hilary out of the White House and keep Trump safe. 
 Mary Brancadora Briggs Father, I am posting this to my daughters. I am concerned about how they will  
 react. I pray that they will see the Light and vote Trump. 
 Bie Woltjes Hillary Clinton gives this baby no right and they may KILL ITby abortion  
 ....BUTDonald Trumpgives the baby constitutial right and the baby may not!!be  
 killed .When the mother is in danger, the baby can go out of the womb by sectio  
 cesarea...in minits!..Gi 
 Shawn Hanycz I never read anything that shows Father Frank Pavone endorse anyone, just  
 explained the difference between Trump and Killary \"The Devil\" Clinton 
 Nancy R. Carter Goodson Thank you for honoring this precious little person. So it will not be forgotten &  
 thrown away like filthy garbage. Those people are murderers. (Hillary) will make  
 things worse. Vote Trump, please.. He loves family! 
 Shawna Baca This is reality please name this little baby! God Bless this baby and you!Thank you 
  Father! That's why I'm voting for Trump! 
 Cathy Tucker Does not seem right to say showing this does not seem right!! Can't handle the  
 true facts then vote Trump! Trump is pro life and can't watch this then think about 
  the poor baby's who's lives are taken this way 
 Sue Benson Thank you Father Frankfor posting this.I hope everyone will share this to get the  
 word out.It is absolutely criminal to kill an unborn baby and need to be  
 stopped.PeoplePlease vote Trump, even if you don't like him.He stands for what is 
  morally correct an 
 Lisa Hill If you can't look at it or hear about it then you should NOT condone or back  
 someone who says that it's okay to kill --- vote for Trump. 
 Jared Connel When faced with something we all know is wrong and having it placed front in  
 center in this way it's obvious that those ashamed of supporting such evil would  
 ask you to not post such a thing. People who make or do evil things such as an  
 abortion want to h 
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 Monique Shanabarger G-D BLESS YOU Father Frank Pavone for exposing the hypocrisy of our moderne  
 godless society which is devoid of a conscience and is morally corrupt. These  
 women who concieve innocent babies then allow abortionnists to murder their  
 own flesh and blood. I CR 
 Linda Vesuvio- Lisa Voting trump 
 Jen Swackhamer Please merciful God please bless this nation, make Trump our president 
 Jen Swackhamer I'm voting for Trump 
 Margaret Ware VOTE FOR TRUMP, THE ONLY PRO LIFE CANDIDATE!!! 
 Rose Marie Iorizzo Wagner Trump's for life 
 Tony Montoya Vote Trump. 
 Sandra Padilla Waste of of a vote voting fot third party and Cristian must know only Trump is pro- 
 life 
 Chris Computron Purcell No question. TRUMP 2016 
 Vicki Gondran Pattillo Abolish Abortion 2017 ! Vote TRUMP! 
 Charlene Kammerer God Bless you Father! Vote for Mr. Trump...Vote for Life! God Bless America! 
 Robin Lanter Arizona deplorable Trump supporter here. Vote for Trump. 
 Rita Drury Socorrect!!Vote TRUMP,! Stop the CLINTON CORRUPTION ,! 
 Pamela Adams Rogers Pro-choice Christian is an oxymoron. I don't see how any Christian could vote for  
 Hillary Clinton. 
 Susan Allen Baron Vote for Trump - Trump wants to end late term abortion 
 Eileen Donohue Just so everyone is clear:the unborn child, IS A HUMAN BEING IT CANNOT BE  
 BORN ANYTHING ELSE. The first principle of a Republican Government (Consent)  
 is LIFE. THE PROTECTION OF LIFE.To protect the innocent minority from the  
 tyranny of the majoirty, THAT  
 Lisa Hill Donald Trump is the only choice and we need to go out and vote for Trump 
 Diane Falzone May GOD only allow Donald J. Trump to be our next President... Chose life, not  
 death... 
 Mary Jo Kirsten God bless America, and God bless Donald J. Trump! ?????????????????????? 
 Lourdes Pons Pandya Millions of babies have been butchered bc of abortions . Choose life , God said.  
 Vote pro-life candidate Trump. 
 Cynthia Roddy Naquin Please vote for Donald Trump!! 
 Marcia Rodriguez Abortion is murder!! Vote Trump! 
 Kelly Holloway Tartarone This will end soon Mr Donald Trump for president!!! 
 Hilda N. Serrano HAYQUE LUCHAR POR LA DEFENZA DE LA VIDA EL ABORTO ES PECADO MORTAL  
 AMEN", 
 Thuan SD DONALD TRUMP NEXT PRESIDENT NOVEMBER 08 
 Karen Corbin Voting for Trump, he is against abortion 
 Joanne Ilg Abortion is absolutely wrong on every single level. Life is a gift; protect it. Choose  
 life! Your mom did! #VoteTRUMP ???? 
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 Fatima Astals Spevak I pray for Trump to win the elections and for the end of abortion. God bless America 

 Millie Kennedy Beaumont If people vote for Clinton they vote for death if people vote for Trump they vote for 
  life 
 Reyna Millonig PRO - LIFE DONALD J. TRUMP FOR PRESIDENT ! VICTORY FOR ALL BABIES ! GOD  
 ALMIGHTY YAHWEH HEAR OUR PRAYERS IN JESUS NAME ! AMEN. 
 Lena Dahlia that is why I voted for Donald J. Trump 
 Blanca Estela Alcantara Pineda Decimos NO al aborto,estamos a favor de la vida. 
 Frank Sandoval Abortion breeds Violence 
 Teresa Croscup God bless you Father Pavonr and God Bless Donald Trump 
 Mateo Portillo Valencia El aborto es un crimen mujeres asesinas. 
 George Snizek Vote for Donald Trump 
 Jesse Larriva Abortion is Murder !!!God have mercy on our country !!!Vote Donald Trump, save  
 the babies !!! 
 Hoàng Phong Vote for Donald J. Trump <3 
 Jill Marie Testaverde-Noyes Ok for all of you complaining about this, please tell me what HRC has really done  
 for women or children, why is it a double murder charge when a pregnant women  
 is killed by a criminal but not considered murder when the mother decides to  
 LTA?Why would HRC  
 Mateo Portillo Valencia Aménnpt aborto es un crimen capital , 
 Cung Tin Thang This is why Donald trump should be president. Airy KhinJB Thawng Lian 
 Therese DuCharme This time period will be referred to as the time of barbarians if we don't vote out  
 Abortion by voting for Donald J Trump, 
 Babs Christensen I STAND WITH THE LORD JESUS !! THE LORD JESUS WOULD NOT ONE BABY  
 HARMED REGARDLESS OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES THE LORD JESUS WOULD WANT  
 US TO PROTECT THE INNOCENT & HE WHO DOESN'T PROTECT THE INNOCENT  
 WILL BRING THE WRATH OF THE LORD THE BIBLICAL SCRIPTURE DOES 
 Ann Mueller This is why trump gets my vote! 
 Vicki Brower God will put his hand on this election and Killary AINT anywhere near God, but  
 pence and Trump are! 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Are we the People of the Covenant or not ??? Stand forLife! Vote Pro Life. Vote  
 Trump 
 Shawna Compton Stop the killing vote TRUMP 
 Candy Tanner Trump FOR are freedom 
 Penny Linton This is what she wants vote Trump save babies 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Vote Pro Life. Vote Trump. Stand for Life 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Life Trumps everything 
 Lisa Ann Shook Quintin Do not vote Killary. Vote Trump. 
 Lisa Hurst And HILLARY SAYS THAT THIS BABY HAS NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS !!!!???? 
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 Candy Tanner Trump for our freedom 
 Vicki Newton Wood God will prevail over evil ! 
 Suzanne Pribish Vote Trump ???? ?? 
 Theresa Meyer Eilerman Choosing to affirm the God of the Covenant and vote Pro Life. Vote Trump 
 Dina Licciardo VOTE LIFE TRUMP 
 Dina Licciardo Hi Father. Trump for life!! 
 Dina Licciardo VOTE TRUMP PRO LIFE 
 Yea Maxie That's why I decided to go for Trump 
 Lisa Hill Exactly we need to go out and vote for Trump who will stop the needless murder  
 of babies 
 Lisa Hill We need to stand behind a man who stands for Gods word and Trump and Mike  
 Pence stand for His values 
 Lisa Hill We need to vote for Trump who chooses life and the value of life 
 Lisa Hill We need to get Hilary out of office - she DOES NOT stand behind the sanctity of  
 Shannon Maureen Ketchersid Sanctity of Life! 
 John Baltmore Vote Trump in and vote the establishment elites out. When you go into the voting  
 booth and vote for Trump, remember to help him #draintheswamp by voting  
 against the incumbent regardless of party at every level of government. We need  
 to destroy the anti Tr 
 Zoe Nicholson Pro life voting for Trump 
 Graciela Perez I voted for Trump so did my daughters, husband and brother. 
 Graciela Perez I choose life and pray that Trump become our next president. 
 Lisa Ann Sylvia I AM #PROLIFE    AND GOD BLESS THIS MAN FOR SPEAKING THE TRUTH!     
 #GODBLESSPRESIDENTTRUMP 
 Pamela Clark Cummings Torture and Murder of human babies! NeverHillary VOTE TRUMP 
 Barbara King IF YOU VOTE PRO LIFE YOU VOTE TRUMP. 
 Nicole Shecora He is making a plea to all Hillary supporters to rethink and VOTE TRUMP. 
 Joe Shirley Trump is America's only choice for our President!!! 
 Cindy Delbridge Hale Burned alive by saline solution... so evil. 
 Lisa Hill Yes we need to vote for Trump who is pro life 
 Pam Showers-Bast Vote trump 
 Constance Klein Holy Father let the voters see the light and vote for Trump to save our babies. 
 Betty Dutton VOTE TRUMP 
 Soledad Kennedy Trump believes in human life 
 James McDermott President Trump for America 
 Tommy Masterson Amen stop this murder of unborn baby's. You can make a difference vote Trump. 
 Heather Barbara Savage Strong stuff, but necessary. Too many take this infanticide lightly. 
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 Christy Watson Choose life!Vote Trump 
 Rosemarie Grasso U real I voted for Trump we need all the Catholics to vote Trump and everyone of  
 us 
 Henrietta B Martinez Donald Trump amen 
 Mirasol J. Pedullo Lord hear our prayer of suplication may Donald Trump will be win Tomorrow, in  
 your name Amen! 
 Tina Ariton God bless us!!! Trump!!! ???????????? Amen!!! 
 Antonina Rappazzo Fairfield Fratello pavone tante grazie per il bellissimo messaggio della vite che Gesù ci dà 
 Steve Stout Vote for Trump!! 
 Norman Nadeau Vote trump he would never let this happen. 
 Mike Longden A Vote For Trump, is a vote for God and a Vote For Life!!! 
 Joan Moore God bless you Father ????????for speaking on behalf of our God in Heaven who  
 warns us of this massacre! 
 Lauren Ashley Randy Siwiec TRUMP 2016!!!!!! 
 Lauren Ashley Randy Siwiec TRUMP 2016 !!!!!! 
 Emmanuel Zachariadis Hosea 13:16 their infants shall be dashed in pieces, and their women with child  
 shall be ripped up. 
 Gisele Maimone Voting for Trump - Pro Life! 
 Viola Villanueva We need to vote for Mr.Trump. Killary is a murderer. 
 Glenda Butler People wake up !! Hillary is a killer!! Vote trump!!!! 
 Okie Lorraine Priests need to Preach and get out in the Streets and Be Not Afraid of speaking  
 TRUTH. 
 Chandra Jane Crawford Trump is God's man. I believe. 
 Denise Cassell Brown We need Trump!! 
 Amy Provencher VOTE LIFE VOTE TRUMP 
 Miguel Valentin VOTE TRUMP! 
 Nancy Davis Thank you for your brave posting 
 Benjamin Bakhtiyari Vote for Trump 
 Mirasol J. Pedullo God bless America, God bless Trump for the next Presisdent. 
 Jeanette Holloway Good on you Father!! Vote for life! Vote TRUMP! 
 Jan Zalegowski Godspeed Father! 
 Gary Gillham Go Trump; save our children 
 Liza Farrell-toulouse Vote Trump or have your nation annihilated by fire! 
 Clementia Kiele Fr Pavone let everyone see the evidence of Murdering so called leaders. Choose  
 life and vote and vote Trump 
 Kay Hibell this is what hillary will do she said so in her speech wake up 
 Mary Louise Fiddler Trump!! 
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 Mary Louise Fiddler VOTE TRUMP NOT KILLARY 
 Sharon Byrum Bateman Baselice Vote Trump ?????????????????? 
 LaVerne Pivirotto TRUMP WILL WIN?????? 
 Rachel Hodge Miller Thank you for taking a stand against the massacre going on right before our eyes.  
 God bless you 
 Carl Farmer You tell them father. Trump 2016 
 Eric Allison Go Trump 
 Viviana Elias Trump 2016!!!???????????? 
 Pablo Reyes TrumpNation2016 
 Ralphine Smit Dear Jesus take this baby to you breast and give it your love, 
 Chris Poupore We must protect the sanctity of life!! 
 Fausto CurLove AstYou No to aborton Hillary not we have to protect each their lives living GOD is love. 
 Christa Harris Support & vote Trump/Pence! 
 Elizabeth Wood Voting for Trump!!! 
 Joyce Tabb Show the evil of this land just like slavery. 
 Chris Lyristis Vince says go Trump 
 Kathryn Brady Trump 
 Kim Smith Please vote for trump 
 Vicki Newton Wood God will prevail over evil ! 
 Edith Jeanpere Rivero During the past hour on the post Hispanics for Trump 2016:    96 Likes, and70  
 shares!!! Amazing response! The Holy Spirit is here! 
 Sandy Rooks Ott Seing this says it all. ....God Bless this child,God please wake up Americans and  
 show them 
 Betty Dutton VOTE TRUMP 
 Betty Dutton VOTE TRUMP 
 MaryAnn T. Gebig Never Hillary.. Dear God please let us have G   a good President Trump. 
 Lisa Hill We need to stand behind Trump who standsbehind life. 
 Barbara King LORD PLEASE HELP US. LORD COVER TRUMP AND HELP HIM TO BECOME  
 PRESIDENT. LORD WALK WITH HIM, LET THE RIGHT WORDS FIND THERE WAY TO  
 THE PEOPLE SO THE PEOPLE VOTE FOR YOUR GLORY GOD.AMEN. 
 James De Rosa Thank you for standing up and making this public we need more Priest to be more  
 open. Yes we most stand for life and not death. I vote for lifeTrump 
 Corey Missildine Thank You Priest for presenting and displaying the cold hard facts of life and the  
 fact that Killary and her supporters want to continue to engage in these murders  
 of babies.#Trump2016 
 Deborah Bankston GOD'S people MUST VOTE FOR TRUMP!!!GOD'S CYRUS!!!! HALLELUJAH!!!  
 ???????????? 
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 Patricia Leach PLEASE AMERICA VITE TRUMP PENCE AND SAVE THE BABYS ANDAMERICAFROM  
 OPEN INOUR FACE CORRUPTION 
 Leonila Guitang Comphel Bless the children.Sanctity of life. 
 Steve Cathy McFarland Votingtrump because of this.God bless you and your work. 
 Alejandra Diaz Castañeda God bless you father!all you do for the Glory of God and thanks for educating us... 
 Peter Amoroso If everyone in America saw an aborted infant, there would be an outcry outlaw  
 abortion 
 Theresa Shiring Vote Trump!!! Please choose Life!!!! 
 The Struggle Is Real TRUMP 2016!!!! 
 Clarence Griffin I vote for Trump 
 Janice Elsen Trump for president 
 Levanya Davut Trump 2016 
 Ann Hall God Bless you Farther . 
 Elton Garrett God bless this precious infant who's mother murderedhim please Jesus take him  
 home 
 Diana Dee #Trump is Against Abortion! 
 Khoa Truong TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP   TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP  
 TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP   TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP  
 TRUMP   TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP   TRUMP TRUMP 
  TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP   TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP  
 TRUMP 
 Alexandra Rose Dear God in Heaven...Americans, please pray for this child and this Country!!!  
 Vote TRUMP...it's got to get better! 
 Stephen M. Thomas So very very sad!!!! Breaks my heart@ vote Trump 
 Sandrah Hughes This is why I voted TRUMP!!!! 
 Darrin Locking Vote for Trump and you won't see this!!!! 
 Helene Fischgrund I see many grumblings in this posting.... People need to get over it!!!!!Because  
 this is what abortion is... killing of a child! 
 Hope Sanchez Garza I wish Judgement was like rightnow!! Wake up stupid people!!! This babies can  
 not defend themselves! 
 Carolyn D. Henderson Elijah!Please help Trump win! 
 Sasha Keith Backus Under no circumstance should we have the choice of killing a human being. 
 Vivian Mckay Very ?? my god help us all please vote Trump!?????? 
 Charlene Satzler-Zimmerman Trump will not kill our children. 
 Richard Sensale I'm not even Christian and this pisses me off.This poor child never stood a chance. 
 Chloe Smith I'm crying who could do this #votefortrump 
 Mike Gentile people help me pray the our farther 
 Sandy N Dewayne Johnson My heart breaks!VOTE for TRUMP! 
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 Kathy Gulley Ellington Do you not see this beauty trampled and killed?,;for heavens sake!See!! 
 Teresa Croscup Baby is burned by saline. So sad this had yo stop!! 
 Kathy Geraets Speechless 
 Yeca Espinoza CRUEL ASESINATO. POR ESTOS ASESINATOS DE NINOS INOCENTES VENDRAN  
 GRANDES CASTIGOS PARA LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMÉRICA 
 Jeannette Parton Rest In Peace little one.Trump is gods way. 
 Terry LoProto DeLustro What a waste of life.We are all barbarians if we continue to allow this to happen. 
 3121 
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